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'Tis the
season
for flu
shots
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Those wanting to protect
themselves from the flu this
season will have a chance to do
so during a Purchase District
Health Department innoculation clinic next week.
But for those who don't
want to wait, the shots are
available at Primary Care
Medical Center.
Although there is no reported shortage of flu vaccine in the
area or the country, local and
regional medical officials are
encouraging those who want to
be immunized to come in soon
and decrease the risk of getting
the virus.
Sharon (lodec, director of
nursing of the Purchase District
Health
Department, said
Thursday that PDHD officials
have announced the first flu
clinics of the 2006-07 season in
all Purchase area counties. An
emphasis is placed on immunizing high-risk individuals
during the first round of clinics
as the vaccine arrives in partial
shipments over the next several
weeks.
"Flu 'vaccination is the primary method for preventing flu
and its severe complications
among all age groups," Godec
said. "Because rates of serious
illness and death from flu viruses are highest among people
age 65 years or older, children
less than 2 years old and people
of any age who have medical
conditions that place them at
increased risk of complications
from flu, it is important that
these individuals receive their
flu vaccinations first."
The list also includes people
who live with or care for those
at high risk, including household assistants who have frequent contact with people a‘f/
high risk and who can transmit
influenza to those at high risk,
as well as health care workers.
According to Godec, a flu
clinic has been scheduled for
patients in Calloway County
from 8 a.m. until 4 p.m. on
Tuesday at Glendale Road
Church of Christ. She said
additional clinics will be
announced as supplies of flu
vaccine arrive.
Flu shots are also available
at Primary Care Medical Center
in the Medical Arts Building at
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital. according to office

II See Page 2A
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City hears
concerns about
North Seventh
Street traffic

BRIAN DeNEAUHarrisburg Daily Register

From left, Malayna and Sadie Smotherman nervously pose outside the Saline County
Detention Center with the boa constrictor they found in a Dumpster of Harrisburg First
Baptist Church.

SNAKES ALIVE!!!
Murray girls have whopper of a tale
after discovery of boa in dumpster
By BRIAN DeNEAL
Harrisburg Daily Register
HARRISBURG, Ill. — Two girls visiting
their grandfather's church in Harrisburg have
quite a tail to share with their classmates when
they return to Murray, Ky.
Sadie and Malayna Smotherman, twin
daughters of Theresa and Gary Smotherman,
were at Harrisburg First Baptist Church where
their grandfather, Joe Jackson, was working.
The girls are visiting on their school's fall break.
They went outside the church and inside the
Dumpster they saw a snake. But not just your
garden variety snake. This one was a boa constrictor as thick as a man's leg and longer than a
man's height.
"I thought he was fake. I walked up right
there and saw the head and saw the tongue,"
Malayna said.
She went in the church and got Jackson.
Soon Harrisburg Police Sgt. David Morris and
Animal Control Officer Mike Sullivan were on
the scene and put the docile snake into a cage.
The snake's head was injured. Its jaw
appeared to have been broken and it had blood
inside its mouth. The snake was sluggish, moving only when touched, likely weak from the
injury and from the cool weather Wednesday.
Though the snake was a novelty for the
downtown area, repercussions could be severe.
Sullivan had custody of the snake until a man
from an animal rescue and rehabilitation organization in Murphysboro took it Wednesday.
Sullivan said the man wrapped the snake in a

towel to keep it warm, put it in a cooler in the
front seat of his truck and drove it to the lab
where it would be X-rayed for injuries.
"They said the snake looked like it had been
hit in the head. They were going to do an X-ray
on it to see if everything was OK," Sullivan
said.
Sullivan said the snake could be rehabilitated at the St. Louis Zoo and kept there if its
injuries are not lethal. Sullivan also said the rescue organization plans to press charges against
the owner if the owner can be found.
"They will file charges of abandonment of an
animal and if there was any damage done to the
snake there will probably be animal cruelty,"
Sullivan said.
Sullivan is asking for the public's help in
finding the owner.
'If anybody knows who's snake it is, we're
trying to contact him. Please get a hold of
Harrisburg Animal Control,' Sullivan said.
Sullivan can be contacted through Saline
County Central Dispatch at 252-8661.
Sullivan said he wants to give the owner a
long talk on animal safety and public safety.
"I'd like to talk to him because of the safety
of how he did this. Kids out here get in
Dumpsters, grownups go Dumpster diving,"
Sullivan said.
A hungry boa constrictor is a potentially
deadly animal, especially for a child. And for an
adult sifting through or depositing litter in a
Dumpster, seeing a giant snake could cause
someone to have a heart attack. Sullivan said.

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Roberts - reviewed Hood's
Staff Writer
request to put a stop sign on
Sue Hood would like the Seventh Street at either Pine or
traffic to slow down on North Payne streets. But all four men
Seventh Street, a residential said a stop sign, which is usualstreet that has become a cut- ly used to allow traffic from one
through because it's a straight street merge onto another, wasshot between Olive and n't the appropriate tool to slow
Chestnut streets.
traffic.
The Murray City Council
"We have this same situation
public safety committee wants all through this city," Clendenen
to attempt to slow traffic with- said."Adding more stop signs is
out a stop sign, which Hood not the answer."
Roberts said drivers would
requested, because such traffic
control devices aren't typically still get up speeds between
used to slow traffic. Rather the Seventh Street's intersection
council committee wants to put with Olive Street, where there is
up signs that tell drivers the 25 a two-way stop, and wherever
mph speed limit is strictly another stop sign was erected
before Chestnut Street to the
enforced.
Danny north.
Councilman
Hood
mornings,
said
Hudspeth, who chairs the committee, said the issue will be lunchtime and afternoons are
revisited once police officials the busiest with cut-through
compile any additional informa- traffic. The situation is complition related to speeding on cated because on-street parking
is allowed, homeowners often
Seventh Street.
Four city officials — street back out of their driveways and
Thomas the houses are close to the road.
superintendent
"You don't want to use a stop
Clendenen, Murray Fire Chief
Michael Skinner, Murray Police sign to control traffic under all
Chief Ken Claud and planning
and engineering director David

•See Page 2A

Calloway Middle
School meeting
all NCLB goals
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Board
of sucation heard a report
Thurs ay
evening
from
Assis
Superintendent Randy
McCal n who presented updated fin sings from the recent
CATS
sults. McCallon told
those p sent that Calloway
County
iddle School now
meets al the requirements of
"No Chi d Left Behind" with
the Des
ent of Education.
'They
ve met all of their
targeted go "he said.
McCallon aided that a main
emphasis of e information
presented as that all of the
schools
the district also met
the Novice Reduction percent-

age goals set for review every
two years.
"We are moving forward.
This data will show trends of
direction and those are moving
up," he commented.
He then told the board that
North Elementary had scored
90-plus on the testing, as had
Southwest Elementary the previous two years. He said East
Elementary had made impressive moves upward in specific
areas and that all three elementary schools had made excellent
showings.
"The four core curriculum
areas of reading, math, science
and social studies had favorable

See Page 2A

Paducah businessman says he's in governor's race 'for good'
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — A western Kentucky businessman is entering
next year's governor's race to offer voters an alternative in the GOP primary to
Gov. Ernie Fletcher, he said in an interview Thursday.
Fletcher, during his first three years
in office, has squandered his ability to
win a second term, Billy Harper, the
governor's former political ally, said in
an interview with The Associated Press.

INDEX

"We're in it for good. This is not a
token approach." Harper said. "Once I
made the decision, it was a decision to
run all the way."
Harper, a construction company
owner, worked as the governor's
statewide campaign finance chairman
during the 2fX/3 governor's race, which
led to Fletcher becoming the state's
first Republican governor in more than
30 years. Now he's seeking to unseat
Fletcher, who has already announced
his plans for re-election and raised

more than SI million toward that goal.
Other prominent Republicans have
speculated whether Fletcher could
withstand the political fallout from a
15-month investigation into his administration's hiring practices. A Franklin
County special grand jury heard allegations that Fletcher and other administration officials were doling out protected state jobs to the governor's political supporters.
Fletcher was indicted on three misdemeanor charges for conspiracy, polit-

ical discrimination and official misconduct. The charges, however, were
dropped after an agreement between
Fletcher and state prosecutors.
Fletcher is running with Robbie
Rudolph, the secretary of his executive
cabinet and a western Kentucky businessman. Rudolph joined the slate after
Lt. Gov. Steve Pence left the ticket during the summer.
Harper said he would leave it up to
voters to decide how that saga should
affect Fletcher's political future.

3-DAY FORECAST
Tod*

Saturday

Sunday

Clear

Mtn* Sown'

Partly Cloudy

"Ernie adequately represented the
Republican Party, and I believed in the
ideals that he presented in his approach.
But as things have developed in the last
three years, it has become evident to me
that he is not re-electable in Kentucky,"
Harper said. "And I feel like the
Republicans, now that we've had a
chance to be back in the governor's seat
after 30 years or so, we need a candidate that is re-electable in the general

•See Page 2A
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Panel eyes
higher
grad rates
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -Education advocates recommended the state aim for an 80
percent graduation rate among
high school students and focus
more on the academic achievement of middle school students.
Those were some of the
ideas mentioned during a
Prichard
Committee
for
Academic Excellence meeting
Thursday, at which members
discussed five major education
issues — attracting better teachers; increasing graduation rates;
strengthening preschool programs; eliminating the achievement gap: learning disparities
between low-income, specialneeds and minority students and
their peers, and improving student math and science skills.
"We think these five points
are kind of the big ideas that
Kentucky can implement and
really see some changes in the
next few years." Bob Sexton,
executive director of the committee, told the Lexington
Herald-Leader.
"We think they're attainable,
so our need is to get them out to
the legislators, the state board I
to put them out in front of the
public."

Town Crier
NOTICE
•The Murray Independent
Board of Education has
rescheduled its
regular
monthly meeting to 7 p.m.
Monday. The meeting will
take place in the central office
boardroom at the Carter
Administration Building on S.
13th Street. On the agenda
for the meeting is consideration of non-resident contracts
for the 2006-2007 school
year, reports from department
heads and principals, personnel recommendations and an
executive session to consider
possible litigation.
•South 641 Water District
in Hazel will flush hydrants
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Sunday.
VI The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p.m. Tuesday at city hall. The
agenda includes two public
hearings to set the zoning for
two proposed annexations
and the review of a preliminary subdivision for Kamden
Estates off Ky. 121 North.
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday at
city hall. The agenda includes
two public hearings about
allowing non-related people
to live together in a singlefamily residential zone.
II Murray No. 2 Water
District in area of Ky. 121
will
be flushing
South
hydrants Friday and Saturday,
Oct. 20 and 21.
• To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A house on Wiswell Road was reported broken into at 10:42
p.m. Wednesday.
Murray Police Department
• Someone came into the station to report an identity theft at
11130 a.m. Wednesday.
• Harassing phone calls were reported at 78 Princeton Drive at
1:13 a.m. Thursday.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

Two-vehicle accident in
county injures drivers

•
AP
Family and friend of missing crew members listen as Iberia Parish Sheriff Sid Hebert tell them
about the situation Thursday caused by an explosion about two miles from shore and about
100 miles southwest of New Orleans, which happened when a tugboat pushing two barges hit
an offshore pipeline around 12:30 p.m., the Coast Guard said.

Gas pipeline blast kills 3
addition to a Coast Guard helicopter, boats from area sheriff's
offices and volunteers were
searching for the missing.
The tug boat had two people
on it, and six people were on the
barge, Cangemi said. Coast
Guard rescue crews recovered
three bodies and two survivors.
Two of the dead were identified Friday morning by the St.
Mary Parish Sheriff's Office as
Kennith J. Rink, 51, of Berwick,
and John J. Mire Jr., 59, of
Patterson. The identity of the
third was still unavailable.
One survivor was severely

burned and taken to a hospital,
said a Coast Guard spokeswoman, Veronica Bandrowsky,
said. The other person was not
injured, she said.
The first report of the explosion came from a man on a nearby beach. Cangemi said.
"There were 100-foot flames
at that point," he said.
The fire was out by 3 p.m.,
Cangemi said.
Gulfport Energy Corp. said
the accident involved two contracted vessels doing work for
the company in a large energy
field.

prednisone they need to check
with their doctor or if they have
manager Sarah Lovett.
had a steroid shot in the last two
"The vaccine we have on weeks. They need to wait two
hand is the one that is indicated weeks past the steroid shot
for four ye.are and above." she before they can get a ftu shot."
said of the shots' specifications.
The shot is good for only
'There is vaccine, of course, three months. Lovett said those
that is for six months and above, wanting an inoculation are
but we don't have that. That's asked to come into the office
the one that the health depart- soon in the next week or so.
"We have plenty right now
ment would typically get."
However there are some for anyone four and above," she
restrictions on who can receive said. "We will probably get
the shots. "Of course if they are some for those six months and
allergic to eggs or chicken, they above soon."
A flu mist that is inhaled and
can't have it," she said. "Also, if
they are on massive amounts of can last up to one year is also

available at Primary Care; however there are numerous restrictions on its use. Lovett said most
medical insurance will cover flu
shots, but there are restrictions
on the inhalant.
An appointment for a flu shot
at Pnmary Care is not necessary.
Hours are from '8 a.m. until 8
p.m. Monday through Friday
and 8 a.m. until 6 p.m. on
Saturday. Shots are also available from 1 p.m. until 6 p.m. on
Sundays.
For more information, contact the office at 759-9200.

JEANERETTE, La.(AP) —
An aerial search resumed at
dawn Friday for three people
missing after a natural gas
pipeline explosion that killed
three others in south Louisiana's
West Cote Blanche Bay.
Thursday's explosion —
about two miles from shore and
about 1(X) miles southwest of
New Orleans — happened when
a tugboat pushing two barges hit
an offshore pipeline around
12:30 p.m.. the Coast Guard
said.
Petty Officer 2nd Class Nyx
Cangemi said Friday that in

From Front
circumstances, but there are reasons to." said Hood, who has
lived on Seventh Street for 17
They cut down the
years.
side streets to get where they are
going quicker and they get there
quicker."
Chief Claud said his officers
haven't responded to any traffic
crashes on Seventh Street in
recent years. He also cited a
study about two years ago that
clocked the average speed of
drivers at 29 mph while the officer was in an unmarked car.
"That speed — 25 mph —
that we changed two years ago
is accurate,” Claud said. ~I just
don't know if a stop sign would
slow traffic. They may just roll
on through."
Hood agreed adding signs
specifically saying the speed
limit is strictly enforced could
help. But responding to the situation has to be more than a perceived police presence.
"Putting up strictly enforced
signs is good, but I want to see

From Front
figures," he said.
McCallon said Calloway
County Middle School's scores

BIG BIG BIG
Bargain Book Sale

were also pointed upward. He
said that, as a district, the scores
were all pointing upward year
after year.
—The year 2014 is the target
year for schools to be at 1(X) percent or higher. I know that our
principals and staff will not be
completly satisfied with anything less," he added. "We are
constantly striving for improvement. Everyone is planning and
setting goals with a focus on any
specific areas that might need
attention. This is very important
for us. We want to be the best
district that we can be."
Fred Ashby, director of pupil
personnel. noted that the 20052(106 dropout report for the

Calloway
County
School
District indicated improvements, too. According to Ashby.
the raw data shows that the district had II dropouts last year,
with an average on 13.4 over the
past five years.
"We are trending downward.
We want to reach the point
where we have none. We want
every child to have an excellent
education," he said. "We are
already putting practices into
place to target any students that
might be at risk."
He said that all of the II
dropouts were in the 11th or 12
grades, were over 18 years of
age, and there were more males
than females.

Monday, Oct. 16
thru Friday, Oct. 20

r

rge selection of children's, reference,
cookbooks, sports, novels, non-fiction,
audio books, religious and much more.

=I UNIVERSITY
STORE
11Mon.-Thurs. 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
7
.
7
.
Fri. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun. 1-4 p.m.
•••••••••••••••••"...........
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it strictly enforced," she said.
In other business, the council
also heard from Don L,eet, the
city's finance officer, about how
Murray Natural Gas System
buys its gas to supply customers
and what kind of rates he
expects the winter to bring.
Based on current information. Leet said he predicts winter 2006-07 rates will be less
than last winter's and estimated
those rates could be 15 percent
less.
The biggest variable at this
point is the weather. For utility
purposes, winter starts Nov. 1
and continues through March.
Leet said last winter Murray
Natural Gas had its smallest residential usage in 10 years,
meaning if the area experiences
a "normal" winter usage could
be higher this year.
Customer rates are based on
what the city pays for the gas
with a few additional charges
attached. But when the city
saves on gas, so do the customers.

II Calloway ...

University Store
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sign, according to the sheriff's
department report.
Deputy Rick Scarborough
said Curry veered to the right in
an attempt to avoid Hickerson's
vehicle but ended up striking it.
Hickerson also was pulling a
cattle trailer that jack-knifed
because of the collision.
Both vehicles left the road
and struck an embankment and
both drivers were transported to
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital. Hickerson complained
of chest and neck pains while
Curry had knee and chest
injuries. They were treated and
released, a hospital spokeswoman said Thursday morning.
Murray
EMS,
Fire
Department and Calloway
County
Fire-Rescue
also
responded to the scene.

EventIlme:
8 a.m.-7 p.m. Mon.-Thurs.
a.m.-5 p.m. Friday

tal
‘Ati:lE111"
CALLOWAY
CIRCUIT CLERK

Second Floor of Curris Center
Murray State University

Ashby said that, district fixed and finished. We hope to
wide, the dropout rate was only have it completed in the very
1.32 percent and this year's fig- near future," he said.
It was noted that the baseball
ures would be under that numboosters' Diamond Club was
ber.
An approval plan for the inquiring about improvements
North Elementary School road to the press box at the baseball
project was approved, pending field. After discussing various
the acquisition of a deed, and possibilities, the board agreed to
noting that minor modifications table any action at this time.
to a turning lane might be made. They also agreed to compile figSuperintendent Steve Hoskins ures, study and review possibilisaid if possible. he would like to ties for available options and
get the paperwork in motion and alternatives that would best suit
hopefully have the road cut and the needs of all the sports
graded before winter.
departments. They will then put
"We will have to acquire the together some ideas that can be
deed and meet with the city considered.
planning commission to get its
In other business, the board
approval," he noted.
named board member Linda
The board approved the con- Avery to the district-wide techtract with Swift Roofing for the nology committee:
Calloway County High School
Approved numerous consent
re-roofing project and also agenda items, including 2006agreed to declare an emergency 07 out-of-district contracts: a
situation and terminate a bond- final reading of Calloway
ing agency for failure to fulfill County
Schools
English
an obligation of surety.
Language
Learner/Limited
"We have a new roof on the English Proficiency Program for
gymnasium and it's a good one. 2006-07; a waste water treatWith all the issues, the rain and ment plant maintenance stipend;
people needing to use the facili- and a request approval to develty. we had to get the roof on the op a proposal for a fiber-wide
gym and get it finished." area network infrastructure
Hoskins said.
upgrade.
Hoskins noted that the gym
The board adjourned into
floor repairs will now need to be executive session for a student
addressed. "We have companies disciplinary hearing.
in mind that can get the floor
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•Traffic ...

•Flu ...
From Front

Staff Report
Two drivers were injured
when their vehicles crashed into
each other Wednesday evening
at the intersection of Ky. 1346
and Ky. 1824 in northern
Calloway County after one
vehicle ran a stop sign.
The collision was reported at
5:40 p.m. Wednesday.
Kent Hickerson, 67, of
Clinton, was traveling west on
Ky. 1346 when he approached
the intersection, according to a
report from the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department.
Hickerson applied his brakes,
but he was unable to stop. running the stop sign.
20-year-old
Meanwhile,
Michael Curry of Benton was
traveling south on Ky. 1824.
approaching the intersection
when Hickerson ran the stop
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Audit questions dropout info
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — audited, the state's reported
Kentucky has far more students dropout rate was 3.47 percent.
dropping out of high school than The audit said the actual dropout
is being reported by the state, rate was closer to 4.7 percent.
according to an audit released
Luallen said the dropout
Thursday.
problem is a financial issue
In 2004 and 2005, nearly because the nearly 18,000 stu2,000 students who quit school dents who quit school in 2004
were not counted in the state will likely cost the state more
dropout rate, state Auditor Crit than $4.8 billion over their lifeLuallen said.
times in lost wages, uncollected
Luallen said the required taxes and productivity hasPd on
method for calculating the an estimate from the Alliance
dropout rate is skewed, produc- for Excellent Education.
ing rates that appear better than
"In order for us to measure
they are,
our progress and to understand
"These are not just numbers, where we need to spend our litnthey represent children who are ited resources we must have
Kentucky's future," Luallen said accurate data," Luallen said. "It
in a statement. "Education is the is critical that we are able to
single most important issue fac- track and monitor Kentucky's
ing Kentucky."
students. Our goal must be to
For the school year that was graduate more students prepared

Inmate pleads guilty to threatening
•
former Gov. Patton

enrolled in a different school.
to continue their education."
"We don't know where some
One of the biggest problems
auditors discovered is that stu- of these kids are," Young said.
dents who leave school at the "Some of them may be
end of one school year and do dropouts, but some may not be."
It's not easy to keep tabs on
not return at the beginning of the
next school year are not coded students, especially when they
in the student information sys- don't announce their intentions
tern. Auditors said inconsisten- to drop out of school. That
cies in how individual school makes keeping an accurate
districts report these students count of dropouts nearly imposmay lead to an even higher sible. Young said.
Luallen spokesman Jeff
dropout rate.
Wayne Young, executive Derouen said auditors agree,
director of the Kentucky and the fact they can't be
School tracked is a problem itself with
of
Association
Administrators, said the audi- the system.
The auditor recommended
tor's office can't assume that
students have dropped out sim- that the state develop a method
ply because they don't return to for tracking students by name
the same school after the sum- and identification number and
mer break. He said such stu- train local school districts to use
dents may have moved or it.

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — An inmate at a Virginia state prison
pleaded guilty Thursday to mailing a threatening letter to former
Kentucky Gov. Paul Patton.
Aaron L. Rivers, 34, who once lived in central Kentucky, face
sentencing in U.S. District Court in Lexington on Jan. 8. Rivers
pleaded guilty to one count of nuiling a threatening communica-,
lion.
Prosecutors said Rivers, while an inmate at Wallens Ridge State
Prison in Big Stone Gap, Va., mailed Patton a letter on Nov. 5, 2003;
Inside the letter was a handwritten note saying: "ANTHRAX Die
American Official."
Patton, who left office in December 2003, was unharmed by the
mailing.
Rivers was indicted in 2004, but has undergone at least two psychiatric evaluations related to the charges.

Officials leave door open for death
penalty in children's deaths
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A Somali man pleaded not guilty
Thursday to four counts of murder in the deaths of his children and
prosecutors said they are keeping open the option of seeking the
death penalty in the case.
Said Biyad, 42, appeared briefly in court Thursday morning, one
day after. a grand jury handed up the indictment. Steve Tedder, a
spokesman for the Jefferson County Commonwealth's Attorney.
said no decision has been made about whether to ask for the death
penalty for Biyad if he's convicted.
Instead, prosecutors will file a list of aggravating factors related
to the murder in a move that will allow the death penalty to be
sought if a decision to do so is made later, Tedder said.
"The death penalty will be an option as we go forward," Tedder
said.
Biyad is accused of attacking his wife, Fatuma Amir, with a mai.let, then killing his four young children with what police described
as a hunting knife on Oct. 6.
Dr. Ron Holmes, Jefferson County coroner, said two of the children suffered defensive wounds on their arms and wrists. The children — Goshany, Khadija, Fatuma and Sidi Ali — ranged in age
from 2 to 8.

Minister accused of owning porn
posts bond
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(AP) — A Park City minister accused
of possessing child pornography posted bond Wednesday after a
hearing in U.S. District Court in Bowling Green.
David E. Meadows, pastor at Park City United Methodist
Church, was released on a $25,000 bond and is forbidden from leav.
ing the home of his mother in McCreary County — unless he's
going to work or to medical, legal or court appointments — by order
of Magistrate Robert Goebel.
Meadows is barred from taking any job that would place him in
contact with children under 18 years old. He has been charged with
possessing and distributing child pornography, according to federal
court documents, through a peer-to-peer computer network using
Limewire, a popular file-sharing program.
More than a dozen members of Meadows' congregation, along
with his wife and son, came to the detention hearing to support him.
Two of his church members offered to act as third-party custodians
for Meadows and to let him live in their home. The prosecution

TOM BERRY/Ledger & limes

ENGINE-EERS: Friendly firefighters from Murray Fire Department give children at Apple Tree School day care center a
chance to sit in the driver's seat of one of the department's big, red fire engines during a safety demonstration at the
school Wednesday morning. The program was an effort by the school and MFD to make sure youngsters know what to
do in case of a fire.

argued against Meadows' release due to the potential danger he

would be to any community he was living in. said David Weiser, an
assistant with the U.S. Attorney's Office in Louisville.
The 172 child pornography items, found both inside Meadows'
residence and in his church office, contained images and videos of
children being bound and raped, Weiser said.

Hopkinsville woman found guilty
of 20 counts of animal cruelty
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A western Kentucky woman was found guilty of 20
counts of second-degree animal cruelty in
Christian County District Court.
Mary Catherine Word, 49, Hopkinsville,
was found guilty by a jury on Tuesday after
sheriff's deputies found 13 cats, four dogs,
two rabbits and a guinea pig living in
deplorable conditions in June, the Kentucky

New Era reported. The jury recommended a
sentence of 180 days in jail and a fine of
$500.
Word was charged with animal cruelty
after Christian County Animal Shelter
Director Frieda Gilford filed a complaint.
Jurors saw photographs of the animals
taken at the animal shelter on the day they
were removed from Word's home. The pho-

Police involved in fatal shooting in
south Louisville

tos of the animals' living conditions showed
animal crates that were caked with feces,
and contained dead mice and clumps of animal hair. A guinea pig cage was threefourths full of a mixture of feces and food.
One cat, Sabrina, was diagnosed with
Hepatic Lipidosis, a liver disease, and euthanized on Aug. 28, court records said.
Sentencing for Word is set for Oct. 27.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Louisville police were involved in
the fatal shooting of a suspect in south Louisville, a spokesman said
Friday.
Officers were responding to a complaint of a methamphetamine
lab around 11:30p.m. EDT Thursday when they were confronted by
a male, who fired on officers, said Officer Dwight Mitchell, a police
department spokesman.
The officers returned fire, he said. "As a result, that person
received fatal injuries and was pronounced dead on the scene,"
Mitchell said.
The shooting was still under investigation. It appeared four officers were involved, but it wasn't yet known whether all had fired:
Mitchell said.
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Local airman serves as
model for statue in new
memorial
Air Force
Ky. (AP) — A this," she said.

wrisawsweresessemei
vrearoursonninnrirwersro

•Harper ...

PADUCAH,
She said Goodwin is a memwestern Kentucky airman had
of the Air Force drill team,
ber
a
his likeness cast on bronze
statue that is part of a new mili- and is performing for President
tary memorial near Washington. Bush on Saturday.
"He's been in the Oval Office
One of the 8-foot statues in
the president. This has
with
in
Memorial
Force
Air
the U.S.
Arlington, Va., was modeled been a great experience for
after Senior Airman Michael him."
The memorial directly across
Goodwin, a 2001 Paducah
Tilghman High School gradu- from the Pentagon will be dedicated Saturday and will open to
ate.
"When Michael stands next the public on Sunday. It was
to it, it's his face," said Bonnie designed by architect James
Bullard. Goodwin's mother-in- Ingo Freed and features three
stainless steel spires, the tallest
law, who lives in Paducah.
reaching 270 feet.
23,
Goodwin,
said
Bullard
Goodwin joined the military
went to Philadelphia to pose for
in 2002. He and his wife, Nancy.
the sculptor, Zenos Frudakis.
"I don't know why he was and two children are stationed at
chosen, but he was in the honor Bolling Air Force Base in
guard when he was chosen to do Washington.

From Front
election and can continue the
Republican lead in Kentucky."
Dick Wilson, Harper's running mate, is also from Paducah.
So far, Harper has put
$105,000 of his own money into
the campaign, according to
records filed with the Kentucky
Registry of Election Finance.
He has spent just more than
$78,000, records show.
Harper is currently running a
television ad in five of the

WINVI

state's major markets,
spokesman said.
Harper is a member of the
McCracken County school
board, but this would mark his
first campaign for statewide
office, he said.
Still, Harper said he was hoping for a positive campaign.
"We do not plan to run
against the governor," Harper
said. "If we're attacked, we certainly will respond."
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This 3 BR. 2 BA brick home offers a
large 2 car garage, screened back porch
and nicely landscaped yard. $107,000.
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car detached garage Beautiful landscaping Ind
concrete drive rid plan SI 45,900
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Voice Mail, Auto Attendant. Music on hold. After Hour
Speaker Phone, And many more FREE options included.
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School Daze
On the day Lee Boyd Malvo, one of the two 'Beltway
snipers.' pleaded guilty.eto six shootings in Maryland in
2002. President Bush headlined a summit on school violence
in Chevy Chase, Md., not far from the scene of one of the
attacks.
School violence and street violence are
part of the same picture. When I was in
school, safety focused on traffic (I was a
member of the safety patrol), not injuring
yourself in shop class and making sure
'spotters' ringed the trampoline so no one
got hurt. The one student who got in trouble with the law for stabbing another student off campus was ostracized. That kind
of behavior was not to be tolerated by
either adults or my classmates.
Cal's
While certain inner-city schools in New
Thoughts York were "blackboard jungles," to recall a
By Cal Thomas Glenn Ford-Sidney Poitier film from that
era, most parents and students viewed their
Syndicated
schools as safe. Then, metal detectors were
Columnist
devices you took to the beach to locate
coins and drugs were obtained at a pharmacy with a legal
prescription from a doctor. We mostly lied about sex and the
few we knew were having it wore taps on their shoes, had
their hair styled a certain way and if they were girls, took
typing instead of Latin.
The school summit consisted mostly of bromides. No one
has a real "solution" to the disturbed who bring guns to
*- school and slaughter children. There was talk of better student-parent-teacher communication, but short of turning
schools into detainee centers, there are no guarantees that
even under the best of circumstances more shootings won't
occur.
The real problem lies outside of school and in the human
heart and wider culture. Kids see violence celebrated
throughout the world. Fanatics blow themselves and others
up on orders from their god and in pursuit of a twisted
view of heaven On earth. The news is filled with stories
about missing and abused women, most of whom suffer a
violent death. Entertainment programs are drenched in blood
and gore. Gunfights are sometimes in slow motion so that
the viewer can watch a bullet entering and exiting a human
body, destroying tissue and splattering blood. While most
who watch do not copy such behavior, some sick people do.
According to the Bureau of Justice Statistics, more than
I 6,(XX) people were murdered in the United States in 2(04
the latest year for which statistics are available). Murder
rates in 1950 and 1960 were half those in the 1980s and
'90s before declining slightly in subsequent years.
We read and hear about kids being shot and killed for a
leather jacket or a pair of high-priced sneakers. Why has
human life become so cheap and why has moral conduct
eroded to the point that many commit murder without a second thought?
, Sociologists and culture critics have spent years studying
this question and have produced mountains of paperwork
analyzing violence and its causes. They have also proposed
solutions, none of which appear to be working to stem
school shootings.
EliLabeth Thoman. founder of the Center for Media Literacy. contributes one answer. She writes, defensively at first.
'For years. like other communicators. I believed that tolerating some things I didn't like, including depictions of violence. was the pnce we paid for a tree and open public discourse. . The issue. I believe, is no longer one of protecting
free speech. but protecting human life: it is not a question
of censoring ideas but of changing behaviors that are endangering the health and safety of every citizen, young and
old.'
The media won't change and government isn't about to
make them change. other than imposing fines for broadcasting certain vulgar words. So the task falls upon the parents.
Get nd of the TV, or at least prohibit children from watching violent shows. Don't allow violent and crude music in
your home. Don't divorce, which causes children to feel
abandoned and become angry. Stop aborting babies, because
if human life is seen as cheap and disposable at its early
stages. we lose a moral argument for preserving it at later
stages.
Talking about school violence is not a bad thing. Doing
the tough things that will reduce it is better. Abandoning the
notion that parents should be "friends' with their children
would help, along with the investment of quantity time in
their lives. But that would require major changes in many.
households that noss put building wealth ahead of building
character.
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A MILD WINTER!
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Rejecting talks with N. Korea
By JENNIFER LOVEN
Associated Press Writer.
WASHINGTON tAP) —
North Korea's claimed atomic test left little doubt the
secretive communist government intends to join the
exclusive club of nuclearweapon states. On Wednesday. President Bush made
clear he wants North Korea
kept outside the group.
'1se gnat is: no nuclear
weapon," Bush said.
At a lengthy White House
news conference, the president defended his approach
to North Korea's nuclear
weapons program. He
pledged he would not change
course despite contentions
that North Korea's announcement of an underground
nuclear detonation proved the
failure of Bush's nearly six
years of effort.
The president also said he
was not backing down from
his assertion three years ago
that "we will not tolerate
nuclear weapons in North
Korea." He said the United
States "reserves all options
to defend our friends and
our interests in the region
against the threats from
North Korea.- It is a stance
that, he said, includes
increased defense cooperation.
especially on missile defense,
with Japan and South Korea.
But he added: "I believe
the commander in chief must
try all diplomatic measures
before we commit our military.The president appeared in
the Rose Garden seeking to
rescue a diplomatic drive to
contain North Korea and
rebut charges he had been
distracted by the Iraq war.
At the United Nations. the
United States and Japan
pushed China and South
Korea to abandon their distaste for a resolution that
would penalize North Korea.

Bush said it would deliver
"serious repercussions,"
including cargo inspections.
Japanese officials barred
lucrative North Korean
imports. most entries into the
country by North Koreans
and the presence of North
Korean ships in Japanese
ports.
In South Korea, %Ilia
fought a war with the North
in the 1950s and like Japan
warily regards its neighbor,
the defense minister said
Seoul could expand its conventional arsenal and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended improved defenses.
North Korea. in its first
formal statement since Monday's test announcement,
warned that new penalties
would be considered an act
of war that would bring
unspecified "physical corresponding measures."
North Korea's No. 2
leader. Kim Yong Nam, said
more nuclear tests are possible.
While the Demilitarized
Zone dividing the two Koreas remained calm, North
Korean troops tried to provoke guards on the southern
side by spitting across the
line, making throat-slashing
hand gestures and flashing
middle fingers. according to
a U.S. military spokesman.
In Washington. Democrats
contended that Bush has mishandled North Korea by pursuing a strategy that led to a
4(8) percent increase in the
North's nuclear capabilities
under his watch.
"President Bush tries to
talk tough, but he doesn't
act smart," said Senate
Minonty Leader Harry Reid,
D-Nev. "He insists on stubbornly following policies that
don't work, and it is time
for a change."
William Perry. a defense
secretary under former Presi-

dent Clinton, said the U.S.
must abandon its desire for
a new government in North
Korea and agree to direct,
one-on-one talks — even if
on the sidelines of longstalled six-party talks that
also include China, South
Korea, Japan and Russia.
"Until we make those two
steps, we're in a lost cause
trying to deal with on . North
KoreeTt Pearl said An a--conference call with reporters.
The call for bilateral
negotiations - was echoed
Wednesday by U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan
from New York. But Bush
again rebuffed the idea.
"One has a stronger hand
when there's more people
playing your same cards." he
said. "It is much easier for
a nation to hear what I
believe are legitimate
demands if there's more than
one voice speaking."
A day earlier, Republican
Sen. John McCain had said
Clinton was at fault for failing to take adequate action
in the 1990s to stop North
Korea from developing
nuclear weapons.
Bush gave scant attention
to that domestic blame game,
repeatedly turning the spotlight back on what he called
"North Korea's provocation.He said he learned North
Korea can't be trusted from
the experience of the Clinton
administration's 1994 pact
with the North. The deal
offered energy help in return
for a nuclear freeze, but the
North secretly defied the
agreement nearly from the
start. He defended his decision to switch nearly immediately to a policy of refusing to talk with North Korea
except when other regional
players were also at the
table.
"I appreciate the efforts of
previous administrations. It

just didn't work," Bush said.
The president acknowledged the difficulty of persuading nations such as
China and South Korea to
drop resistance to a tough
crackdown on North Korea
by the Security Council.
"We share the same goal,
but sometimes the internal
issues are different from
ours. And, therefore, it takes
white • to get people on the
same page. And it takes
awhile for people to get
used to consequences," he
said. "And so I wouldn't
necessarily characterize these
countries' positions as. you
know, locked-in positions."
The United States and
Japan want the Security
Council to impose a partial
trade embargo, including
strict limits on Korea's
weapons exports, a freeze of
related financial assets and
inspections of cargo to and
from North Korea. They prefer that the penalties fall
under the portion of the
U.N. Charter that gives the
council the authority to back
up its resolutions with a
range of measures that
include military action.
China is considered to
have the most leverage with
North Korea as its top
provider of badly needed
economic and energy aid.
But both Bening and Seoul
worry a hard-line approach •
could destabilize the North
and send refugees flooding
over their borders.
"Peace on the Korean
Peninsula requires that these nations send a clear message
to Pyongyang that its actions
will not be tolerated,- Bush
said.
Associated Press writers
Hans Greimel in Seoul.
South Korea. and Nick Wadhams at the United Nations
contributed to this report.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Karen Lee Lamb
Mrs. Karen Lee Lamb, 50, Forrest Road, Murray, died Thursday.
Oct. 12, 2006, at 11:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Milo (Mike) Phelps

Investigators trying to learn
what happened in plane crash

Milo (Mike) Phelps, 81, Hardin, died today, Friday, Oct, 13,
2006, at his home.
Collier Funeral Home, Benton, is in charge of arrangements.

John Studdard
The funeral for John Studdard will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).
Mr. Studdard, 86, Memphis, Tenn., formerly of Murray, died
Sunday. Oct. 8, 2006, at 10 p.m. at Primacy HealthCare, Memphis.
He had retired in 1982 as a nuclear plant manager for the
Tennessee Valley Authority. He was a member of Glendale Road
Church of Christ, Murray.
He was married for 65 years to Margaret Studdard who died
March 1, 2006. Also preceding him in death were one daughter, Judy
Whitten, and one brother, "Bud" Studdard. A native of Walker
County, Ala., he was the son of the late Hollie and 011ie Studdard.
Survivors include one son, Michael Studdard, Germantown,
Tenn.; one daughter, Mrs. Libby Childers, Paducah; one sister, Mrs.
Jerrie Files, Southgate, Mich.; four grandchildren.

Cornish Thomas Cordy
A private service for Cornish Thomas Cordy will be held.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of
arrangements.
Mr. Cordy, 76, Mount Pleasant Road, Puryear, Tenn., died
Monday, Oct. 9, 2006, at 2:35 p.m. at his home.
An Army veteran of the Korean conflict, he was a
retired mail carrier and a member of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars.
Born March 21, 1930, in Detroit, Mich., he was
the son of the late Cornish Thomas Cordy and Sarah
Brady Cordy.
Survivors include one son, Cornish Thomas Cordy III, Puryear.

Ado H. Sprunger Jr.
A memorial service for Arlo H. Sprunger Jr. will be held at a later
date in Florida.
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, is in charge of arrangements, but
no visitation is scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Christian Church
of Mayfield, P.O. Box 799, Mayfield, Ky., 42066.
Mr. Sprunger Jr., 58, Benton, died Tuesday. Oct. 10,2006, at 1:15
p.m. at his residence.
An artist, he was a member of First Christian Church, Murray.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Arlo Sprunger and
Kathleen Milligan Sprunger, and one sister, Sally Flanagan.
Survivors include two sisters, Mrs. Betty Petty, Mayfield, and
Mrs. Tina Schlosser. Springfield; two brothers, Phil Sprunger,
Westerville, Ohio, and John Sprunger, Jensen Beach, Fla.; several
nieces and nephews.

Paid Obituary
Lawerence (Larry) Merle Squier
The funeral for Lawerence (Larry) Merle Squier was today
(Friday) at 11 a.m. at St. Leo Catholic Church. Fr. Mike Williams
officiated.
Pallbearers were Stephen Squier, Paul Squier, John Squier, Joe
Corey, Jim Harris and John Clayton. Private entombment will follow at a later date.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. 803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky., 42071 or
Life House,602 Poplar St., Murray, Ky., 42071.
Mr. Squier, 79, Lake Ridge Lane, Murray, died Wednesday, Oct.
11, 2006, at 1:30 p.m. at his home.
An Army veteran of World War 11. he was a member of St. Leo Catholic Church and of American
Legion and Disabled American Veterans.
One sister, Peggy Baker. preceded him in death.
Born July 24, 1927, in Highland Park, Mich., he was
the son of the late Harold and Margaret Bettie Squier.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Margaret Squier. to whom he
was married July 24, 1981, in Howell. Mich.; four daughters, Mrs.
Cynthia Schiebold and husband, Robert. Howell, Mich., Mrs.
Carolyn Corey and husband, Joe, Linden, Mich., and Mrs. Susan
Curie and husband. Jeffery. and Mrs. Marie Stadler, all of Fenton.
Mich.; three sons. Stephen Squier and wife, Joanna, Palm City, Fla.,
Paul Squier, Sarasota, Fla., and John Squier, Grand Blanc, Mich.;
one brother, William Squier, St. Petersburg, Fla.; five grandchildren,
Gabriel Corey and wife, Erin, Emily Kulongowski and husband,
Erik. Sean Corey, Katherine Schiebold and Anne Curie; .special
friend, Rosemary Clayton; special family companion."Rascal."

FDA: No spinach farm cleared
despite discovery of possible
E. coli source at cattle ranch
SALINAS, Calif. (AP) Local spinach farmers and
processors expressed relief upon
learning that the search for the
source of a deadly E. coli outbreak has been linked to a nearby cattle ranch, but health officials cautioned that their investigation was far from over.
confirmed
Inspectors
Thursday that the same bacteria
strain that killed three people
and sickened nearly 200 nationwide was found at a Salinas
Valley cattle ranch within a mile
of spinach fields.
Officials still cant be sure if
the E. coli found in cow manure
Contaminated the fields, but
Called the match an important
finding.
"We do not have a smoking
cow at this point." said Dr.
Kevin Reilly, deputy director of
Services
Prevention
the
Division of the California
Department of Health Services.
Meanwhile, the company that
processed and packaged the
tainted spinach viewed the finding as vindication after repeatedly asserting its factories are
Clean.
: "This definitely reinforces
our belief that the source was
environmental," said Samantha
Cabaluna. a spokeswoman for
Natural Selection Foods LLC.
' Other Salinas Valley farmers
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and processors also saw the link
to a single ranch as a significant
step toward restoring public
confidence in a region known as
the "Salad Bowl to the World."
"This is exactly what we
hoped, that they could narrow
their focus and come back with
conclusions, conclusions on
how the product got contaminated so we can learn as much as
we can from this particular situation and enhance or improve or
change our practices accordingly," said Joseph Pezzini, vice
president of operations for
in
Farms
Mist
Ocean
Castroville.
The strain of pathogenic E.
coli 0157:H7 was found in three
cattle fecal samples collected at
the ranch, one of four under
investigation, officials said. It
matched the strain found in sick
patients and in bags of recalled
spinach.
Investigators continue to look
at agricultural runoff. irrigation
water and the hygiene of farm
workers as possible sources of
the bacteria. "It's our expectation that no farm should feel
they are off the hook." said Dr.
Robert Bracken, director of the
Center for Food Safety and
Applied Nutrition.
Investigators still do not
know how the feces could have
contaminated the spinach

NEW YORK (AP) Investigators and workers in
hard hats gathered up the
scorched pieces of New York
Yankee Cory Lidle's shattered
plane at a luxury high-rise
Thursday in a floor-by-floor
sweep for clues to why the aircraft crashed.
T h
pitcher and
flight
his
instructor
were killed
when their
plane
slammed
into the 40story condominium
Lidle
tower
Wednesday.
Crews recovered the nose,
wings, tail and instrument panel
of the plane along with a handheld GPS device as they conducted an exhaustive search of
the building - inspecting even
terraces and ledges, said
National Transportation Safety
Debbie
member
Board
Hersman.
Men in hard hats lifted pieces
of wreckage from the street and
placed them neatly on a silvercolored tarp in the bed of a pickup truck. Neighborhood children
gathered to gawk at the jagged
and twisted metal, glass shards,
and charred wing and door.
Hersman said the singleengine plane was cruising at 112
mph at 700 feet of altitude as it
tried to make a U-turn to go
south down the East River. It
was last seen on radar about a
quarter-mile north of the building, in the middle of the turn, at
500 feet.
"Early examination indicates
that the propellers were turning"
at the time of impact, Hersman
said, suggesting the engine was
still running.
Residents began returning to
their battered and scarred apartments, one day after the crash
engulfed apartments in flames
and sent fiery wreckage raining
down on the street and sidewalk.
One witness said he saw the
charred body of one of the victims in the street.
"It was in a fetal position,
strapped into a seat. I could see
a white leg sticking up. It was
awful," said maintenance worker Juan Rosario, adding that
other plane wreckage, including
a door and wheels, was strewn
near the body.
The medical examiner's
office removed the bodies
Wednesday, but pieces of fuselage, a plane door and crushed
vehicles still littered the street.
Officials said aircraft parts and
headsets were on the ground,
and investigators discovered the
pilot's log book in the wreckage.
More details also emerged
Thursday about the flight
instructor who was with Lidle
aboard the four-seat Cirrus
SR20 during the sightseeing
flight around Manhattan. Tyler
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Investigators recover evidence Thursday from the scene of the wreckage of a small aircraft
that struck a high-rise building in New York. The crash claimed the life of Yankees pitcher Cory
Lidle and his flight instructor.
Stanger, 26, operated a flight
school in La Verne, Calif.
He and Lidle apparently
planned on flying from New
York to California this week,
after the Yankees' defeat in the
playoffs over the weekend.
"They were going to fly back
together. It was right after the
NEW YORK (AP)- Cory Lidle's beneficiaries could lose
out on a $1.5 million benefit from baseball's benefit plan if it's
loss to Detroit," said Dave
determined he was piloting his plane when it crashed into a
Conriguez, who works at the airManhattan high-rise.
port coffee shop in California
While Lidle wasn't a member of the Major League Baseball
that Stanger frequented.-Tyler's
Association licensing plan because he was a replacePlayers
such a great flight instructor that
ment player during the 1994-95 strike, the New York Yankees
I never gave it a second thought.
pitcher was covered by the union's benefit plan.
It wasjust, 'See you in a week.The plan calls for a $450,000 life insurance benefit and
The crash prompted renewed
has an accidental death benefit of $1.05 million. However, the
calls for the government to
plan -which applies to all big leaguers-contains an exclurestrict the airspace around
sion for "any incident related to travel in an aircraft ... while
acting in any capacity other than as a passenger."
Manhattan to help ensure planes
Lidle and his flight instructor. Tyler Stanger, were killed
cannot get so close to the city's
when Lidle's four-seat Cirrus SR20 crashed into
Wednesday
airthe
of
skyscrapers. Much
a building on the Upper East Side. While Lidle was the regisspace over two of the main
tered owner of the aircraft, it has not been confirmed who was
rivers that encircle Manhattan is
at the controls.
open to small aircraft flying
Lidle is survived by his wife, Melanie. and 6-year-old son,
under 1,100 feet.
Christopher. The person he designated as his beneficiary
A day after the crash, the
was not immediately known. In addition, Lidle's wife is entitled
building had a gaping hole
to a widow's benefit under baseball's plan.
Lidle had 9 years, 100 days of major league service - 72
where bricks and glass used to
days shy of being fully vested. Because of that, his wife would
be, and a black scorch mark, six
be entitled to $166.250 annually, which is 95 percent of the
stories long.
$175,000 maximum, an amount indexed for inflation. There is
Lidle, who was 34 and had a
an additional $200 monthly dependent benefit added to the
wife and 6-year-old son, had
payments as long as the son is unmarried and until he is 19
obtained his pilot's license dur- or 23 if he is a full-time student.
ing last year's offseason, and
Lidle had just completed a $6.3 million, two-year contract
viewed flying as an escape from
he signed with Philadelphia before the 2005 season.
- RONALD BLUM
the stress of professional baseAP Baseball Writer
ball and a way to see the world
in a different light. It was not
clear who was at the controls- September, there were 545 has investigated 18 accidents
Lidle or Stanger.
SR2Os registered in the United involving the plane: those crashHersman said that as of States. Since 2001, the NTSB es resulted in 14 deaths.

Baseball would pay $1.5M
in death benefit unless
Lidle was piloting plane
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Think you have Restles
Legs Syndrome? Take
this Quiz
Are you familiar with these symptoms of R137
sensation in my legs that
havemeantheunpleasant
ylgive
urge to move them.
tithe urge to move my legs or the unpleasant sensation
begins or worsens dunng periods of rest or inactivity.
Mthe unpleasant sensation is partially or totally relieved by walking
or stretching
If the unpleasant sensation gets worse in the evening and at night
If you have had symptoms of RLS for the past 3 months or longer
and are 18 or older, you may qualify for a clinical research study.
Qualified participants may receive all study-related exams and inves
ligational medication at no cost
Clinical Neuroscience Associates inc.
270-227-6562
Email: crtanasserch0batIsouttv.not
Or visit our mabsits: www.fonmgustafsonmd corn
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100th birthday celebration Panic & Anxiety Support Group

The following is a reminder of events planned for the coming week that were recently published in the Murray Ledger
& Times:
Brandi Burkeen, daughter of Rodney and Carolyn Burkeen
of Benton, and Mike Schiller, son of Amanda Schiller of Marion and Michael Schiller of Norris City, Ill., will be married
Saturday. Oct. 14, 2006, at 2:30 p.m. at Vanzora Baptist Church,
Benton. All relatives and friends are invited.
KrisTina Louise Berry, daughter of Carl and Patricia Berry
Sr. of Hazel. and Jarrod G. Manna, son of Augusta Manna
of Lexington and Patrick Manna of Kiawah Island, S.C., will
be married Saturday. Oct. 14, 2006, in a private beach ceremony at the Sandals Grande St. Lucian Resort & Spa in the
Caribbean.

Land Between the Lakes
plans activities for week
GOLDEN POND. Ky. —
Land Between the Lakes has
activities planned for the coming week.
A Weekend Nature Photography Workshop will be held
today through Sunday at the
Energy lake Campground. This
will be led by Denise Boaz.
nature photographer. The workshop begins tonight Friday) at
pm. and will end at noon
Sunday The cost is $80 per
V. I th limit of 20. Reser% anon. and full deposit are
required Call 1-270-924-2020
for reservations.
The Homeplace. Nature Station and Golden Pond Planetarium are open daily. Admission is ages 13 and up. $3:
ages 5-12. $2; and ages 4 and
under free with family. Admission is free on Saturday
Elk and Bison Prairie is
open daily. Admission is $3
per car.
Golden Pond
Shows at

Planetarium include Planetarium Shows: Blown Away - The
Wild World of Weather at noon,
Monday through Friday. and
10 a.m. and 2 p.m. Saturday
and Sunday: Ring World at 2
p.m.. Monday through Friday
and 3 p.m. Saturday and Sunday; Stars to Starfish at II
a.m. Saturday and Sunday; and
Kentucky Skies at I p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
Events at Nature Station
include Be an Outdoors-Kid
Hike at 1:30 p.m. Saturday:
Wolf Awareness Week at 1:30
p.m. and 2:30 p.m. Sunday
through Saturday.
Events at The Homeplace
include Properly Dressed 1850's Clothing at 10 a.m.. noon
and 1-4 p.m. on Saturday; Tightening the House at 1 p.m. Sunday.
For more information call toll
free at I -8(X)-LBL-7077 or I 270-924-2171.

Murray State's AHSA elects
year
officers for 2006-07service-learning
projSpecial to the Ledger
The American Humanics
Student Association at Murray
State University recently elected officers for the 2006-07
academic year. The organization is dedicated to providing
students with professional,
social and service opportunities with the intent of enriching students' leadership potential and competencies in the
field of youth. human service
and other nonprofit organizations.
In the past, the American
Flumanics Student Association
has been instrumental in starting the local United Way.
YMCA and Big Brothers-Big
Sisters organizations. They also
provide thousands of hours of
service to the community
o
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU OCT. 19
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY

through
ects. Averaging about 250 students eaCh year. the proglam
is the largest program in' the
country and has received seven
national awards and 21 local
awards for excellence in academics, leadership, service and
research.
The new officers are John
Gorrell, president, recreation
major from Murray; Karen
Delaney, vice president of student recruitment, organizational communications major from
Louisville; Jane! McGill, vice
president of AHM1, organizational communications major
from Fairfield, III.; Jacqueline
Jordan, vice president of community service, journalism
major from Greenville; Jamie
Jones. secretary, public relations
major from Benton; and Shern Anderson. treasurer, public
relations major from Benton.

To place an
ad call
753-1916 *1.11114.1i A IsiMils
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planned here on Saturda
Emily Evora (Memish)
Townsend celebrated her 100th
birthday Wednesday with family and friends at Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Spring
Creek Health Care.
She was born Oct. 12, 1906
in Benton County, Tenn,. to
Henry and Nancy Greer, the
fifth of 10 children.
She was married to Charles
Glendon Townsend and they
resided in the area of Puryear,
Tenn., where he was a builder
and fanner.
On Saturday, Oct. 14, all
fnends and relatives are invited to drop by 1500 Spring Hill
Courts at 1 p.m. to share with
her family the celebration of
her 100th birthday.

Special to the Ledger
"The Way Home," a spoken opera by Murray writer
Constance Alexander, will be
presented in central and eastern Kentucky during October,
which is Breast Cancer Awareness Month.
Proceeds from performances in Louisville and Pikeville.
Ky., will go to a fund established for Kentucky writer and
arts activist Judy Sizemore,
who did not have medical insurance earlier this year when she
was diagnosed with breast cancer. To help defray some of
the enormous costs associated
with her medical treatment,
artists around the state. including Alexander, have pitched in
to find creative ways to raise
money for Sizemore's cause.
Kathi Ellis is directing -The
Way Home" in Louisville at
6:30 p.m. Sunday at the Rudyard Kipling, 422 West Oak.
In eastern Kentucky, Stephanie
Richards will direct a series
of performances of "The Way
Home" Oct. 19-22 in the Booth
Auditorium of Pikeville College.
-The Way Home" was
inspired by an award-winning
civic journalism collaboration of
Constance Alexander; WKMSFM, a National Public Radio
member station in the Jackson
Purchase region; the Department of Nursing at Murray
State University; and the
region's Area Health Education Center. A series of interviews with two women who
were fighting cancer was the
basis for the characters in this
readers theatre piece.
A Trigg County woman interviewed by Alexander. known
as Theresa Flowers in the play,
was fighting ovarian cancer
without health insurance. A survivor of breast cancer 13 years
earlier, "Theresa" could not
afford the high premiums. The
other main character, Pat,

ALLIED
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CAPITAL CORPORATION
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being formed here
A Panic and Anxiety support group is being
formed in Murray by Panic Relief Inc., a nonprofit educational organization.
Judy Schiffman, director, said -this program is geared to help anyone including you,
family members and relatiY es suffering from
panic, anxiety and agoraphobia to cope with
these disorders. Through our teleconference
workshops, we will teach you how to control
panic attacks and anticipatory anxiety. Learn
Jo's
how attitudes and current thought affect panic
anxiety."
and
Datebook
The meeting place and time will be deterBy Jo Burkeen
mined later. Anyone interested in the workCommunity
shops, call PRI at 1-732-940-9658.
Editor
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Church plans blood drive

Emily Evora Townsend

Local author's work 'The Way
Home' presented this month
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resided in Murray and was
struggling with Stage IV breast
cancer. Though the two women
never met, their lives became
so intertwined through the interviews conducted by Alexander,
she was inspired to honor their
spirit and courage by dramatizing their stories in a unique
theatre piece written in poetic
form, much like an opera.
-The Way Home" was conceived as a readers theatre
piece that can be performed
in almost any public setting,
by actors of a range of ages
and experience levels. -The purpose," according to the playwright, "is to make the piece
easy to perform. Most important is to get the word out
about the plight of the uninsured and related end-of-life
themes. Costumes, sets and
memorizing lines are not as
important as the message itself."
Since it was written in 2003,
"The Way Home" has been
performed around the country
in churches, hospitals, hotel
ballrooms, conununity meeting
rooms, libraries and theatres.
New York, New Jersey, California, Illinois and Kentucky are
some of the places that have
hosted performances of this
unique performance piece.
Alexander is an award-winning poet, playwright, columnist and fiction writer. Her
original work on end-of-life
issues. "Promises to Keep,"
was funded through the Benton Foundation and the Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation. The
project was nominated for a
Peabody Award and recognized
for excellence by the Pew Center for Civic Journalism and
the Newspaper Association of
America. Grants and residencies from the Kentucky FounAation for Women, the Ragdale Foundation, the Pilgrim
Project and the Kaiser Foundation helped fund the development of -The Way Home."

IF YOU
HAVE
AN EVENT
YOU'D
LIKE TO
ANNOUNCE
CALL US
AT
153-1916

Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood Bank will have a
blood drive on Sunday from I I a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Christian Life Center of First United Methodist Church, located on
corner of Maple and South Fifth Streets, Murray. For information call 753-8096.

Youth Center plans event

Main Street Youth Center, 513 S. Fourth St.. Murray will
have a free Fall Jam Fest featuring music of Proverbalist and
Ghetto Preacha on Sunday from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. Also featured will be food, games and special guest speaker. For more
information call 753-TEEN.

Four Rivers Group will meet Sunday
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. at
the Calloway County Public Library. This is open to all musicians and listeners. For more information contact Velvaleen at
753-6979.

H.O.R.S.E.S., Inc. plans events
An open house and silent auction will be held by HORSES.,
Inc. (Helping Others Reach Success with Equestrian Service)
on Saturday from 4 to 7 p.m. at the barn at 1210 Wadesboro Rd:, Dexter. A barbecue dinner will be available at $8
per plate and a portion of these proceeds to go to handicap
riding. Bids will taken on auction items until 7 p.m. and all
of these proceeds will go to handicap riding. The group is a
501(c)3 and operates on donations and volunteers. The public is invited to attend. For more information call 437-3881.

16th annual Toy Run planned
The 16th annual Toy Run of Western District #7 and Bikers of Calloway County will start at noon on Saturday at
Murray Wal-Mart. Featured will be door prizes, raffles, food
and a bike show at the end of the run. The only cost is one
new toy or a $10 donation. For more information call Charlie Barnett at 7853-5476, Kevin Fanner at 759-2555 or Debbie Taylor at 767-9047.

Masonic lodge plans breakfast
A ham breakfast with all the trimmings will be served by
the Murray Lodge 105 of Free and Accepted Masons on Saturday from 6 to 10 a.m. at the lodge hall. Ky. 121 North at
Robertson Road North. The public is invited to attend this
special fundraising event.

Bull Blowout tonight and Saturday
Bull Blowout featuring bull riding, barrel racing and mutton busting will be tonight and Saturday starting at 7:30 p.m.
at the Cherry Agricultural Exposition Center, College Farm
Road. Admission will be $9 for adults, $7 for students and
$4 for children 12 and under. For information call 809-3125.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's
Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door
prizes. Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome
For more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Pancake supper at center
The University Christian Student Center (UCSC) Alumni
and friends will host a pancake breakfast on Saturday from
7:30 to 9:30 a.m. at the UCSC facility. 1403 Olive Blvd.
There is no cost for the breakfast; however donations will be
accepted and applied to the Wayne Williams scholarship fund.
The public is invited.

Fall Festival on Saturday
A Fall Festival will be Saturday at 5:30 p.m. at North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church. Featured will
be a chili supper and games. A hayride will also be for the
youth. Visitors are welcomed to attend.

Touchdown Club to honor groups
Calloway County High School Touchdown Club will honor
community service and armed forces personnel during the
Laker football game with Hopkins County Central tonight at
Jack D. Rose stadium. Firefighters, police officers, EMTs.
DES members and soldiers will he given free admission,
along with one guest per person. A small reception will be
held in the stadium and the special guests will be recognized
during the game Kick-off time is 7:30 p.m.

MTS Class of 1956 plans events
Murray Training School Class of 1956 will have a 50-year
reunion tonight at 7 in the private dining room at The Big
Apple, Murray. Each will order from the menu with a 20
percent gratuity added to the cost. On Saturday, the group
will meet for the breakfast buffet at Ryan's Family Steak
House and later attend the Murray State University homecoming parade. A MTS tent will be at Tent City, sponsored
by Jerry Shroat.

Home•Auto•Manufactured Home•Insurance available in city or county
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The Homeplace .to celebrate Snap
Apple Night with bonfire, tall tales

Photo provided
DONATION MADE: Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 presented a $1,000 donation
toward the parking lot to Eric Kelleher, fourth left, director of Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens. Lodge members pictured, from left, are Wally Miller, Jeanie Key, president,
Rachel Jackson, Dot Bazzell, Dot McNabb, luta Hutson, Dorothy Hargrove and Lavonia
Rowland.

Tucker has works published
Special to the Ledger
Retired Murray State English professor Kenneth Tucker
recently published "A Kentucky Colonel in King Arthur's
Court" and the "Swamp Maiden of Venus" with Authorhouse
of Bloomington, Ind.
-The Kentucky Colonel"
ilovel is described as "humorous fantasy," a type not often
written today. Most fantastic
adventures, like -The Lord of
the Rings," treat their plots
seriously. Humor* fantasy
seeks to present 4
1 fast-paced
adventure, but incorporates
whimsy, farcical elements and
• satire.
Such fantasies were written
by L. Sprague De Camp and
Fletcher Pratt in their classic
Incomplete Enchanter series,
which originally appeared in
magazine
oldtime
fantasy
,"Unknown," later "Unknown
Worlds" (1939-43). In fact,
Tucker's novel has been
designed to imitate a fantasy
pulp of the 1930s or 1940s.
with a colorful "an action cover"
and interior black-and-white
illustrations.
According to the story. Tucker said, a botched magical spell
tosses Hal Morgan — the scion
.

of a wealthy Louisville family and perhaps a relative of
Twain's Hank Morgan — into
a crazy dimension where characters of Arthurian legend
indeed exist. Hal soon finds
himself upon a dangerous quest
to save Arthur's court from
the plotting of a mysterious
black knight. Joined by a
sprightly female warrior and a
whimsical thief. Hal must confront a mangy werewolf, talking salmon, an exceedingly
amorous Morgan Le Faye, angry
giants, man-eating witches, a
libidinous troll princess, walking eyes, a kelpie, and a dangerous magical forest before
he can unmask and defeat
Arthur's adversary. .
A longtime fan of Arthurian tales and legends, Tucker
gained inspiration for the novel
when, in 2000, he taught a
course in Arthurian literature
in England for Murray State's
CCSA program. Tucker's class
not only read a number of
Arthurian works, but visited historical sites such as Glastonbury, supposedly Arthur's Isle'
of Avalon.
"The Swamp Maiden of
Venus." a novella, is a realistic story despite its title. Set

GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
Join in as the Halloween traditions of early Scots-lrish settlers come alive Friday, Oct.
27, when The Homeplace presents Snap Apple Night from
6 to 8 p.m. (Doors open at
5:30 p.m.) During Snap Apple
Night, The Homeplace takes
on an atmosphere of magic
The evening
and mystery.
begins outside around a blazing bonfire, where the finest
storytellers around will entertain with eerie tales.
Experience an old-time snap
apple play party at the candlelit Double Pen House. Share
your fall snap apple story during the open MiC story telling
sessions. The fun continues with
some tricks and treats for added
excitement!

design.
Kentucky Press Association's
David Greer, who directs the
Kentucky High School Journalism Association, conducted
the sessions on community journalism and covering a beat.
MSU journalism and mass
communications faculty and
staff members included workBob
Dr.
director
shop
McGaughey, Dr. Allen White,
Joe Hedges, Gill Welsch, Dr.
Ann Landini, Dr. Jeanne Scafella, Robin Orvino, Orville Herndon, Jeremy McKeel, Dr, John
Dillon and Bob Valentine.
In the yearbook competition, the Rockette of Crittenden County High School won
best overall with the yearbooks
from Murray High School and
Livingston Central finishing
second and third, respectively.
The award for best cover
design was given to Codie
Bone and Austin Guill from LivAmanda
Central.
ingston
Melton, staff member of the
Murray High Tiger, submitted

Beans to Blossoms, a locally family-owned farm at 1437
Bethel Rd, Murray, will hold
its sixth annual fall celebration on Saturday from 3 to 5
p.m.

in rural Kentucky of the 1950s,
it tells of a boy's addiction to
fantasy, first adventures in
young love and the discovery
This annual celebration is
of evil.
The book is available at the
Murray State University Bookstore and at Terrapin Station
in Murray and on-line at Amazon.com and Barnes and Noble.
Interested readers may also find
it their local bookstores. It is
A series of horticulture
available in both paperback and
classes will be offered at the
hardback editions.
Calloway County Extension
Tucker specialized in teach- office at 310 South Fourth St.,
ing Shakespeare at Murray State
Murray, beginning Monday at
University for 31 years. His 7 p.m., according to Todd
previous novel is "A Wilder- Powell, Calloway County
ness of Tigers," which deals extension agent for agriculwith the bloody careers of Ken- ture/natural resources.
Dava Hayden, McCracken
tucky's Harpe brothers.
County horticulture agent, will
Recently an essay on Shake- present a class on "Organic
speare's King John in Tuck- Gardening and Composting" on
er's "Shakespeare and Jungian
Monday.
Psychology" was included in
The second meeting will
be Thursday, Oct. 26, at 7
the anthology Shakepearean
p.m. with Kelly Jackson, ChrisCriticism, Vol. 88, published
by the Gale Research Compa- tian County horticulture agent,
presenting "Seeking Curb
ny.
Appeal" and "Great Plants for
Both the book on Shake- Kentucky."
speare and Tucker's "Eliot Ness
Powell said "these classes
and the Untouchables "were
will be very beneficial if you
published by McFarland of are interested in organic garNorth Carolina.
dening and improving upon
your existing landscape of if
thinking about
are
you
installing a new one."
the best feature article.
Those planning to attend
Kent Erwin of the Tiger are asked to call 753-1452
received awards for the best and reserve your seat as soon
sports feature and the best sports as possible.
section. The best school life
Educational programs of
section award went to Tara Kentucky Cooperative ExtenWinders of Crittenden County. sion serve all people regardIn the newspaper competi- less of race, color, age, sex,
tion, Murray High School's religion, disability or national
Black and Gold was named origin.
the best overall student newspaper. It also won first place
for general news, features, editorial and opinion pages, sports,
layout/design/typography and
headlines/cutlines.
The Oak K of Lone Oak High
School won first place for photography and advertising design.
It also finished second in the
overall competition.
Next year's workshop is tentatively set for Sept. 28 at the
MSU Curris Center.

Horticulture
classes will
be offered
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WE'LL HONOR ANY IP:7Th COUPON

!lady's Grill

Saturday & Sunday October 14 & 15
9 a.m.-5 p.m. loth Days

817 COLD WATER ROAD • 762-0442

Located in the North Village Area of
Kentucky Dam Village by Post Office.
We Welcome New Vendors!
NO ADMISSION OR PARKING FEE!
Traditional Kentucky Fairfood items. including BBQ, beans.
cornbread. corn on the cob, and more pmvided by our resort's chef
*Demonstrations by craft persons & door prizes
*Music Showcase each day

HOME-AUTO
INSURANCE
House and Manufactured Home Insurance
Available Anywhere In City or County

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL MAW OMR
270-362-4271 se wmerys.greerefry.gew

Q1 Olt
Lt

753-4703

UCK
,
•EN

W•K•E PARKS

history farm in the Tennessee
portion of Land Between The
Lakes (LBL) National Recreation Area. The farm features
16 restored or reconstructed
log buildings, plus interpreters
m period clothing demonstrating the daily lives and customs of mid-19th century era
farm family.
For more information, contact Land Between The Lakes
at 270-924-2020.
Land Between The Lakes
is managed by the USDA Forest Service, in partnership with
"Friends of LBL," to provide
public lands outdoor recreation
and environmental education.
Additional LBL information is
available by calling I-800-LBL7077 or 270-924-2000, or on
the Internet at www.lbl.org.

Annual fall celebration scheduled

MHS newspaper, yearbook earn honors at workshop
Special to the Ledger
More than 110 high school
media students and their advisers from seven schools recently participated in the annual
Journalism and Broadcasting
Workshop at Murray State University.
The workshop was designed
to provide high school media
students and their advisers ways
to improve their newspapers,
yearbooks and broadcast productions.
Jostens yearbook publishers
provided sessions on yearbook
design and production.
Other sessions conducted by
journalism and mass commumications faculty/staff included
.sports columns and reporting,
newspaper design, use of the
digital camera, promoting a publication, covering a beat, advertising sales, writing broadcast
news, producing the television
news show, feature writing,
mining story ideas, community journalism, legal aspects of
the media and advertising

'Snap Apple night is a fun
way to learn and experience
Halloween traditions of the
early Scot-Irish settlers to this
region,' said Cindy Earls, special events coordinator for The
Homeplace. 'It's definitely a
unique way to celebrate the
fall season."
Warm spiced cider will be
provided. Participants should
dress appropriately for a brisk
fall evening and bring chairs,
and
blankets,
flashlights.
Admission is $5.50 for ages
13 and up; $4 for ages 5-12;
and ages 4 and under get In
free with their family. For
more information, call 270-9242020 or 931-232-6457. l'his
program is ideal for home educators.
The Homeplace is a living

open and free to the public
and includes pony rides,
hayrides, fall games and door
prizes.
The
nursery/greenhouse
business specializes in antique
roses, herbs and heirloom flowers and also organically grown

produce in season.
The business also has takes
part in the local Murray Farmers Market held each Saturday
morning on the downtown
courtsquare June through mid
October.

Brought To Yot. By

ker Fa
MCAUS for the various lunchrooms of the Calloway County and Murray City Schools have been released by Pat Lane
and Marie Stalls, food service directors respectively, for the
week of Oct. 16-20.
Menus, subject to occasional changes based on availability of food, are as follows:

CALLOWAY COUNTY
Snacks for Preschool and Elementaries - Monday animal crackers, juice; Tuesday - Poptart, juice; Wednesday
- orange, Teddy grahams; Thursday - soft pretzel, juice; Friday - cereal, graham crackers, milk.
Preschool and Harbour - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal
and juice available daily) Monday - muffin; Tuesday - cereal, Poptart,, Wednesday - peanut butter and jelly pancake
sandwich, peaches; Thursday - biscuit with sausage gravy;
Friday - graham crackers, peanut butter, grapes. Lunch (milk
served daily) - Monday - peanut butter and jelly uncrustable,
carrot sticks w/dip, applesauce; Tuesday - Pete pizza, whole
kernel corn, tossed salad w/dressing; Wednesday - Ricky
chicken, creamed potatoes w/gravy, green beans, roll; Thursday - Rocco taco, lettuce, tomato, cheese, corn on cob,
wheat bread; Friday - turkey and cheese sandwich, carrot
sticks w/dip, vegetarian beans.
Elementaries - Breakfast (fruits, fruit juice, toast, cereal
and milk served daily) Monday - no school, Tuesday French toast sticks w/syrup; Wednesday - eggs, bacon, toast;
Thursday - cinnamon raisin biscuit; Friday - breakfast pizza.
Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits and milk served
daily) Monday - no school; Tuesday - Ricky oven fried chicken, roll, wiener winks, peanut butter and jelly sandwich;
Wednesday - Pete pizza, tuna salad sandwich, grilled cheese
sandwich; Thursday - Rocco taco salad, grilled chicken sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Friday - Heddi
spaghetti, Texas toast, hot ham and cheese sandwich, grilled
cheese sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (cereal, assorted toast, yogurt, fruit
juice, fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - no school;
Tuesday - bacon, egg and cheese breakfast burrito; Wednesday - pancakes w/syrup; Thursday - oatmeal. Poptart; Friday - biscuit w/sausage gravy. Lunch (assorted vegetables,
chef salad, fruits and milk served daily) Monday - no school;
Tuesday - spaghetti w/meat sauce, Texas toast, bar-b-que
nbette, ham and cheese sandwich; Wednesday - chicken
pattie w/gravy, corn dog, turkey and ham sub, Domino's
pizza; Thursday - fish nuggets, grilled chicken sandwich,
turkey and cheese sandwich; Friday - baked ham, roll, hamburger, ham and cheese sandwich, Mexican pizza.
High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast, Poptarts,
fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - no school; Tuesday - breakfast pizza; Wednesday - French toast sticks
w/syrup; Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Friday - breakfast taco. Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruits, vegetables, deli
sandwiches, hamburgers and milk served daily) Monday - no
school; Tuesday - sliced turkey, roll, Sloppy Joe sandwich:
Wednesday - steak nuggets, roll, grilled chicken sandwich;
Thursday - super nachos. turkey club sandwich; Friday stromboli, turkey sandwich.
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk
served daily) Monday - toaster pastries; Tuesday - breakfast pizza, Wednesday - pancake and sausage on a stick:
Thursday - gravy and biscuit; Friday - muffins. Lunch (fresh
and canned fruits, vegetables and milk served daily) Moriday - cheeseburgers, burrito: Tuesday - taco salad, BBQ
chicken on bun; Wednesday - corn dog, turkey wrap; Thursday - oven fried chicken w/rolls, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Friday - pepperoni pizza, fish sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk served
daily) Monday - toaster pastries; Tuesday - sausage biscuit;
Wednesday - breakfast pizza; Thursday - scrambled eggs;
Friday - muffins. Lunch (fresh and canned fruits and vegetables and milk served daily) Monday - hot 'n spicy chicken, grilled cheese sandwich, crispito; Tuesday - beef fingers
w/bread, ham and cheese sub, chef salad w/crackers; Wednesday - taco salad, BBQ nbette. turkey wrap; Thursday French bread pizza, chicken quesadilla, chef salad w/crackers; Friday - oven fried chicken w/roll, burrito/salsa, ham
wrap.
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk served
daily) Monday - French toast sticks; Tuesday - biscuit and
gravy; Wednesday - assorted muffins; Thursday • sausage
and biscuit; Friday - Honey bun. Lunch (pizza, cheeseburgers, hamburgers, fresh and canned fruits and vegetables.
and milk served daily) Monday - chicken nuggets, grilled
cheese sandwich; Tuesday - taco salad bar, French bread
pizza, chef salad with crackers. Wednesday - spaghetti
w/meat sauce. tuna salad plate Thursday - crispito w/cheese
sauce, chef salad w/crackers; Friday - fish and cheese sandwich, hot dogs.
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sEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Worship
Sat 900 a in
Sabbath School
Sat 10 15 am
AMU=
ST. MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
1214 Mayfield Highway. Benton, KY 42025
270-527 8002

Service
1000 am
Fesi.t Rev Services twat% the Rector 252-3389
APOSTILIC
APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
1000 a.m
'Tuesday
645 p.m
Thorsdav
545 pm

ASSEMBLIES OF BOB
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
\Sunday Morning Worship 10:30 a.m
Sunday Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
'BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
945 a.m
Morning Services
11700 a.m
Evening Serviced
600 p.m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service
6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship Service
11 -00 am
Sunday Night
600 p.m
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Sunday School
900 a.m.
Worship
1000 a m. & 600 p.m.
I hart pleship Training
5-00 p.m
EMMANIJEL MISSIONARY
Sunday Schisil
10:00 a m
Morning Worship
11700arn
Afternoon Worship
200 p.m
Wed Bible Study & Youth 7-00 p.m
FAITH BAPTIST
Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
'41 nrlo school
1000 ain
Worship
II (slam & 6:00 p.m
Wednesday
700 p in
FIRST BAPTIST
Schis4
9.45 a in
Wor,hip 530& 10 55 am &fipm
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a ni
Morning Worship
1100 am
Evening Worship
6:45 p ni
Morning

GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
930a m
Worship
10.45 am
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9-30• m
Worship
10.45 a.m. & 6 p.m
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
7 p.m
Wednesday"'
HARDIN BAPTIST
WOO, 9 l5& 10730 a m
Worship
Sun Schools 6.00,9-16 & 10:30 dim
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HAZEL BAPTIST
Sunday School
930 a.m.
10 30 a ni & 6..30 pm
Worship
530 p m
Church Training
Wednesday Worship
7.00 pm
HILLTOP BAPTIST
1000 am
Sunday School
Worship Service 11 00 a m & 6 p m.
Wednesday
700 p.m.
KIRKHEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11.00 a m
530-73Opni
Awana
Training I'mon '
545 pm
Evening Worship
6 :10 p m
1/LORETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a m
11 illin & 600 p m
Preaching
Wednesday Night
700 p in
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
11 am & 6 pm
Weineaday Worship
7
pm
LOCUST GROVE
Sunday School
10.00• in
Morning Worship
11 •m & 6 p m
Wednesday Worship
7.00 pm

DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES

LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2700 p.m.
3rd Sunday
2700 p.in.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10760 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.in

Having Self-Control

MOUNT HOUR FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 •.na
Worship
11.00 a.m
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00•.m.
Evening Worship
600 pm
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLE
Thursday Night
700 p.m.
Sunday Morning
10:00 a.m
Sunday Evening
700 p.m.

Anyone who has ever
been on a diet knows the
importance of self-control. Knowing yourself
and having self-control is
necessary in order to be
healthy and live our lives
with some sort of order.
We should practice selfcontrol not only with our
eating, but with all
aspects of our daily living. We have to control our urges for those things
that may be harmful to our bodies and souls. The
Bible tells us that "God has revealed His grace for
the salvation of all mankind. That grace instructs us
to give up ungodly living and worldly passions,
and to live self-controlled, upright and godly lives
in this world" (Titus 2:12). Having self-control over
our actions and words is probably more difficult
than simply controlling our appetites, but in the end
it is more important. When we act in a godly manner, we are drawing closer to God.

NEW PROVIDENCE
1000 a.m.
School
Worship
11 a.m & 6 p m

Sunday

OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00 •.m.
Preaching
11700 a.m.
Prayer Service
5730 p.m.
Church
600 p.m.
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship 8 45 a m & 11 a.m &6
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6
Wednesday
7:00
SCUTS GROVE
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service
10-45 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 700 p.m.
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Sat 6 p.m.-10 p.m.
Awakening
SINKING SPRING
Sunday School
10 a in.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.M.
SOUTH MARSHALL
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m , 6730 p.m
Worship
Wednesday
7 p in.
SPRING CREEK
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services
10 a.m.
6 p.m.
Discipleship Training
ST. JOHN
Suriday_,School
Morning Worship

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Tuesdays Bible Study
7 p.m
Saturdays Spiritual Training 6 p.m
Saturdays Celebration Service 7 p.m.

IJNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
9730 a.m
11730 a.m & 7 p.m.
Worship
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship
7 p.m.
HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
i 17 miles weal. of Lynn Grove
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
1045 a.m.
Evening Service
7:30 p.in.
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 10.30 am & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Family Training
7 p.m.
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sundays
10:30 a.m.
Wednesdays
7:00 p.m_
AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
1 405 Sycamore St
Sundays
10:00 a.m & 5:00 p.m
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:15
Worship
11:00 a.m
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
Sunday Morning
1100 am
630 p.m
Wednesday Evening

11111111111
'
S IVITIIESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
930 a.m
Watchtower Study
10:30 a m

Don't you know that your body is the temple of
the Holy Spirit, who lives in you
and who was given to you by God?

LIITHERMI
IMMANUEL 1.l .THERAN
Bible Study
900 ant
Worship
1030 am

Good News Bible 1 Corinthians 6:19

9-30 a m.
11 a.m

SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worships
11 a m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11:00 am.
Wednesday Evening
700 p.m.
Sunday Evening
6:00 p.m.

METHODIST

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9730 a m
Morning Worship
1015 am
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
7-00 p.m

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10-30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m & 6 p.m
Wednesday
7pm
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
II am &6p m.
Worship
Wednesday
7pm

DEXTER
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Worship
10.30 a.m & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
700 p. .
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Morning Worship
•.m.
Sunday Night
Wednesday Night
7:00 pip
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10700 am
Morning Service
10.45 a in
Evening Worship
6:00 p in
Wednesday Worship
700 pm

CATIOLIC

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9-00 a in
Bible Study
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m
6.00 pm
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m
Mid-Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Class
9-00 a in
Morning Worship
10 00 a.m
700 p.m
Wednesday Night

ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
400 pm
Saturday Maas
10.30 a m.
Sunday Maas
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
600 p m.
Sunday Mamie*
04 • m & 11 a.m.

AURORA CHRISTIAN
Worship
II am & 6pm
Bible Study Sunday
10 a m
Bible Study Wednesday
7 p.m
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
900 •.m.
Worship Service
10 15 a.m
HURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
931) a m
Bible School
Worship
10 30 a in
Evening Service
600 p m

KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000 a m
10750• m
Morning Worship
7:00 p in
Evening Worship
Sunday & Wednesdays
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF own
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
11.00 •.in
Morning Worship
6:00 p in
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
9'50 a m.& 6 p m
Worship
9 itm
Bible Clamed
7 p.m
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
9:00 a.m
Bible Study
1000 a.m & 6:00 p.m
Worship
7:00 p in
Wed Bible Study

GSM HMSO $1111123
Sunday School
10 30 a m
Reading Room Every Wed 12-3 pm
7 "ln p m
/
2r--1
CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
900•in
Morning Worship
954)•in.
Evening Worship
600 pm

PLEASANT VALLEY
10-.4.5 a.m
Morning Worship
6.00 pm
Evening Worship

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
1030 a.m
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
6-00 p.m

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
1045 am
Evening Worship
6700 p.m.

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
600 p.m.

GLINDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
5 a.m., 9 a.m. & 6 p.m
Bible Study
10:15 a.m.
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m.

COLDWATER
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11700 a.m.

UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m
Evening Worship
6,00 p.m.

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
850 a.m.
Sunday School
950 a.m.

UNIVERSTTY
Bible Closer
9t00 a.m.
Worship
10.00 a.m & 6.00 p.m

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m., 600 p.m.

WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
1050 a in
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
(4 45 & 11 a.m.
Worship
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9:00 a.m
Evening
600 p.m.
Wednesday
700 p.m.
CHICO

GOOD SHEPHERD
Sunday School
Worship Service

CIIIIT

uNrrED
1000 am,
1100 am

GOSHEN METHODIST
900 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10100 a.m.

MTN W SUITS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11 10 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting
12.10 p.m

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m.
Wednesday Worship
706 p.m.

EPISCOPAL

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
MOO a.m.

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
10.30 am
Worship
Sunday School
WOO a.m
Sunday Worship
500 p m
Tuesday
12 00 pm

MT. CARRIEL
1000 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m.
Sunday School
MT. HEBRON
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11700 a.m.
Sunday School
PALESTINE UNTTED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11700 a.m
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Preaching
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Service
IIASASSIIS
MURRAY CHURCH
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
630 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

PENTECOSTAL
APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 5 p.m.
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Church
1100 a m. & 600 p.m
Wednesday
7:00 p m.
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHITRCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
500 p.m.
Wednesday Night
700 p.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a m. & 6 p.m.
MURRAY FIRST UPC
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m.
Wednesday Worship
700 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
1000 •.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
JENNY RIDGE PENTiC
Saturday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Worship
1030 a.m. & 6 p.m
NEW CONCORD
Sunday Worship & Service
10 a.m.
Worship Sun. 6 p.m. & Wed 7 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship
1050 a_m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m.
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH.NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00-7:30 p.m
BETHEL PENTECOSTAL
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship
11 a.m & 5 p.m
7 p.m
Wednesday

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTEFUAN
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
1100 a.m.

KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11 00 a.m.

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship Sunday
10 30 a.m
Children's Sunday School 11 00•in

LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9-30 a.m.
Church School
10.45 a.m.

FREEDOM HOUSE
Sunday School
1000 I'm
11 .00 a m
Worship

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
900 a.m
Sunday School
10:30 a.m

OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a m.
Worship Semce
1 1 a m. & 6 p m.

inspoman.

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11'00 a in

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10.00•m
Worship
Wednesday- Home Groups 6.00 p.m

UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p m.

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
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Murray Appliance
and TV
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Sirar
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Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
612 S. 9th St.

MIS BLOCK 9
READY MIX CO.
Buildong Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street

753-5719

CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944

Our Family Is Here To
Help Yours.
1767W. Maim • Murray •276453-1%2

CARROLL TIRE & WHEEL
ALIGNMENT,INC.

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY

1305 N. 12th St., Murray • 753-1489

Professional Carr with a Personal Touch
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WORSHIP
Greater Hope Missionary
Baptists plan youth service
Greater Hope Missionary Baptist Church will
sponsor a youth day service on Sunday at 3
p.m. at the church, located off S. Fourth St.,
Murray.
Guests will be Rev. Buster Johnson' and
members of Antioch Baptist Church, South Fulton, Tenn.
There will also be a performance by the
Dance Team, "Angels of Praise," from Mayfield.
Dinner will be served when the guests arrive.
The public is invited. Rev. Henry Greer is the
interim pastor of Greater Hope.

Annual homecoming will
be Sunday at Memorial
Memorial Baptist Church, Main and 10th
Streets, Murray, will have its annual homecoming on Sunday.
Bro. Larry Nichols of Paducah will be the
speaker at the 10:50 a.m. worship service. He
was ordained to the ministry at Memorial church
in 1971. Both he and his wife, Cynthia, attended Memorial church while they attended Murray State University.
Special music will be presented by the interim pastor, Bro. Martin Sevems, and the church
choir at the morning service. No early service
will be held Sunday morning.
Bro. Severns will speak at the 6 p.m. worship service. Assisting will be Jeff Graves, deacon of the week, and Ron James, superintendent of Sunday School at 9:40 a.m.
A fellowship meal will follow the morning
service.

Gospel Gala scheduled at
Heartland Center
PADUCAH, Ky. — A Gospel Gala will be
held Saturday. Oct. 21, from 6 to 8 p.m. at
the Heartland Worship Center.
Greg Holtgrewe,coordinator of volunteer services, said "proceeds from the Auxiliary-sponsored gala will benefit the new Baptist Heart
Center, opening in June.
Featured will be Christian recording artist,
Eric Horner, a Paducah native and friend of
Western Baptist Hospital.
Homer said "we are surely looking forward
to this." A 1983 graduate of Lone Oak High
School, he volunteered at. the hospital as a
teen.
Other performers will include Mighty Rush-

In our

CHURCHES
ing Wind, Washington Street Baptist church Choir,
Cross Harmony Quarter, Sarah Atkinson and
Shea Nickell.
Each group will perform at least two songs,
and Horner is arranging "When We All Get to
Heaven" for a finale featuring all performers.
"This is an excellent opportunity for the
community to enjoy an evening of great music
and fellowship while helping the hospital fulfill its mission of care," said Holtgrewe.
Admission to the event is free, but a love
offering will be taken with all proceeds benefiting the new Heart Center.
NewsChannel 6 anchor Scott Couch will
serve as master of ceremonies. There will be
door prizes and five prize packages including
University of Kentucky basketball tickets, a
Michelson Jewelers pendant, a week at the
beach and a Paducah holiday night out to be
auctioned.
For more information contact Holtgrewe at
(270) 575-8450.

West Fork Baptists will
hear Rev. Brown speak
West Fork Baptist Church will have revival
services starting Sunday and continuing through
Wednesday.
Rev. Jimmy Brown of Union City, Tenn.,
will be the speaker for the services at 6 p.m.
Sunday and at 7 p.m. Monday through Wednesday.
Alvin Usrey will direct the music with Cyndy
Satterwhite and Janet Arnold as accompanists.
Bro. Matthew Williams, interim pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. service Sunday with Sunday School at 10 a.m.

Hazel Methodists will have
annual homecoming
Hazel United Methodist Church will have
its annual homecoming on Sunday.
Bro. Joe Mosely will be the guest speaker
at the 11 a.m. worship service. Rev. Stephen
Webb is the church pastor.
Special music will be presented at the worship service.— ' '
A potluck meal will be served at the noon
hour.

What would Jesus say about
forgiving a murderer?
By Richard Youngblood,
Minister at University Church of Christ
Question: The Amish
families are already talking
about forgiving the man
who killed their children.
Should forgiveness be
offered that quickly and
easily? What would Jesus
do?
Answer: History is filled
with heinous crimes, but few
are more horrifying than the
murder of five totally innocent children. The shock
and grief of these families,
not to mention the children
who witnessed this horror, is
beyond our ability to comprehend unless we have
faced a similar tragedy.
With a strong sense of
outrage the heart cries for
iustice, which certainly
makes it difficult for us to
believe anyone could forgive
so quickly. However. I don't
believe I've ever seen a better example of what Jesus
taught about forgiveness than
that being demonstrated by
these Amish families. But I
believe this is exactly what
Jesus would have us do for
the following reasons.
First, a deep sense of the
power Christ's death on the
cross to atone for sin
demands that we forgive just
as we have been forgiven.
It is the assurances that the
death of Christ could atone
for even the worst of sinners
that gives confidence that
our sins can be forgiven.
The apostle Paul said it
this way: "Here is a trustworthy saying that deserves
full acceptance: Christ Jesus
came into the world to save
sinners-- of whom I am the
worst. But for that very

reason I was shown mercy
so that in me, the worst of
sinners, Christ Jesus might
display his unlimited patience
as an example for those who
would believe on him and
receive eternal life" (1 Timothy 1:15-16 NIV).
Knowing that hostility
only creates more hostility
while the offer of forgiveness breaks the evil cycle
also helps us to forgive.
The offer of forgiveness can
be a powerful motivation for
changing attitudes as well as
actions. Romans 2:4 asks,
"Or do you show contempt
for the riches of his kindness, tolerance and patience,
not realizing that God's kindness leads you toward repentance?"
The sinner cannot benefit
from any forgiveness apart
from a deep sense of sorrow
for his sin and repentance
(Luke 17:3-5: Acts 17:30-31),
but we are also reminded
that "God demonstrates his
own love for us in this:
While we were still sinners,
Christ died for us" (Romans
5:8). It is easier to ask forgiveness of one who wants
to forgive you.
Evidently the Amish families also understand that only
through forgiveness can they
move beyond the hurt. If
we allow an injury to
always remain fresh in our
hearts, it can have dire consequences in our lives.
Emotional pain. bitternqss
'
and hatred can cause an
injury to remain fresh in our
hearts and continually haunt
us (Ephesians 4:31-32).
Sometimes it leads a person

to the tragic sin of attempting to take revenge into his
own hands instead of leaving
it to the Lord (Romans
12:19-21). This kind of turmoil working inwardly can
also damage our physical
health.
Even if the criminal does
not repent and accept our
forgiveness, we should forgive in our hearts for our
own sakes.
Finally. Jesus taught that
we must forgive those who
sin against us if we want to
be forgiven of our own sins
(Matthew 6:14-15). To pray
"Father forgive us our sins
as we forgive those who sin
against us," and then not
forgive others is praying that
the Heavenly Father not forgive our sins.
Forgiveness is a very
complicated matter. Even
these reasons to forgive do
not make it easy. God our
Father understands the difficulty because he forgave
those who killed his own
beloved Son on the cross.
Only a deep faith in our
Lord Jesus Christ can
empower the kind of forgiveness we are seeing in these
Amish families; but this kind
of forgiveness can bring an
incomparable sense of peace
with God, self and others
Send questions or comments to University Church
of Christ, 801 N. 12th, Murray, KY 42071 or phone
270-753-1881. This article
is reproduced on the web
www.nchrist.org

Clirchiulletins
Various churches have
released information concerning their worship services for
the coming weekend as follows:
Immanuel Lutheran: Rev.
Dr. Chad Foster, pastor, will
speak about "The Burden is
Too Heavy For Me" with scripture from Numbers 11:14 at
the 10:30 a.m. 19th Sunday after
Pentecost worship service. Holy
Communion will be celebrated
with Fred Bless as elder. Sunday School and Adult Bible
Class will be at 9 a.m.
Emmanuel Baptist: Bro.
Grandville Courtney of Cadiz
will speak at the 11 a.m. and
2 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Starting Nov. 5 the 2 p.m.
service will be changed to 6
p.m.
Coldwater
Church
of
Christ: Richard Guill, minister, will speak about "Steadfastness" with scripture from
Acts 2:42 and I Corinthians
15:58 at the 10:15 a.m. service and about "Elijah the
Prophet" with scripture from 1
Kings 17:1 and 2 Kings 2:11
at the 6 p.m. service. Song
leader will be Kevin Smith.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services, Henry Nance
is minister of music with Oneida White, Sherry Fortner and
Kathy, Garrison as accompanists. Trent Cossey and J.R.
Cantrell will sing a duet at the
morning hour. Eddie Morris will
give the children's sermon.
Brian Steward is minister of
youth. Assisting will be John
Smotherman, deacon of the
week, and Walter Bell, Allen
Leslie, Kevin Phillips and
Jimmy Kimbro, ushers. Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and prayer meetings at 5:30
p.m.
Pleasant Grove
North
Presbyterian:
Cumberland
Rev. Charles Westfall will speak
about "Anybody Listening?"
with scripture from Job 23:19 at the 11 a.m. worship service. David Bogard will be music
director with Margaret Nell
Boyd as pianist. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m.
New Hope Full Gospel:
Rev. Richard Holt, pastor, is
starting a new church at on
Ky. 1551 in the Shiloh community. Services will be at 10:30
a.m. and 7 p.m. each Sunday.
of
Church
University
Christ: Charley Bazzell, minister, will speak about "Jesus,
Our Rabbi" with scripture from
John 1:35-51 at the 10 a.m.
worship service, and Richard
Youngblood, minister will speak
about "Response to an Act of
Evil" with scripture from Psalm
4 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Assisting Sunday morning
will be Lloyd Hasty, Eugene
Bustle and Bobby Bazz,e11.
Danny Claiborne is worship
leader and Jeremy Swindle is

youth minister. Bible classes
will begin at 9 a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist: Dennis Norvell, pastor, will speak
about "Paul Teaches Us How
to Pray" with scripture from
Philippians 1:4-11 at the 8:45
and 11 a.m. worship services
and about "Coming of The
Lord" with scripture from James
5:7-12 at the 6 p.m. worship
service. Linda Lanier, special
guest, will present a mini,concert at the two morning services. Dee and Kathy Lipford
will lead the worship with
Hazel
Brandon,
Susan
Reynolds, Dee Lipford and
Carol Kelly as accompanists.
Sunday School for all ages will
be at 10 a.m.
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr.
Ann Marie Montgomery, copastor, will speak about "Nothing Between Us and God?"
with scripture from Hebrews
4:12-16 at the 10:45 a.m. worship service being held in
Wrather Auditorium at Murray
State University. Todd E. Hill
is choir director with Sarah
Ledbetter as pianist. The choir
will sing "On Eagles' Wings."
Assisting will be Carol Allen,
liturgist, and Debbie Burgess
and Philip Montgomery, ushers. Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, minister, will
speak about -Coming All the
Way Home" with scripture from
Luke 15:11-19 at the 9 a.m.
worship service, and about
"Coming Home to What?" with
scripture from Luke 15:26-32
at the 6 p.m. worship service.
Joe Phillips and Bob Beecher
will lead the song service. Also
assisting will be Garry Evans,
involvement minister, Nick
Hutchens, youth minister, Karl
Smith, Gene McDougaL, Howell Clark, Bill Looney, Jay Simmons, Rick McKenzie, Gerald
Coles, Tim Coles and Ron
McNutt. A short worship service will be at 5 a.m. and Bible
classes at 10:15 a.m.
First Baptist: Dr. Wendell
Ray, pastor, will speak about
"The Gift of Jesus" with scripture from 2 Corinthians 8:1-9
at the 8:30 and 10:55 a.m.
worship services. Mike Crook
is associate pastor of music,
with Margaret Wilkins and Lisa
Ray as accompanists, assisted
by the Praise Team. The sanctuary choir will sing "God So
Loved the World" at the second service. Catherine Lanier
will give the children's sermon at both services. Assisting will be Boyd Smith, associate pastor of students, Terry
Garvin, associate pastor, Matt
Mattingly and Jon Gustafson,
deacons of the week, and Herb
Edminster and Anna Fowler.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m.. a Prayer Walk beginning
at 5 p.m. and The Net worship for college students at 8
p.m.
First Christian: Dr. Charles
Rolen, minister, will speak

about "Daring to Believe in
God's Grace" with scripture
from Mark 10:17-31 at the
10:15 a.m. worship service.
Mark Dycus is minister of music
with Donnie Hendrix, Judith
Hill and Julie Warner as accompanists. The chancel choir will
sing -Give Me Oil In My
Lamp." Assisting will be Chuck
Jones, worship leader, Lyle
Underwood and Ruth Daughaday, elders, and Steve Parker, Jean Carol Ridley, Rebecca Landolt and Julie Warner,
diaconate.
Westside Baptist: The Rev.
Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will
speak about "Spiritual Warfare:
How to Recognize It" with
scripture from 1 Peter 5:8 at
the 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Tommy Scott is
minister of music. The choir
will sing "I Am Not Ashamed"
with Kyle Evans .and Shericla
Gentry as soloists and by
Michael D'Elia at the morning service and Megan Harper will sing at the evening
service. Assisting will be Mark
Morgan and Danny Cunningham, deacons of the week. Eric
Miracle is minister to students
and Shelly Harris is minister
to Preschool and Children. Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
Goshen United Methodist:
Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor, will
speak about "The Valedictorians" with scripture from James
at the 9 a.m. worship service.
Jo Lovett and Bobby Etheridge
will serve as greeters. Carlos
Lopez and Teela Etheridge will
be acolytes. Tina Sexton will
direct the choir with Renee
Doyle, Pat Brunn and Carla
Halkias as accompanists. Sunwith Bobby
day
School
Etheridge as superintendent will
begin at 10:15 in the family
fellowship center. The GoshenKirksey Youth group and Sunday night worship service will
be at Goshen at 6 p.m.
Hardin Baptist: Rev. Ricky
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
with scripture from Hebrews
10 at 8, 9:15 and 10:30 a.m.
worship services. He will also
speak at the 6 p.m. worship
service.
First United Methodist:
Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, will
speak about "We're in This
Together" with scripture from
Ephesians 4:1-6 at the Early
Light (contemporary) service
at 8:45 a.m. and the traditional service at 11 a.m. Special
music will be by the Praise
Team at early service. Dr.
Pamela Wurgler is minister of
music with Joan Bowker as
organist. Acolytes will be
Kristin McNutt and Brett Watson. Sunday School will be at
9:50 a.m. The previous week's
worship service will be televised on Charter Cable Channel 19 at 11 a.m. and delayed:
worship service on Murray City
Electric Cable Channel 15 at
12:30 p.m.

GOSPEL
MEETING

a
Jeremiah Tatum

NEW PROVIDENCE CHURCH OF CHRIST
60 CHRISTIAN IN. • HAZEL, KY

OCTOBER

15-18,2006

TIMES OF SERVICES
Sunday morning Bible study
Sunday morning worship
Sunday evening worship
Monday evening service
Tuesday evening service
Wednesday evening service

9:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 pin.
7:00 p.m.

We hope to sae you there/
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Oct. snow clobbers Buffalo

Father of boy accused
in Missouri school
shooting charged with
illegal gun possession

BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) — A
rare early October snowstorm
left parts of the Great Lakes
and Midwest blanketed with 2
feet of snow this morning,
prompting widespread blackouts, closing schools and halting traffic.
The snow downed scores of
tree limbs and toppled power
lines, leaving more than 220,000
Customers without electricity in
Western New York.
By early morning, 14 inches of snow had been recorded at the Buffalo Niagara International Airport, with reports
of 2 feet elsewhere, said Tom
Paone, a meteorologist with the
National Weather Service. The
Snowfall was expected to continue throughout the motaing,
he said.
On Thursday, 8.3 inches of
heavy snow set the record for
the "snowiest" October day in
truffalo in the I37-year history of the weather service, said
meteorologist Tom Niziol. The
previous record of 6 inches
Was set Oct. 31, 1917.
"This is an extremely rare
event for this early in the season," Niziol said.
Detroit also set a record, its
for the earliest measured snow.
On Thursday, the city broke
by one day the mark set on
Oct. 13, 1909.
The weather, among other
factors, prompted Major League
Baseball to move up the start
time of Game 3 of the AL
championship from 8:19 p.m.
to 4:30 p.m.
Only a few players practiced outdoors at Comerica Park
on Thursday. The infield was
covered with a tarp, so most
AP
of them hit in indoor cages.
"It's definitely not going to Bob Jaus tries to clear the snow in his driveway during a major snowstorm in Clarence, N.Y.,
be baseball weather tomorrow," a suburb of Buffalo today. Jaus, owner of Hayes Seafood, was trying to get to his restaurant
said Dave Gurney of the Nation- to open his doors for food and other assistance. A rare early October snowstorm left parts of
al Weather Service in Michi- western New York blanketed with 2 feet (over half a meter)
of snow this morning, prompting
gan. "Around 45 degrees, wind
widespread blackouts, closing schools and halting traffic.
gusts up to 35 mph and some
Crews worked into the night were declared in the City of cellations at Buffalo's airport,
Flow showers."
Meanwhile, a
I05-mile to restore power, but many Tonawanda, and towns of which was shut down for almost
stretch of the New York State customers were expected to Cheektowaga, Elma, Lancast- two hours late Thursday.
Thruway from Rochester to remain in the dark through the er, Akron, and Depew.
Meanwhile, tree branches
Unnecessary driving was were strewn across the roads
Dunkirk, southwest of Buffa- weekend and into next week,
lo, was closed this morning National Grid energy compa- banned in Buffalo and suburbs around the region. A large box
ny spokesman Steve Brady said. Amherst, Blasdell, Orchard Park maple tree split in half, falling
because of the snow.
-This is extremely heavy and Hamburg.
The Buffalo Police Departon Joan Casey's home in Buf"We have a condition where falo.
ment received more than 3,000 snow and most of the trees
base most of their leaves, 80 percent of the roads are
calls hue Thursday•
•
-The whole house shook,"
1-do a coos- impassable." said Lt. Stephen CAW,' said. "We were very
two-delarnive
plete-damege
assessment until McGonagle of the Amherst afraid. Originally I thought it
weather, Lt. James Watkilltsaw-There are power lines going the snow stops falling."
Police Department.
was just the thunder, and then
Dozens of schools were
down all over the place," he
Officials said the snowstorm I came outside and I couldn't
closed and states of emergency caused flight delays and can- believe it."
said,

JOPLIN, Mo. (AP)
The father of a 13-year-old who
fired a shot inside his school in a bloodless shooting was
arrested Thursday and charged with being a felon in way,
session of a gun, authorities said.
Gregory Lynn White, 44, appeared before a federal magistrate in Springfield after being arrested without incident
outside his Joplin home, federal agents said.
White did not enter a plea and was released on $5,000
bond. If convicted, he could face up to 10 years in prison
or fines up to $250,000.
He has two felony convictions on his record: one for
burglary in Florida and one for possession of a controlled .
substance in California, said Marino Vidoli, assistant special
agent from the Kansas City office of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives.
He said federal law prohibits felons convicted of crimes
punishable by more than one year in prison from possessing firearms.
White's wife, Norma White, told investigators that the
firearms belonged to her husband, Vidoli said. According to
court documents, the boy told authorities the assault rifle
he used belonged to White.
Police found five rifles, two shotguns and one pistol during their search of White's home Monday, Vidoli said.
White's son, who has not been identified because he is
a minor, took a Mac 90 assault rifle to school Monday,
pointed it at several students, teachers and administrators,
and fired once into the ceiling before his gun jammed,
authorities said. No one was injured, and he was talked
into leaving the building, where police detained him outside.
The boy faces three felony counts of first-degree assault,
armed criminal action and making terrorist threats.
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Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of
Hearing Loss and Tinnitus
No Referrals Required

Dr Phillip /Chipper

Beverly Jones - Audiologist
Patricia Klapper RN- Hearing Aid Specialist

,
t)ehysician's Hearing Center
Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
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SECOND DISTRICT SOCCER
CHAMPIONSHIPS

MURRAY STATE vs. SAMFORD 3 P.M.
ROY STEWART STADIUM

Bull's-eye
on Bulldogs

•

OTHER OVC GAMES
ON THE SLATE
FOR SATURDAY
Mississippi State vs.
Jacksonville State
Arkansas vs.
Southeast Missouri
State
Eastern Kentucky vs.
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee State vs.
Tennessee Tech

RACERS HAVE SAMFORD MARKED FOR HOMECOMING WIN

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times
Murray High senior Meagan Pember (0) and Marshall County
sophomore Abby Rudolph (5) try to position themselves to get
possession of the ball during Thursday's Second District
Tournament final at Calloway County's Jim Nix Soccer
Complex.

Shootin'
Blanks,
MARSHALL COUNTY OUTGUNS
MURRAY ON BOTH SIDES IN
DISTRICT TITLE MATCHES
Staff Report
Murray High head coach
The Murray High boys' and Jared Rosa said.his squad dtald-'
girls' soccer teams both came up n't pull the upset because it failed
short in their respective Second to take advantage of some
District Tournament champi- Marshall County miscues.
onship matches against rival
If we could have capitalized
Marshall
County on Thursday on a couple of their mistakes, we
,.
!light.
might have been in better shape.
., The Tigers and Lady Tigers But we didn't take advantage of
each lost by 3-0 scores to the that," noted Rosa. "But I'm
Marshals and Lady Marshals, proud of our team because they
respectively, on a cold night at kept fighting. We will build off
Calloway County's Jim Nix that and look toward the region
loccer Complex, the host venue (tournament), and hopefully
fbr the tournament.
we'll see them again."
; Despite the losses, both
Marshall County easily won
illuads had already earned berths the battle of shots 22-5. Whitley
ip their respective First Region McCuiston had 12 saves in goal
bpurnaments, which will be held for Murray, while Kelsey
4 separate locations next week. Cromwell recorded three for the
Qates and times for the matches Lady Marshals.
still be announced at a later date.
All-District Team: Making
the squad from Murray were
Girls
Amy Futrell, Blair Lane. Laken
Marshall Co. 3,
Peal and Meagan Pember.
Murray High 0
' Trying to avoid a season Calloway County was representveep in their upset attempt, the ed on the team by Beth Ross and
dy Tigers (11-6-2) packed Haley White.
Boys
eir defense in tight in the first
Marshall Co. 3,
f to try to hold off the unbeatdp Lady Marshals.
Murray High 0
An agressive Marshall unit
4. But that strategy wouldn't
liold up, as Emily Erwin gave came out firing on all cylinders
arshall (15-0-1) all the scoring against the Tigers (12-7), getting
would need when she booted a all the offense it would need in
header from Laken Dirkes into the first, half.
t‘e left corner of the net with just
Clint SiveIls gave the
tinder 10 minutes remaining in Marsitals (11-5-2) an early lead
die first half.
with a goal off a throw-in less
The Lady Marshals went on to than 10 minutes into the match.
4Id two more goals in the second MCHS added to its edge about
If to close out the victory. three minutes before halftime,
lor Estes scored the second whoT Brent Watkins found the
I for MCHS off an Ashley back)of the net off a corner kick
ih assist. Hannah Barrett then ,,by-- ryan Walton for a 2-0
+ded the scoring with a goal off
1:('ara Bohnnan assist.
•See SOCCER, 313
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By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
No
Ohio
Valley
Conference
championship
hopes will be on the line when
the Racers face Samford during
Saturday's
annual
Homecoming contest.
Still, first-year Murray
State head coach Matt Griffin
views this weekend's 3 p.m.
conference tilt with the
Bulldogs at Roy Stewart
Stadium as an important one
for his ballclub, which is still
searching for its first league
victory since 2004.
Including last week's 4917 defeat at Jacksonville
State, the Racers have lost 10
straight OVC games.
"We need that home
crowd. We have really felt the
crowd support in the two
home games prior to this one,"
noted Griffin, whose Racers
(1-5, 0-3 OVC) will be playing just their third game of the
season at Stewart Stadium this
weekend. "From that standpoint, I think this game is
huge. If you want to have
attendance in the two or three
games we have left (at home),
we've got to win this game."
At first , lance, Murray
'would appear to'have a good
chance to do just that against a
Bulldog team that has won
just two of its six games this
season and is also winless (03)in OVC play.
Samford's only two victories this season have come
against non-Division I-A foes
Miles College (37-7) and
Austin Peay (17-10), which
will be returning to OVC play
next season after spending the
past several seasons as a nonscholarhship program. The
Bulldogs' four losses have
been to I-A Georgia Tech (386), No. 20 Eastern Illinois(2413), Southeast Missouri State
(19-14) and Eastern Kentucky
(31-12).
Griffin warns, however,
that Samford is better than its
record would seem to indicate.
"They're a very wellcoached football team: they
always are," said the Racer
coach. "Coach (Bill) Gray and
his staff do a nice job down

TRENT PENNY/The Anniston Star
Murray State quarterback Zach Barnard (7), being taken down by a Jacksonville State
defender in this photo from last week's contest at Jacksonville, Ala., will try to lead the
Racers to their first OVC win of the season during Saturday's Homecoming contest
against Samford.
there. Their kids are where
they're supposed to be when
they're supposed to be there."
The Bulldogs' biggest
problem this season centers
around uncertain play at the
quarterback position. Two
players — junior Jefferson

Adcock and redshirt sophomore Dante Williams — have
split the majority of the team's
snaps under center during the
2006 campaign. And both
players have similar numbers.
Adcock has completed 58of-103 pass attempts (57.4

percent) for 516 yards and
three touchdowns
while
throwing three interceptions.
Williams is also completing
57.4 percent of his passes(59of-94)for two scores and four
•See RACERS, 3B
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SCOTT NANNEYttedger 8. Times
liger freshman Matt Hines (20) chases after the ball with
Marshall County's Dustin Bryant (9) during Thursday night's
Second District Tournament title match at Calloway County
tligh School. Murray fell to the Marshals 3-0

MICHAEL DANN / ladpir & Times
Former Murray High School student Christina Dunn (left) finds comfort in the arms of a friend Thursday after the funeral for
senior Tiger football player J J. Webb at Ty Holland Stadium. Webb died early Monday from internal injuries to his chest
and neck sustained in a single-vehicle crash on Wadesboro Road
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GAME 7: MURRAY STATE
SAMF
VS.

ORD

Saturday, Oct. 14 • 3 p.m. • Roy Stewart Stadium
OVC Standings
Tennessee-Martin
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee Stale
Jacksonville Slate
Tennessee Tech
Southeast Missouri
Eastern Kentucky
Samford
Murray State

Olf.0

ADU

2-0
2-0
143
3-1
2-1
1-2
1-2
0-3
0-3

5-1
3-3
3-3
3-2
2-4
3-2
2-4
2-4
1-5

Saturday
Jax State at Miss State — 1 30 p m
Southeast Mo at Arkansas — 1 p m
Eastern
at Eastern Ky — 2 p m
Samford at Murray State — 3 p.m.
Tenn Tech at Tenn Slate - 6 p m

Sponnfr ON
THE OVC
GAMES ON THE TUBE: Saturdays OVC
matchup between Tennessee Tech and
Tennessee State will be be televised
regionally on Comcast Sports Southeast
CSS)at 6 p m
In addition. Saturday's tilt featuring
Samford and Murray Stale will be broadcast locally on MSU-TV 11 on a tapedelayed basis at 10
pm
while
Jacksonville state s non-conference outing at Mississippi State will be available
on a tape-delayed basis on CSS at 8 30
p in on Sunday
OVC TEAMS IN TOP 25: Eastern Illinois
and UT-Mwtin are ranked No 16 and 17
respectively, in both of the latest Sports
Network and CSN Coaches Polls which
were released on Monday The Panthers
moved up from a No 20 ranking in both
polls last week while the Skyhawks went
from No 22 in the Sports Network poll
and being unranked in the CSN Coaches
pot
OVC RECORDS WATCH: Eastern Illinois
iunior Micah Rucker has nine recerving
touchdowns, sin oft the OVC record 01 15
(Samford s Etrem Hill 20031 while
Jacksonville State senior Clay Green has
nine rushing TDs 12 short of the conference mark of 21 (Eastern Kentucky s
Elroy Hams, 19881 Southeast Missoun
. senior David Simonhoff currently sports a
450 punting average not tar off his OVCrecord mark of 460 set in 2004
Players of the Week
OFFENSIVE
JOSH GRECO •08• E. KENTUCKY
Greco threw for a season-high 323 yards
in leading Eastern Kentucky to a 31-12
OVC win at Samford The Junior quarterback also rushed for 15 yards to finish
with 338 yards of total offense game
efforts in the OVC tea season.
EIVENSIVE LUCIUS SEYMOUR • LB • E. IUJNOIS
Seymour led a solid defensive 'effort Ii
Eastern Illinois 21-0 shutout of OVC toe
Southeast Missoun He had a team-high
11 tackies, including sin solo stops

Profile: Homecoming 2006
For the 74th time in its history, Murray
State will host Homecoming festivities
whet OVC rival Samford invades Roy
Stewart Stadium for a 3 p.m. football game.
The
Racers
played
their first
Homecoming game in 1931, when it defeated Middle Tennessee State 13-7. Since then,
MSU has compiled a 45-27-1 record in
Homecoming contests, including a 10-6
mark since 1990.
A NEW THEME & A FACE LIFT: The
Racers' game with Samford will be one of
many events planned for MSU's
Homecoming weekend.
"New Faces. Same Racer Spirit." the
theme of Homecoming 2006, will feature a
face lift of sort for one of Murray State's
most popular traditions — Tent City. The
event, which attracts an estimated 3,000
alumni and friends, will be moving inside
Stewart Stadium to accommodate a record
number of tents.
The event, which began with eight tents
in 1989, grew to 27 tents in 1998 — a number that remained static several years due to
space limitations. With the move inside the
stadium's walls, 42 tents will be featured at
this year's event, which will also include
performances by the Racer Band, MurrVegas All-Stars and the Dixieland Band.
Tents will be,.. positioned in the grass
between the oppoV.ing team's bench and the
ast stadium wall.
Alumni and friends who want to come to
Tent City can enter the stadium through the
north and south end zone gates. The event
remains free and open to the public. Those
who plan to attend the game, however, will
have to purchase a ticket to get into the
stands.
A TOUGH LOSS: The Racers dropped
their Homecoming game last season, falling
to Eastern Illinois 35-28 on Oct. 22, 2005.
Murray State fell behind 21-7 after the
first quarter of play, but fought back to take
a 28-21 lead in the third quarter before
turnovers allowed the Panthers to claim the
victory.
After taking taht 7-point edge. the Racers
maw the pants slip away when they fumbled
in their own end zone to allow an EIU score.
'The Panthers followed that play with an
interception of MSU quarterback Ryne
Salyer, which was returned 43 yards for a

Focus On
Samford

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledgei File
Racer 1 is a tradition on Homecoming weekend at Murray State, as well as all other
football games the Racers play at Roy Stewart Stadium. MSU will be playing its 74th
Homecoming contest on Saturday, when OVC rival Samford comes to town.
touchdown, producing the final margin.
at Jacksonville State.
Murray State managed to outgain Eastern
that contest, redshirt freshman quarterIllinois despite the loss by a 433-254 mar- back Zach Barnard threiv for 252 yards and
gin. The Racers rushed for 179 yards and a touchdown on 24.01.46 passing attempts
threw for 254 more.
•
as the Racers unveiled a new four-wide
LAST TIME OUT: The Racers will try receiver offensive set that head coach Matt
to rebound from last Thursday's 49-17 loss Griffin hopes will help the team's struggling
running game.

BULLDOGS RECAP: Samford's OVC
losing streak stretched to five games with
a 31-12 setback to Eastern Kentucky last
Saturday
Junior WR Jeff Moore is the league's
leading pass-catcher (37) after reeling in
seven aerials for 112 yards and a touchdown in the contest Sophomore Rodney
Shepherd is tied for fifth in the conference
in tactdes (8.7 pg) He had seven solo
stops against EKU and now leads all OVC
linebackers wall 37
Freshman RB Brock Johnson has rushed
for 100 yards over his last two outings.
averaging 63 yards on 16 carries. The
Bulldogs go back out on the road this
week paying a visit to Murray State
Both teams enter Saturday's contest in
search of their first OVC win of the season
SAMFORD HISTORY: Samford was
orginially named Howard College. The
school onginally tried to form an intercollegiate football association with Alabama
and Auburn in 1891
Howard College did not officially held a
team
The Howard College team was orginialty
known as the 'Baptist Tigers " However.
rival Auburn also had the nickname
'Tigers The teams went by "Baptist
Bears until Dec 14. 1916, when the student body voted for the -Crimson
Bulldog"
SAMFORD OPENS LEGION FIELD:
While Alabama arid Auburn are more
associated
with
the
history
of
BirmingrtarKs Legion Field Samford and
nval Birmingham -Southern played the
first football game at the stoned stadium
The two teams played the first game at
Legion Field on Nov 19, 1927, with the
Bulldogs winning the game 9-0.
BULLDOGS ENTER OVC: Formerly an
independent Samford played its first
game a,m member of the OVC on Sept
27. 2003. when it defeated Southeast
Missouri State 41-31 in Birmingham.
FAMOUS SAMPORD COACHES: A
handful big-name college coaches got
their starts with the Bulldogs including
Florida state's Bobby Bowden and
Georgia Tech's Chan Gailey
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Enjoy two all-you-can-eat
pizza & spagatti lunch buffets
including drink!
Mon -Fri
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Lunch

—Samford Football Media Guide

Enjoy two all-you-can-eat
pizza & spagatti weekend & night
buffets including drink!
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'Not good with any other offer thru 10127/06

804 CHESTNUT STREET • 753-6656

Not good with any other offer thru 10/27/06

804 CHESTNUT STREET • 753-6656
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Protect your truck
with the world's #1
SPRAYED-ON BED LINING

BUCK'S BODY SHOP
1945

c44`<

Mon.-Fn.
430-9:00 p.m.
Dinner
Weekend
11 a.m.-9 p m

Visit Us At One Of Our Four Convenient Locations
200A N. 12TH ST.
MURRAY, KY
270-753-3086

HWY 641 SOUTH
HAZEL, KY
270-492-8839

417 S. 6TH ST.
MAYFIELD, KY
270-251-0640

325 MAIN ST.
BENTON, KY
270-527-0110
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Mag rags on local hoop squads
MHS, CCHS DON'T GET MUCH PRAISE FROM
The annual Cats Pause publication, which hit newsstands
earlier this week,gave its synopsis of how it sees the 16 regions
in Kentucky High School basketball
shaping
up.
Unfortunately for Murray High
and Calloway, the two schools
got no love.
The Calloway County Lady
Lakers were
the top-rated
local team in
the
384page book
that dedicates most
of its space
to
the
University
Kentucky
Pigskins & of
m's
en
and
Peachbaskets women's
By Michael Dann program
with its No.
Sports Writer
4 in the
girls' first
region.
Murray, meanwhile, cracked
the top 10 at No. 10.
Graves County was the preseason favorite on the girls' side,
with Marshall County, Paducah
Tilghman, Calloway and Fulton
County rounding out the top
five, respectively.
The bottom half listed St.
Mary, Mayfield, Heath and
Conununity Christian Academy
before Murray.
The Cats' Pause also gives a
list of the top 10 players. Of the
local girls, only Calloway's
Kayla Cunningham was mentioned. Brittany Young of

Graves County was voted top
player in the region, followed by
Marshall County's Jessica
Holder.
Two other Lady Marshals
made the list, including Pressley
Doom at No. 3 and Kayci
Beasley at No. 7. Jessica Doran
of Graves County and Paducah
Tilghman's Jarobia Hill and Ali
Watson were Nos. 4, 5 and 6. ,
Abby Townzen of St. Mary
was No.• 8, followed by
Cunningham at No. 9 and
rounded out by Keisha Starks of
Graves County.
On the boys' side of the preseason rankings, only Calloway
County made the list, with the
Lakers landing at No. 5.
Paducah Tilghman, Graves
County, Marshall County and
St. Mary were the top four picks.
Mayfield, Fulton County, Lone
Oak, Heath and Reidland followed the Lakers and concluded
the list.
No player from Calloway or
Murray made the list of top-10
players in the region. Instead,
Fulton
County's
Jeffrey
McClain was voted the area's
top player.
Tony Hockett (Mayfield).
Travis Spiceland (Marshall
County),
Johnson
Mario
(Reidland) and David Jones
(Paducah Tilghman) were Nos.
2 through 5.
The bottom half included
Jonathan Roof (St. Mary), lssac
McClure (Paducah Tilghman),
Matt Kimbler (Graves County),
Luke Shuemaker (Lone Oak)
and Gabriel Shaw (St. Mary).

TIMES TWO:St. Mary senior golfer Case Cochran has
become the first player in half a
century to repeat as a state
champion, firing a 4-under-par
68 over the weekend to claim his
second consecutive title.
Cochran finished the 36-hole
tournament with a 142 total during the KHSAA state golf tournament that concluded Saturday
at the Bowling Green County
Club.
Cochran is the first golfer to
repeat since Skip Stigger of
Kentucky Military Institute did
in 1955-56. Others to win consecutive
titles
are
Jim
Burkholder, Johnny Owens, Bob
McBride, Gay Brewer and
Bobby Nicols.
Only one piece of bad news
for Cochran: His Vikings were
upset by Henry Clay's 621,
which beat the defending
champs by two strokes.
The Blue Devils are coached
by Johnny Owens - yes, the
same Owens who is now one of
six players to repeat as an individualist.
MORE DAP: While we're
handing out praise, let's not forget four locals who were recently named to the Fourth District
volleyball team that wrapped up
Tuesday at Jeffrey Gymnasium
with Christian Fellowship
School claiming its fourth
straight title.
Murray's Samantha Thurman
and Katy Garrison were named
to the team along with
Calloway's Alley Hendon and
Abby Kelly.

course of the year. They're going to make you
From Page 1B
drive the field and wait for you to make mistakes.
picks.
"I think they're still trying to find a quarter- And we've done that the last couple of weeks.
We've got to eliminate (mistakes) to have a
back," Griffin said.
Gray agreed, claiming the Bulldogs are still chance to be successful."
The Racers will try to combat Samford's
waiting for a consistent signal caller to emerge.
"We've got guys playing there who we're strength with one of its strengths - a passing
expecting a lot of," he explained. "The first place attack that found its niche last week against
we've got to look at is ourselves as a coaching Jacksonville State, when it showed some promise
staff to see if we're put4m.titose,gtg,s,Aa arsi- with 252 yards through the air out of its new fourwide reviver look.
tion'tO succeed.
The new look has helped a struggling running
"We're just taking it week by week and looking
to see what happens on game day. Somebody game that is averaging just over 100 yards (107.7
needs to step up and take the bull by the horns and per game) with two freshmen tailbacks-Charlie
Jordan and Josh Jones. It has also proved to be a
get it done out there," he added.
Samford's struggles at the quarterback spot positive for poised redshirt freshmen quarterback
have been reflected on the scoreboard, where the Zach Barnard, who is fourth in the conference in
Bulldogs are averaging a paltry 16.5 points per passing at 164.2 ypg.
"I think it's something that benefits us right
game and are ranked near the bottom of the OVC
now," Griffin said. "Our strength are those
in total offense (278.0 ypg.).
While they continue to search for offensive (receivers) on the outside. No. 7's doing some
production, the Bulldogs have remained competi- things right now as a freshman that some threetive with a defensive unit that ranks third in the year starters don't do, so we're going to take
league. Samford is allowing its opponents just advantage of that as best we can."
Notes: The all-time series between the two
21.5 points and 294.8 yards per outing.
Samford ranks in the middle of the pack in the teams is tied at 5-5. However, the Racers lead in
OVC in run defense (147.2 ypg.), but it is third in games played at Murray by a 5-2 margin. Samford
is 3-0 in games played at Birmingham, Ala.,
pass defense (147.7).
"Defensively. they're very sound," noted including last season's 27-23 win at Seibert
Griffin. "We've seen their scheme throughout the Stadium.

From Page 1B
Marshall advantage at the intermission.
The Marshals would go on to
add their final goal.of the night in
the second half, scoring when
'Matt Shanklin punched in an
Alex English assist.
"I don't think we played as
well as we could, but give
Marshall County credit. They
TOOAT'S U1111110 WOIDOM ITi
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TV, radio
TODAY
AUTO RACING
3 p.m.
SPEED - NASCAR. Nextel Cup
Nappy Hour Sense,' final practr.e for
Bank of America 500. at Concord. N C
4 p.m.
SPEED - NASCAR, Busch Series
poie qualifying tor Dollar General 300.
at Concord. N C.
7 p.m.
TNT - NASCAR, Busch Series, Dollar
Genera' 300. at Concord, NC
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN - Pittsburgh at UCF
EXTREME SPORTS
11 p.m.
USA - Dew Action Sports Tour
PlayStation Pro. at Ortando. Fla
(same-day tape(
GOLF
2:30 p.m.
TGC - LPGA. Samsung World
Charricoonship second round, at Palm
Desert Calif
3 p.m.
USA - PGA Tour. FRYS COM OPEN.
second round at Les Vegas
6 p.m.
IOC - Champions TOW. adenirinelt
Sine Business Classic. forst round. et
Spring, Texas (same-day two
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
7 p.m.
FOX - Playoffs, Arrieriom League
Championship Settee, gems 3, Marna
TBA

were aggressive and went to the
ball hard and really put us back
on our heels." said Murray head
coach Jim Baurer. "Our guys are
disappointed, but its a situation
where we get to play another
match."
Marshall won the battle of
shots 14-6. Luke Welch had three
saves, while Taylor Pierce added
two in goal for Murray High.
Brandon Dodd claimed two
saves for the Marshals.
The loss was the Tigers' second to the rival Marshals this seasoon. Marshall defeated MHS 32 on Sept. 12 at Draffenville.
As the Second Disitrict runner-up, Murray will face First
District champion Heath-a 5-2
victor over Paducah Tilghman in
its district final last night - in
next week's regional tournament
at Marshall County High School.
The date and time of the match
were expected to be finalized
today.
All-District Team: Bradley
Black. Will Pittman, Blake
McCuiston. Cameron Barth and
Tucker Adams represented
Murray on the squad. while
Brennan Parker and Seth Asher
were named from Calloway
County.

Bull Blowout
to be held
this weekend
Special to the Ledger
Bull Blowout 2006 is coming
to the William "Bill" Cherry
Agricultural Expo Center for
two shows Oct. 13 and 14.
Exciting rodeo action featuring
bull riding and barrel racing will
begin at 8 p.m. each night.
Mutton busting for children six
and under will be held at 7:30
p.m. prior to Bull Blowout.
There will be a $5 fee to enter.
Kids up to age 10 can compete
for free in a calf scramble.
Bull riding has $500 added
money each night. The entry fee
is $55, which includes a $15
stock fee. There is a $25 fee to
enter the barrel-racing event. All
contestants may enter both
nights in any of the events.
Those under age 18 must have
parental permission.
Tickets are $9 for adults.
MSU students with valid ID may
purchase tickets for $7. Children
12 and younger will be admitted
for $4. Tickets will be sold at the
door. Gates open at 6 p.m.

A (,real Company

And A Great Agent
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Others named to the team
were CFS' Amber Solomon,
Krista Sharp and Abbey Pace,
while Alyssa Doom, Shea
Sheppard, Jada Harrison represented Marshall County High
School.
ALL A'S: Or at least three in
this case.
The Louisville Bats and the
City of Louisville announced
Monday that the River City will
host the Meijer 2008 Triple-A
All-Star Game and accompany
festivities, according to a, story
in The (Louisville) CourierJournal.
The Triple-A All-Star Game
features the top players from the
Minor League Baseball's top
two circuits, the International
League and the Pacific Coast
League. The game has been
annually broadcast nationwide
on ESPN2 and Sporting News
Radio.
The Bats are the AAA affiliate of the Cincinnati Reds.
In addition to the game itself,
Louisville will also host a Home
Run Derby, All-Star Gala, AllStar Fan Fest and numerous
other activities throughout the
three- day celebration.
Tickets for each All-Star
game event will initially be
made available to Louisville
Bats season ticket holders, but
tickets for the general public
will be put on sale in the spring
of 2008. The game will take
place in July of 2008 at
Louisville Slugger Field. The
exact date has yet to be determined.
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SCOREBOARD

Van Haverstock
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Nobody can protect your ALISQ
any better than We cant
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD •
Postaasson Baseball

sary

At A Glance
All Times CDT
DIVISION SERIES
American League
Detroit 3, New York I
New York 8, Detroit 4
Detroit 4, New York 3
Detroit 6. New York 0
Detroit 8, New York 3

Wednesday, Oct. 111
Detroit at Oakland 7 19 pm it neces
sary
National League
Wednesday. Oct. 11
St Louts at New York, ppd rain
Thursday, Oct. 12
New York 2, St Louis 0 New York
leads series 1-0
Friday, Oct 13
Si Louts (Carpenter 15-8) at New York
(Maine 6-5) 7 05 p m
Saturday, Oct. 14
New York (Traschel 15-8) at St LOUIS
(Suppan 12-7), 7 05 p m
Sunday, Oct. 15
New York (Perez 3-13) at St Louts
(Reyes 5-8), 7 15 p.m
Monday, Oct. 16
New York at St Louts, 7 19 p.m , if necessary
Wednesday, Oct. 18
St Louis at NeW York. 3 19 p m it necessary
Thursday, Oct. 19
St LOU* at New York, 7:19 p.m it necessary

Oakland 3, Minnesota 0
Oakland 3, Minnesota 2
Oakland 5, Minnesota 2
Oakland 8, Minnesota 3
New
New
New
New

National League
York 3, Los Angeles
York 6, Los Angeles 5
York 4. Los Angeles 1
York 9. Los Angeles 5

St. Louis 3 San
St Louis 5. San
St Louis 2. San
San Diego 3. St
St. Louts 6 San

Diego 1
Diego 1
Diego 0
Louts 1
Diego 2

LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
American League
Tuesday, Oct. 10
Detroit 5. Oakland 1
Wednesday, Oct. 11
Detroit 8. Oakland 5, Detroit leads
series 2-0
Friday, Oct. 13
Oakland (Harden 4-0) at Detroit
(Rogers 17-8), 3.30 p.m
Saturday, Oct 14
Oakland (Hawn 14-13) at Detroit
(Boncierman 14-8), 130 pm
Sunday, Oct. 15
Oakland at Detroit, 3:40 p.m it necessary
TUesday, Oct. 17
Detroit at Oakland, 719 pm.it neces-

WORLD SERIES
Saturday, Oct. 21
Nabonal League at American League
Sunday, Oct 22
NL at AL (n)
Tuesday, Oct. 24
AL at NI., (n)
Wednesday, Oct. 25
AL at NL,(n)
Thursday, Oct_ 26
AL at NL, it necessary.(n)
Saturday, Oct. 28
NL at AL, if necessary,(n)
Sunday, Oct. 29
NL at AL, it necessary,(n)

Hilltoppers
mulling
jump to
Division I-A
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP)- The signs of progress
are everywhere at Western
Kentucky University.
You can see it in the numerous fenced-off construction
areas and hear it in the buzz of a
fall afternoon, as the state's
fastest-growing university hums
with students dashing from one
class to the next while the everpresent sound of train whistles
echo off the southern Kentucky
hilltops.
University president Gary
Ransdell has overseen much of
the school's expansion under his
"Challenging the Spirit" program, which he designed to
encourage the university to look
beyond its role as a regional
school and think on a national
level.
Ransdell's plan has grown to
include moving the football program - which won the 2002
Division I-AA national championship - to Division I-A. It's
an idea that's been met with
skepticism by faculty - which
voted against the move - and
students but one Ransdell feels
is vital to the school's academic
and financial future. The
school's board of regents will
vote on the matter Nov. 2.
"We need to put ourselves in
a position to grow," he said.

Photo Submitted

Ryan Kelly, an eighth grade football player, was the first
one to shave his coach's hair as other team members
await their turn.

A LITTLE OFF THE SIDES
Coach David McDowell kept a promise he made to the
Murray Middle School eighth grade students at the beginning of
the school year. He told them if they made it to the playoffs, he'd
let them shave his head in front of the entire student body during
a pep rally. The team made it to the playoffs, and Coach
McDowell had his head shaved during a pep rally.

Glavine carves up Cardinals; Mets
take Game 1 of NLCS
NEW YORK (AP) - The
New York Mets were supposed
to have pitching problems in the
postseason. Tom Glavine is taking care of that.
Sharp and deceptive as ever,
Glavine put the depleted Mets
on his 40-year-old back again
Thursday night to give New
York the lead in the NL championship series.
Carlos Beltran rocked Shea
Stadium with a homer that
crashed off the scoreboard,

backing another gem by Glavine
as the Mets beat the St. Louis
Cardinals 2-0 in Game I.
"He sets the tone. He has that
calm demeanor. It gives you that
sense of security," Mets closer
Billy Wagner said.
Making his 34th postseason
start, Glavine shut down Albert
Pujols and allowed only four
harmless singles, running his
scoreless streak to 13 innings in
these playoffs.
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Wove
Hamm For Seis

430
436
440
446
430
465
450

470

Iketwecycla• & ATVs

460
406
490
416
SOO

Auto Paris
Span May Volacies
Used Cats
Vara
Used Truce.

510
520
530
540
570

Services 011earset
Fres Column
Tobacco & Supplies

'it t•-.

$8.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
1.4/1 3 .4,1, Must Run Within 6 Day Period )
$3.35 • r column inch extra for Monda (Sho• • ing Guide)
I IN.!
$8.25 First Day • 20 words or less
Over 2p wardsSiie
AdditionAlConsecuhve Ulays:
sal11 per word per day.,
$3.35 extra for Shopper (Mon. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)
13.00 extra for blind box ads.
'thi to reject or

Campers
Boats 6 Motors

11

\\1/11 k\
it': ciss.
O1..R
\ iii \1:i .1
1 !IL IVLB‘il II .\ 1 \(.1 I \

1),

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
020

010
lathe
Notice
NOTICE
As of October 6th
Highway 299 Mini
Storage has legal
possession of all
items stored in
unit i6. Auction of
said items will be
held October 14th
at 8:00 a.m., at
Highway 299 Mini
Storage.

020
Notice

NO'nCE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate fiduciary appointments have
been made in the
Calloway District Court
All claims against these
appointments should be
filed with the fiduciary
within six months of the
date of qualification

Estate
of
Everett
Seruieman, 1164 Clayton
Dr. Murray. KY 42071;
Case
/06-P-00211;
Fiduciary
Carolyn
Darnell, 1164 Clayton
Dr. Murray, KY 42071;
LEGAL,NOTICE,
Attorney Sid Easley, 204
Niro final settlement of the South 6th
St.. Murray,
astounts has been ItIrd in KY 42071. Appointed. 10Ihstrict Court hy 02-2006
Janella 1-rn. Executor. in the
estate ol Ida MeIhtutral
Estate of Stella Piper,
xceptions to this scitletnent 1532 Oxford
Dr, Murray,
must he filed in the Calliosay
KY 42071. Cue 006-Pt ,kinty I/istrict Coun ion ix 00194, Fiduciary'
before the !leafing. shiyh is Conner, 1532 Oxford Dr.
set for the 21nJ day of oil. Murray.
KY 42071
21115'
Appointed 08-28-2006

5ickl
l'ircon Court Clerk

LLLiAL NOTIt :IF
Alm final settlement it the
aLiounts has been tiled in
Calloway Ihsinyt Court In.
Jrnmier flew lett. Li.ecuitie in
the estate ot Delrna (miter
I feceptoons to this settlement
must he tiled in the Calloway

County Ihstrict Court on or
hi-lure the hearing. which is
Yet tor the 21rd day of (kl.
21111,
aki

( ercuit 0.1tin Ckrk
LUAL
Aini final setnemem nit the
been filed in
( .ulliumsat Ihstrest Court hi
.nthia (Jutland. 1. itesutor in
asiounts has

the estate ml I)aytha (animal

te.erefions to this settlement
must he tiled in the Calloway
County Ihstnct t'oort um or
hirtore the hearing. shah is

.et tor the 2 1rd dos ot Ott ,
211116
\ Kke
( Inuit Court(
LLtiAL!AMU
\tell final settlement ot the
ase.ounts has been tiled in
Ihstrul oun hi
I e.Fourshee. Flea tuor in the
estate ot I lord Charteretten
etseptions to this settlement
111.i he tiled in the Calltrua)
( enmity Ihstre.1 Court eat or
before the hearing. ishech is
set tor the 2 1re1 day ed Oct
21106
Veckt
('mutt Court Clerk
LEGAL SILDIA
v.ini finaLLsettlement of the
ascount• ht been tiled in
('alle eu an Iheettesi Court hi
1.1
Barnett
AOC
\dmenestrator in the estate ot
ltotwn omit
I uersteons tee Ibis settlement
must he filed u, the Call..ai
( runts Ihstrut Court on es
hetere the hearing hes h is
set ler the 2 1rd den Oi tat
2i NM

%dun_
( en ent 'ourt fled
‘I 11 I final settlement of the
4..ounts has been filed in
( 41Iouai lhstnst ( oust tin
%arida Nounit P. tab( Hale.
o-Ftnurior. in the estate Of
I vale Flak
te.epinens 14, the, settlement
must he tiled in the(
( evens Ihunst (owl 011 Ix

hehire the hearing, shah is
in, tiyr the 21rd dr. of (kt
%Kit

V. hem

020
Min
PUT some fun in your
idlcheril Earn free
products by hosting a
shovel Host and guest
Spectate every month
Call to lind out morel
Kitchen shows. catalog
shows, fundraisers. gift
certacetes. wedding
registry Jaclyn French
independent
Consultant lot the
Pampered Chet
•
270-547-1449
jadyntxtiolilhotmail c
orn
THE SUU_PEN
Now booking private
parties receptions &
Severs,
meetings
catereg choices A
able Court Sou.,
Muway 293-4802
SPECIALS id Sandra
O's everyday
293-3916

Estate of- Mark E
Cunningham, PO Box
67, Kirksey, KY 42054,
Case
/06-P-00192.
Fiduciary.
Margaret
Marvin, 2930 Kirksey Rd..
Murray. KY 42071.
Appointed: 08-28-2006

020

r-

Notice
THREE day hunts
available in Crittenden
County Contact:
inspector5 1 Opeoplepc corn
1.00 aid Found

FOUND: A mans ring
found in Hardees park
ng lot. Mon. 10-9
753-9440 to identity

I

•
•
•

(e,
..t I ats
I'
\sods,,I \\(
II \ kRi
( II \III I<S
I •
('RIMI\ \l 1)1 I I
OKCIA

.1(11
PR( ti
753-1752
I klIsI SII \ I
I i.!.

You may be eligible for

In Honor of
JB Burkeen

Call 753-1916

,cash assistance and/or

T-4 US Army

LOST Alltel cellular
phone in brown leather
case Saturday in the
vicinity between Olive
and Best Western
motel Call 753-4828
Reward.

pecialized services.

1943-1944
We are proud of your
service to our country.
during WWII
Your Family

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
Estate
of.
Martha
accepting applications
McKendree, 707
A
Bagwell Court, Murray, for a Quality
KY 42071; Case #06-P- Improvement Nurse
Applicant must be
00155. Fiduciary Trevor
Coleman. 40R Main St., licensed in the state of
Murray, KY 42071; KY Applicant must be
Trevor
Attorney
Coleman, 408 Main St, able to work some
Murray.
42071 .4 nights and weekends.
Long term care experiAppointed. 10-02-2006.
ence a plus Apply in
Estate of Venda T. person at Bntthaven of
Senaeman, 1164 Clayton
Sal. Murray, KY 42071; Benton 2607 Main
Case
006-P-00212: Street Benton, KY
Fiduciary:
Carolyn 42025. No phone
Darnell. 1164 Clayton calls please
Rd . Murray. KY 42071; E0E/AAE
Attorney Sid Easley, 204
South
6th
Street, CHILD care center is
Murray, KY 42071; now accepting applicaAppointed 10-02-2006
tions for child care
providers to guide chilEstate of Mary Emit. 714
dren birth through 12
S 4th St. Murray, KY
42071, Case #06-P. years. Apply at 109
00222. Fiduciary James South 1516 Street
Erna, 714 S 4th St. Murray.
Murray. KY
42071, CUSTOMER Service
Appointed 10-09-2006
evaluators needed
Different promotions in
Eatate of Dale M Jones,
1380 Rico Rd . Dexter. your area Part time
KY 42036. Case 006-P- flexible hours On the
Fiduciary- fob paid traintng. Call
00227.
Lawanda J Glover, 2210 (604)338-8876
Quail Creek Dr. Murray.
FINANCIAL Services
KY 42071. Attorney
Steve Sanders, 204 B Sales
South 6th St Murray. Local, established
KY 42071. Appointed
business looking to
10-09-2006
add a sales represe,
tative that will be
Estate of Katie M
Brewer, 325 Glendale responsible for the
Place, Murrey, KY 42071. sale ot financial servic
Case
006-P-00218; as and products
Fiduciary
Mark A
Exciting opportunity
Doran, 30'2 South 12th
St , Murray, KY 42071; with a captive cus
Attorney Steve Sanders, tomer base. compel'
204 fi South 6th St , live pay plan and no
Murray. KY 42071. income caps Send
Appointed 10-02-2006
resume to PO Box
1040-W, Murray, KY
Eatate of Clovis Baker,
519
Ave., 42071
Whitnell
parents
Murray, KY 42071. Cass FOSTER
/06-P-00213. Fiduciary
needed Earn S35iday
Shelve Walker. 3197 by opening your home
Schley Rd , Adairville
to a chid in need Coll
KY 42202, Attorney Sid
NECCO at
Easley, 204 South fith St
866-306-3226
42071
Murray. KY
FULL OR PART time
DEMOCRATIC HEAD- housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
QUARTERS NOW
gibragrldilik LOOMOPEN
LOCAL retail store
Support the
looking for full time
Democratic Party by
sales associates Must
stopping by Calloway
be able to work all
County Democratic
shrfts and have fteobie
Headquarters at 404
hours Possible 'mar
North 4th Street, Suite
agernent opportunities
G•H 753-9418
available Please send
resume to PO Box
1040-T, Murray. KY
42071.
Rigs: 53.50-$5.00
FULL-TIME or part4 miles north of
time. will train Murray
is nnvilie on liws 181
Sewing Center Bet-sir
270-328-8543 Shoppirg
Center 7594400

Taking applications
for all positions. 1Da
& night. Apply in
person at Sunk,
217 S. 12th, Murra.
No phone calls.

*Housing

*Childcare

*Males

*Vision

1-800-928-7233

.Clothing

*Tools

Cr•

Honor past and present Veterans by
reserving your space today!

ATTENTION
Katrina St/Y11/015

300 Hammond Dnve
Hoplonsvifle, KY 42240

wi r

A TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAY
November 11, 2006

I

West Kentucky
Workforce

r-

6afule Our
Velerar2s

(

STEVE VIDMER

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

VISA

Only $11 per spot •(one person per photo, 20 word limit)
Double spots: $18•(40 word limit)

CALL TODAY!

Deadline: Friday, November 3rd at 5:00 p.m.
g , .4-L..1...ei 7p.4,nf ,4%
g77a7 ,1.
777777777777
-

060
Help Wanted
SERVICE tech need
ed. Energetic & moti
vated. 23 year old corn
pany expanding. Mus
have experience in
servicing
RV/boats,
HVAC, or appliances. It
you're looking for a
career with opportunities in advancement,
call 270-354-9239.

office hours (Mon -Fn 7 30AM-500PM) to 1001 Whitnell Avenue in Murray or mail to
Murray Ledger and Times Affn Classifieds PO Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071

FULL time telemarketer. No expenence
needed, will train right
person. Must be
dependable. Hourly,
plus bonuses. Apply in
perion at Signmasters.
8503 U.S. Hwy 68 E,
Benton (Fairdealing)

PLEASE PRINT
Your Name:

Phone:

Address
In Honor/1n Memory Wroth one) Name oLYtnensn,
Rank.

Date of Service

:
7-

Branch of Service
Message

Of

Purchase Distnct Health Department
916 Kentucky Avenue - PO Box 21s7
Paducah. Kentucky 42002-2557

HELP WANTED
ADVANCED REGISTERED
NURSE PRACTITIONER

Mc Purchase District Health Department is seeking qualified applicants tor the position of
Ndsanced Registered Nurse Practitioner This is a
full-time. benefit position with travel District
wide
Education and experience Masters degree in
nursing with clinical specialty area in advanced
nursing practice from an accredited program. One
year work experience as a registered nurse OR
Bachelors of science in Nursing from a school
approved by the National League for Nursing
two years work expenence as a registered nurse
Completion of an organized post-basic program
of study and clinical experience OR an associate
degree or diploma from a school of professional
nursing accredited by the National League for
Nursing with three years work experience as a
registered nurse, including one year in community health Completion of a post-basic program of
study and clinical experience Licensed to practice as a Nurse Practitioner in Kentucky or have a
temporary Authonzation to practice under the
Kentucky Board of Nursing prottx:ol.
'salary based on education and expenence with
the entry-leiel hourly wage as $24 96 Possible
increa.se in hourly wage first year Excellent
fringe benefit package Applications may be
secured at any area Purchase District Health
Center Pre-employment screening required
Franscnos and copies of RN and ARNP license
MUST accompany applications by the close of
business.(ktober 23, 2006
EQUAL OPPOR1I1NITY EMPLOYER

060
iMp VilisMI
FULL time positions
are available as residential direct care
providers for community-based residential
program for developmentally disabled
adults. Our Company
offers venous shifts
but all openings are
nights and weekend
shifts. We offer opportunity for advancement, excellent benefits including paid training, 401K, medical,
dental and vision
insurance, paid holidays, vacation and
sick leave Apply in
person at Community
Altematrves of
Kentucky at 102 CAKY
Drive. Benton, KY
42025.
PIZZA Pro is now
accepting applications
for drivers Must be at
least 18 to apply No
phone calls. please
605-C. South 12th
Street.

IrVT)
.group
lPlTfRPul*TiOr,taL

INC

060

150
Nip SWAM

JUST in time to
Chnstmas! Go for the
green S. Start your
earnings
unlimited
opportunity with Avon,
company
the
for
women and a few good
men. 761-3878. 888570-6498
PURPLE Palace under
new
management
Now hiring dancers,
bartenders & security.
270-534-9302
REAL Estate Licensing
enrolling,
Classes
Hopkinsville
Of
Payment
Paducah
plan (270)223-0789
dthoiseadams0yahoo
corn

325 gallon & 250 gallon
propane gas tank.
35,000 BTU warm
morning
propane
heater. 753-0305

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray
CASH paid for used
Dish Network boxes
Will pick up Toll free
866-860-0110

CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H 759-9553.
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129

JUNK cars & trucks.
Call Larry 753-3633.

LOOKING for light
housekeeping Of sitting
with someone
994-5928

TOP prices paid for
standing timber.
270-345-2438
WANT to buy used
Christian books and
bibles, entire library or
separate
(731)247-5777
WASTE oil wanted:
Dry motor oil/Hydraulic
fluid, drum exchange.
MON D. Farms LLC
(270)436-2215

smars experience

MVP Group Pouring Facilit
112 Industrial Park Drive
Or email- jeannatucker(a)mvpgmupint.com
Ff•0

BUYING Junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235

GOOD used refngerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109

Benefits
IlealKflenbil insurance
Retirement
Vacations/ 9 Paid Holidays

If interested you may apply at
Department for Employment Services- Mayfield, KY

2002 Coleman gas furnace. 56,000 BTU with
roof lack and 3 ton split
air conditioner unit.
Like new, $1.600 1800-455-3001 ask for
Glen or Marilyn at
Starks Bros. Mobile
Homes.

DOUBLEWIDE or singlevade to be moved
352-291-1932 or 352342-2448

Supervisors Needed for Manufacturing Facility

WM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
U.
le Say
ANTIQUES, CM Larry
753-3633

Adidas
For Sale

BUYING Black
Walnuts. $12 per 100
lbs after we hull.
Miller D. Farms, LLC
217 Kelzie Peeler
Lane, off 04d
Newburg, Murray. SalMon 9AM-6PM or by
appointment only, Call
for details
(270)436-2215

STEEL construction
company seeks steel
fabricators and erectors Send resume to
PO Box 606, Benton,
KY 42025.

MVP Group Pouring Facility is looking for Floor & Shift Supervisors
that are as ailable to work any shift. MVP Group is a rapidly growing
company with advancement available

Must base college education ix
Pay accordingly

Want to Buy

Midas
Fer Sis
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each. 270-492-8614
STRAW for sale. $2.25
bete. 489-2438. If no
answer, leave mos*PON

A lot of top grade lumber.
White
Oak,
Cypress,
Poplar,
Cherry, Spanish Cedar,
Walnut,
Honduran
Mahogany and more. If
you want it. I probably
have it. Very good
price. Also 2 sheets of - brushed
aluminum
originally sold for $730
a sheet will take $100
for all. Used as decorative kitchen backing in
upscale
restaurant.
Call 270-556-4550
BEAUTIFUL
1-1/2
carat, platinum wedding set. Marquise cut...,
Paid $4,000, will take
$1,700 0130
270-293-8648
COMIC books for sale
on Saturday. October
14th at Hampton Inn
Pans, TN from 8AM3Pkt Comics from '60s
to present day X-Men,
Spiderman & many
more
DOUBLE CARPORT
NEW, $695, Free
installation. Call
270-804-3806
for
appointment.
FOR sale limited number of copies of
Calloway County
Pictorial History and
Calloway County
Family History books.
Excellent Christmas
gins. CM
759-4936 or 753-2350.

LASSIFIEDS

Murro. Ledger & times

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE
Ow)Mon-Fri. 9-5: Sat. 9-2

641N. 2 miles on right
h! and sell good used furnihar

NEON BEACH
MINIESTORA

753-8501

'All Size Unite
Available
•Now Have
Climate Conti.

Rene For Ws

FOR Sale: 2 tickets to
Daniel O'Donnell show
in Branson, MO, Nov.
21 at 2:00PM. Great
seating, 270-753-8154
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
system.
America's Top 60 chanfor
only
nels
$19.99/mo. Get your
of
HBO,
choice
Cinemax, Starz, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
Our large selection of
HD
Televisions.
Plasma, LCD, DLP, &
CRTs. Brands by:
Toshiba, Sony, LG,
Zenith, & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901
PLAYSTATION 1 & 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection, Great
Prices! 753-0530
DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Best the county has
Call Terrell Tidwell

753-9075
(270)227-2193
WATER well pumps
and supplies and general plumbing supplies.
Call 866-540-0388 toll
free. CMC Supply,
Columbia, TN. Dealers
welcome.

LANDMOME PACKAGES as low as
$37,99511 34!. 4
Bedroom models available Call now!!
731-584-4926
REPOS -- Singles &
Doubk)wides -- All must
go!! Prices slashed!!
Call now!!
731-584-9109
SHARP 3 Bedroom 2
Bath Doublewide with
island in kitchens! Must
See!! Includes free
washer/dryer!'
731-584-9429
LIQUIDATION Center
Keith Baker Homes of
Pans,
2948 E. Wood St.
Repos, Used,
Land/Home Packages.
New Dealer Repos
with FULL Factory
Warranty.
•1998 Champion
28x66 Only $36,995.
.2005 Fleetwood 1,500
sq./ft. Was $63,000
NOW $47,500.
.2006 2BR/2BA
Shingle roof, Only
$23,959.•2006 1
Bedroom Great for the
Lake, Only $16,650.
All prices F.O.B.
Call for Appointment.
1-800-533-3568
REDUCED,
EXCELLENT
rental
property or starter
home. 2BR with fenced
in 1/2 acre shaded lot.
$11,700. 753-6012

14X56 2br, all electric,
$325/mo. in Hardin,
references required.
437-3907 or 437-4465
before 8:00p.m

[111111,144mes
Business Metals
KIRBY vacuum clean
er. Like new. Carpe
shampooer, all attach
ments. $600 OBO.
753-3648

2,822 sq.ft. office o
retail. 1306 N. 12th.
753-2905 or 293-1480

753-1713

COUNTRY French 10
piece formal dining
room set. Solid wood,
like new. 270-251-2005

1 OR 2br apts, near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.

OPENING
Oct 17th-10:00AM
"Home Comforts"
Consignment for home
accessories and small
furniture
1233 Airport Rd

1,2, 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606

Antiques
OLD claw & bal
table/4
Ashwood
chairs. Oak pie safe.
mirror.
Large
oak
Diamond shaped oak
mirror. Call 227-1617
160
Law & Girdle
5HP chipper/shredder.
Call 753-6694
Tuesday-Friday \

Sports EquIPment
HUNTING guns for
sale.
Ruger 223 SS-Ranch
rifle NIB, $500. T/C
Encore 7mmag blue,
walnut NIB, $500. TIC
encore 209x50 SSSynthetic, $525.
270-759-0669.

1998 Shasta Phoenix.
8x33' exellent condition. fully furnished with
enclosed
12x20'
storm/screen
porch.
Large corner lot at
Resort.
Lakeview
Asking S36K.
Ph. 270-753-7814

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3beclroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-64.8-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8868.
Houses For Rant
1615
Locust
Dr.
Available 11/1. 3BR
1.5BA carport, fenced
backyard, $725/mo

293-8684

1BR apartment, All
appliances furnished
including washer and
dryer. Available now.
$295 plus deposit. Pets
allowed with additional
deposit. 759-8780
1BR apartment. All utilities paid. $350 per
month plus deposit.
270-227-4325
1BR apartment. Small
pets allowed. 753-8221
1BR furnished or unfurnished.
References
and deposit required.
No pets. $250/mo.
270-753-3949
2BR 2BA. garage,
$600. 436-5685
4BR 2BA, all appliances, central H/A. Ask
about move-in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898
UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEWLY
remodeled
inside 8 out New paint.
new carpet, new heat &
air. 415 S. 10th. $425.
759-4696, 293-3710
TWO bedroom duplex
with C.H.A.C., carport,
all appliances furnished, no pets
436-5960

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 4207 1

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

.6

Yorkshire Terrier
puppy For Sale.
Jake is a handsome
black/tan male silkie
terrier! He is by 11
weeks old, de-wormed
and registered. He is
very small and should
mature to 4. 5 -6 lbs.
He is very playful and
will entertain you for
hours. He is much
more contortable with
kids and goes on well
with other animals. His
$600.00 adoption tee
includes, AKC Reg.
Certf., health certification, microchip Sample
food,shipping kennel,
transportation to the
departure airport, and
airfare to the major airport nearest you or
delivery to your home.
Send Email to missmadom mac.corn

2 bedroom with garage
on 121 South One
mile from downtown
For info call 753-6444.
219 Woodlawn. 3BR
'IBA, sitting room,
C/H/A, gas log fireplace, all appliances.
Pets considered. $675
plus deposit.
270-759-1771
2BR
unfurnished,
newly redecorated, city
schools, stove, fridge.
AC, w/d hookup, no
pets. Annual lease.
$525. 954-345-1495

HORSE for sale: Syr.
old black Walker, registered, $1,800.
270-293-1093
QUARTER horse, 13years old, no papers.
foal due in April.
$950.00.
Saddle $375.00.
4-mos. old
(270)994-5928

3BR 1BA. Stove, refrigerator, washer/dryer,
$625 month.
502-419-3142

8189 State Route 94 West
Sunday, October 15 • 2PM-4PM

Jr

ardilL

•

l
g
iFF
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ettimimmiletifikalat

Newly remodeled 3Blbc2BA on 5 acres
Fenced for livestock with barn and equipment shed. West of Murray. Adjoining
additional acreage available.

Yard UM

Go to Kirksey, take 464W to
Dogwood Ln. Follow signs.
Fri. & Sat.• 7AM-4PM
furniture, accessories, large oil paintings,
floral arrangements, small appliances, golf
clubs, tools, toys, ladies' clothing 4-14,
many children's clothing & much much

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Sate & clean
.We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

707 South 12th Street
South Center. 1,200
sq.ft., 710 sq.ft.
753-1252, 753-0606
APPROXIMATELY
1,500 sq. ft. brick
office building.
Frontage on 121
Bypass. 753-2225 or
759-1509
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
C/G/H,
restrooms,
plenty
of
parking,
excellent location near
judicial building. 404 N.
4th St. complex.
759-3772.

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858.
FREE to good home:
small adult neutered
female cat.
Calico/Tabby mixed.
Shots up to date. Litter
box trained. Friendly
and independent. Call
270-761-4060
MINIATURE
Schnauzer pups. No
shed, no dander 3
females, 2 males
293-1482
PET grooming.
270-753-2915
PUPPIES: Chihuahua,
small female, $250.
Cairn Terriers. $200.
270-382-2831
ROBERTS Peddling
(270)436-2269

108
THOROUGHBRED
DR.
FRI & SAT
7A/11-?
Kids clothes,
electronics,
much more

YARD SALE
1213 N. 16th St,
Apt B-3
Sat• 8AM-12PM
electronics, plus
size clothing,
DVDs. VHS tapes,
books, lots of odds
and ends.
Something for
everyone.

1608 Hwy 121
Bypass @
Mason's
Commons
Sat only • 7-11
children's items,
furniture, housewares, clothes all
sizes

FIRST YARD
SALE OF THE
YEAR
EAST
TO
94
1346
HIGHLAND RD
FRIDAY
& SAT
7:30

YARD SALE
MOVING
YARD
SALE
1654 Ryan Ave.
Sat • 8AM-12PM
rain or shine

GARAGE
SALE
1802 Valley Dr.
(Southwest Villa)
From Wiswell Rd.,
turn left onto
Enix, left on
Country Rd.
Sat• 7AM-10AM
kitchen table &
chairs, drum set,
bicycle, home decor.
misc.

YARD SALE
1932 MURRAY
PARIS RD
(ONLY 2.5 MILES
FROM CITY
LIMITS
SATURDAY
7-12
Twin bed, adjustable bed
frames, gas range, recliner, glass door for fireplace, decorator derns.
toys, boys clothes 8-12
& much more!

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
121S to 51
Locust Grove Rd.
Fri. & Sat.
7AM-11AM
girls/boys' clothes 05T, furniture, plus
size maternity,

kitchenware, household items.
Everything must go.

YARD SALE

1250 Radio Rd.
4 mi. north on
641, right on
464, left at
caution light
Sat only• 8AM-7

65 Rolling Acres
Ln. Turn off 94 to
280. 1st road to
left. 2nd home on
left.
Fri.• 7AM-7
Sat • 7AM-1PM

from trash to treasure and everything
in between

sofa, 2 recliners,
curtains, too much

LARGE
YARD SALE

HUGE ESTATE
SALE
714 S. 4Th ST
FFti & SAT
8AM-3PM
RAIN OR SHINE

1502

boys birth to 5T
clothes, tons of
videos. attic
treasures and

housewares

1\1\11 1
1 1
1)1 Iii 1Z1 I 11 1

.dl 7-61-1;zo,
ask tot kiistin.
MUST Sell. 3BR 2BA,
approx. 3,000 sq. ft.,
3.5 stall detatched
garage, close to university, on quiet street, 2
car carport.

270-293-1437.

to list

No early birds!
New items out of
storage Bring your
own boxes!
Everything must
CPI

2004
like
new
Kawasaki 650 Prairie
4x4. Winch, rack, auto,
V-twin, 24 hours. Camo
color. Mint condition.
Bargain. 753-7477

l

i
F
port
ilUgly Midis
1995 Ford Explorer
(Red) XL, control trac,
4-wd, 185k- good condition $3,500.

(270)210-0031
190

Airport Rd., 3
houses past
Airport on left
Sat., 10/14
7AM-12PM
bedroom suite, old

magazines, toys,
furniture, lots of
other stuff

Elbe

GROUP
YARD SALE

Canterbury Dr.
Fri 10/13 &
Sat 10/14
7AM-11AM

4BR 2.5BA in country,
unbelievable storage,
formal dining room
large out building
excellent
condition
$185,000
270-7531040 or 270-293-9842

& ATVs

MULTI
PARTY YARD
SALE

Yard Site

YARD SALE

1215 Peggy Ann 1,888
sq.ft. 38R 28A, large
family room, extra
room, lutichn. iv/ stove
& dishwasher, CAVA.
Newly
refurbished
Move in now Must see
to appreciate
270-767-9313

more

household items
and furniture

YARD SALE
108
SOUTH 13TH ST
FRI & SAT
7:00 AM
Clothing, shoes,
household items,
chest, baby chair,
house plants, welder.
grinder, table saw
light fixtures, door
hardware, green fruit
Jars, misc, rtems,
lots more

For Sels

5 PARTY YARD SALE

Rodeo

753-7668
1 & 2 bdr income
based apts. No pets.
Leave a message.
270-753-1970
1 bedroom apartment.
Clean and nice. All
appliances including
w/d. No pets.
270-436-5496

OPEN HOUSE

Barbara Rickman with
1st Team Realty
(270) 227-2626

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50

Large Select/on

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

753.3853
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All Real Estate Eicher
ised in the newspape
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis."

Haley Professional
Appraising
"for what its worth"
(270)759-4218
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income-producer.
$125,000. See listing
#27720 at
wvnvallthelistings.com
270-753-4109,
270-227-1545

Itt hut si
%in Locatimi.
tii)
( ash or lerms
761-110‘11.
(.4663

I to 300 acres West
Calloway, 489-2116,
leave message

r35 Acres w/ 1/2 mile of
rd front, on the corner
of hit)
,80 & 1346. 8.7
miles from 6418 4
miles from Kenfake.
Call 753-1323 ext. 120
for details

Used Cars
06 Volvo S40. Like
new, loaded, 14,000
miles, black.
859-338-5165
2005 Toyota Camry
LE, 4 cyl, automatic, 4dr, silver, $16,900.
227-2822
1997 Monte Carlo,
needs work, $800.
270-345-2735
1996 BMW Z3 5 speed.
Black/silver, 93K miles,
excellent
condition,
stored winters, all
options, $7,000.
270-354-9210
92 Ford Probe
Leather, CD, air,
$1,000 OBO
97 Sebring LXI,
loaded, $2,000
293-8883
1991 Pontiac Lemans,
$1,200 OBO

270-345-2735
after 5PM

Marra), Kenneck.

Richard Price • Jeremy Workman
Office (270)435-4090
Cell (270)293-8035

2000 Ebbtide Dyne
Calloway
Trak, 16'T, 115HP
Trash Service
Johnson, trolling
motor, 2 live wells, 3
III AUTOMATED BIU_ING
depth finders, traijer
II CONTAINERS AVAIL
Tennessee anchor.
•RATES STARTING AT
$15A40
Setup for crappie Of
761-37411 293-4045
bass fishing. Garage
kept Very low hours
and very clean. One
owner. Cell: 270-293t %Kiri \I U\
7188, 270-753-8877
1985 Cruisers, Inc. 22 I 0411iN NIX\ %% 11RK
Fl-ii, I SIINI \HS
feet with cuddy cabin
Comes with double U‘i i 767-0958
axle trailer. Midnight
270-519-85711
blue & gold custom
paint. 80% restored.
CATHY'S
Deep bow. Very little to
Wallpapenng, Painting,
finish project. Boat is
and Cleaning
running. $4,000.
270-978-0569
293-4091 Kevin.

LAM
LAWN SERVIC
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Satisfaction guaranteed

Call 753-1816
or 227-0611
293-4954 Affordable
carpentry, decks, roofs,
sagging floors. Call
Greg Collins.
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
removal, trimming, etc.
Also Tractor work,
tearing down buildings,
hauling, gutter cleaning.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044

ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Licensed & Insured
No job too small!
After hours or at your
convenience.
Residential, Commercial,
Industrial, Remodel,
Trailer Poles. etc.
For ALL your
electrical needs,
CALL DALE ADAMS

270-293-8192

94
Ford
E150
Gulfstream Conversion
van is in excellent
mechanical
shape.
Always had syn. oil and
regular maint. Great
van for only, $2,200.
270-556-4550
1993 Chevy
Conversion van.
Excellent mechanical
and physical condition.
Make an offer. See at
1601 Loch Lomond.
293-2072
ring Is rtt I Ai!
Call us we will be
glad to help
Murray Ledger 8 Tines
270 753 1015

•I
-15 i-93103 • 1I7N-114111

APPLIANCE
REPAIR & PARTS
CHAD B. HUGHES
22 YEARS EXPERIENCE

(270)226-9398
(270)492-8191
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Danny Parrish
Backhoe Service
Excavation

489-229 1
04 Chev. Silverado.
Ext.cab, red, all extras.
$14,500.
270-435-4282
2003 Chevy 4x4 SWB,
regular cab. White,
PW, PDC, AC, cruise,
tow
package.
Everything but leather.
270-293-3695
2002
Chevrolet
Silverado 2500 HD
4x4. Excellent condition. 58,xx x miles,
$13,900 OBO.
759-4874 or 753-1513
'93 Dodge due/1y 350.
Cummins
Turbo.
101,000mi. All extras.
55,500 270-435-4282
1972 GMC LWB. 350
engine, no key, no title:
straight body, $500
492-8290

2006 United Traile
6x10' single axle, side
door, 2 rear doors, 2'
bumper pull. 3,0001b.
axle (used one time).
$2,000. Call
(270)753-8970

•

1,122=0
Soles & lawalistime

753-7728
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Services
in
We Specialize
Cleaning*
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing
"Mobile Homes
*Brick
•All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning
Available
"We Use Hot Water
*Parking Lots &
Driveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks.
293-5438
ELECTROLUX Sales &
Service. Demonstratewill come by your home
and give you an estimate on repairs. Have
all parts in stock. Give
me a call. Bags & filters, hoses & power
heads. 270-365-2803
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding. firewood. Insured
489-2839

• (t.tr nit thiit,•1
tt.h.1It

11111
Used Triode

1111
Campers

MUST Sell. 30 acres.
timber/hardwood. perfect deer hunting and
potential building site
270-293-1437

WORM'S
TURF /A TREES

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel.
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Joe's Mower Repair.
Free pickup/delivery.
436-2867
JS Lawn Care.
6 years experience.
Free estimates. Leaf
removal,
mowing,
mulching & shrub trimming. 705-1862
MILLS & Son Pressure
Washing
Serving
Calloway
county and surrounding areas.
Siding, gutters, decks.
fences, concrete.
270-227-6160
QUALITY housecleaning 270-227-8071

David's
Home
Improvement
Nate( Darragec Floors
Braces S Floor Joit,
Remodeling & Plumbing

N&
INT.
21 YRS. EXP
CALL MARK RAVEN

Dravtd Galtimore, Owner

757-14115

Will Do Insurance Wort

. .
BUY, sell, trade and/or
repair all makes of
firearms,
Oscar's
Outdoors.
270-247-6100
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home_ Home repairs.
additions,
roofing,
decks. floor repair &
coverings, siding.
**FREE ESTIMATESGall (270)753-1499 or

(731)247-5464

Vail 8 MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422

E
tCohen
FREE Kittens
7 weeks old, litter box
trained, eating kitten
food Call Monty at
293-0025 and leave a
rIleSS.990.

icrobertson0wk.net
CEMETERY:
Restoration and
Monument Cleaning.
270-759-9400 or
270-251-0161

FREE: 1 year old
Terrier mix dog
Neutered and shots
Not able to care for
him. 753-6391
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Locals take reins '
of Racer Band

P

Special to the Editor
In Kentucky, ntarc/Ung band
is as competitive as sports.

Many hours of practice are
required for perfection and summer breaks are given up as collateral in hopes of a state champion title in October. The drive
for competition and precision
are also needed.
all over
Bands from
Kentucky come together each
weekend and strive to be the
best hand at each competition.
Rivalries in marching band are
just as thick as those in basketball, football or any other high
school spoil.
When it came time for Cassie
Calloway
Fischer-Flaherty,
County High School; Daniel
Runnels, Murray High School;
and Chelsea Negray, Caldwell
County High School, to all take
the podium with their high
school bands at one time or
another, they probably never
thought that one day they would
work together as team at Murray
State University.
"I was so excited to become a
drum major for Murray State. It
didn't really hit me, though,
until I had put on the white uniform that I was actually a drum
major for MSU, said FischerFlaherty, a sophomore music
major at MSU and former drum
major of Calloway County.
Just deciding to audition for
the position of drum major takes
careful consideration. "I think a
person, first of all, must be trustworthy. It would probably surprise most people the amount of

trust it requires for an ensemble
really to move with a conductor." noted Runnels, who is a
Spanish major at MSU and former drum major for Murray.
Runnels elaborated that a
drum major must have confidence to be able to lead their
peers through achievements and
disappointments as well as a
song or band show. The drum
major must know every musical
phrase's ending and beginning,
every instrument entrance, and
each song's tempo marking. As
well as being good conductors,
the drum majors must have good
people skills. In the chain of
command a drum major is second in command to the paid
staff in a marching band. They
are expected to keep order and
conduct during practice and
competitions, taking charge
of practice, as well as conununicating from the directors to the
students the rehearsal order and
directions.
"A drum major must be a
leader in the band. They have to
be musically efficient as well as
responsible," said Negray, a senior music education major and
former drum major for Caldwell
County.
When asked if he was ever
nervous as a drum major,
Runnels said, "I've definitely
been nervous about being a
drum major, but never to the
point where I doubted my abilities. I think when you're nervous about something it shows
you care about it, and [think I
have a healthy level of 'nervous-

Subscribe
Today!

ness' when it comes to my position as drum major."
Fischer-Flaherty noted that
her favorite moments of being
drum major included "conducting '2001'(the opening song ?dr
MSU marching shows) it
Festival of Champions finals.
I'm also really looking forward
to our performance at Bands of
America."
She commented that she really doesn't have a favorite time
conducting. "Every time I'm up
on the podium, I love it. When I
was in high school I really
enjoyed being drum major and
ever since I started college I
knew I wanted to be drum
major."
Runnels' desire to be.drum
major and favorite moment both
bloomed out of admiration cof
his dad and passion for music.
"My father is a music educator
and I've grown up watching him
conduct orchestras, musicals
and church groups. I also grew
up playing music, so I suppose I
put together my own passion for
music with my admiration for
my dad and decided I would like
to try being a drum major, and
so far I've loved every moment
on the podium."
All three drum majors are
Racer Band veterans and obviously have a passion for music.
As they raise their hands to sit
nal the first attack from tbe
marchers on the field it is then,
for them, that the music is truly
created.
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Horoscope
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**** Expenses might have
Saturday, Oct. 14, 2006:
You are a whirlwind of energy, you shaking your head and
though you could easily lose revamping your budget. You are
your focus. Stay anchored on doing the right thing, and you will
enjoy yourserf. Allow in more
your priorities this year, and you
emotionally fun and frivolous
will be on the correct and easy messages. Tonight: Fun can
path. Emphasize success and come from hanging out.
your ability to understand oth- CANCER (June 21-July 22)
ers. If you are in the limelight, **** Use the first part of the
others admire your style. Know day for relaxation. Sometimes
that you are a leader. Network you push way too hard. Right
and broaden your immediate now, you have energy and getcircle of friends. If you are sin- up-and-go. Use it accordingly
gle. you will meet people with This afternoon, treat yourself to
a leisurely lunch, or visit with a
ease and head down a new path friend. Tonight:
Curb a tendency
to a dynamic relationship, if you to get out of whack.
so choose. Allow more friend- LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
ship in your love relationships, *** Yes, it is mind over matter
and you will be happier. If you in the morning. The discipline
are attached, the two of you will you need in the morning will not
enjoy socializing even more. be necessary when the evening
greets you. Your smile draws
LEO is always a good friend.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamtc;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Regroup and follow
through on what is happening
right now, worrying less about
the past or the future. You will be
happier that way. Allow your
imagination to flow, and you'll
come up with answers -- finally.
Tonight. Ever playful.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You seem in the midst of
conflict attempting to resolve a
hassle. Use your creative and
dynamic skills. Your imagination
will find a solution. Relax and
allow your pace to slow Think
positively. Tonight: Easy does it.

exactly what makes you happy.
Express your feelings. Tonight:
Happy as a cat.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** A partner could be touchy
and decide to head in a different
direction You might want to
rethink a decision or proceed differently. Opt to create some
space and not make any unpredictable or random decisions.
You know what you want.
Tonight: Slow down.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Others seek you out for
advice and ideas You might
want to head in another direction You can count on your ability to move past hassles, if you
so choose. Open up and discuss
a problem. Tonight: Where you
are the action is.
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
we** Sometimes even you

It's
CHERRY Picking Time
"Again"

get upset. Seize t$
moment and take off early. %Su
will find that a drive or visit to a
favorite spot rejuvenates you
and allows greater get-up-andgo. Others follow your example
Tonight: A must show
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Others want your attention, though you might not be
pleased at the extent to which
they go to get it. You want to
think positively and move a situation in a better direction. Move
out the door. Tonight: Read
between the lines.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Others run with the
ball. You might want to see life
from a different perspecti4.
Look through others' eyes .friends
and
loved
oneS.
Schedule some quality time with
a special person you care about
Tonight: Togetherness works.
AOUARIOS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Routine works and helps
get you out of a sense of not
feeling up to snuff. Your words
might cause some trouble. Why
not let someone else talk first?
You will want to try somethins
another person suggestions.
Tonight: The password is "yes
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You know how to kick ir
and °Noy yourserf. Use the early
hours for just that. If you can.
avoid the phone, as you will feel
much better and happier as a
result Schedule a favorite sport
for the afternoon. Tonight: Easy
does it
BORN TODAY
Designer Ralph Lauren (1939).
actor Roger Moore (1 927), poet
e e Cummings 11894)
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LookInglack
son on "Wall Decorations" at a
10 years ago
Between 3,000 and 5,000 peo- meeting of the Country Side
ple traveled to Hazel last week- Homemakers Club held at Coloend to take pan in the city's nial House Smorgasbord.
Murray State University Raccelebration of small town hosers lost 24-0 to University of
pitality and fun.
Published is a picture of Sean. Tennessee of Martin at a footJulie and Eric Ramsey who have ball game at Martin.
40 years ago
earned black belts from Martial
James C. Williams, publishArts Amenca.
In high school football games, er of the Murray Ledger &
Calloway County Lakers won Times, was the speaker at a
40-6 over Fulton County Pilots meeting of the Murray Kiwanis
at Hickman and Murray Tigers Club at the Murray Woman's
lost 14-8 to Fulton City Bull- Club house. He spoke about the
observance of National Newsdogs at Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Warren paper Week.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Nanny
were married 60 years Oct. 10.
attended the National Postmas20 years ago
Wildlife Artist and Conser- ters meeting held in Louisville.
vationist Ray Harm will serve Mr. Nanny is postmaster at Muras Grand Marshal of the 1986 ray.
Mrs. Ellis Ross Paschall and
Murray State University homeAutry McReynolds presentMrs.
The
26.
on
Oct.
parade
coming
theme for the 54th annual home- ed a lesson on -Tax Structure
coming will be "Wildlife at Mur- and Revised Constitution" at a
meeting of the South Pleasant
ray State."
Published is a picture of Mur- Grove Homemakers Club at the
ray City Fireman John Lane home of Mrs. Will Brandon.
50 years ago
explaining how the department
Crowds started gathering early
operates to a group of residents
from Tern Terrace Lodge. The today by 10 a.m. to view the
photo was by Staff Photograph- booths being set up on the courtsquare for Calloway County Day
er David Tuck.
• Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Warren celebration. The first booth set
were married 50 years Oct. 10. up was by the Boy Scouts.
Presenting a program at a
• 30 years ago
of the Delta Departmeeting
age
residents,
area
• Purchase
.60 and over, will share in more ment of the Murray Woman's
than $540,000 granted to Title Club were Patsy Purdom, Susan
Sparks, Ann Kay Sanders. Mary
III programs across the state.
. Calloway and Marshall coun- Jo Oakley, Susan Munday, Nancy
Blalock,
ties will be receiving funds total- McCuiston, Patsy
: g $4,825 for the second quar- Sharon Churchill, Jan Jones and
ter, according to Chief Public Donna Murphy, students of Miss
Laurine Tarry at Murray High
• Defender Jack Farley.
Wanda Henry presented a les- School.
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Todainollistory
By The Associated Press
(AP) - Today is Friday, Oct.
13, the 286th day of 2006. There
are 79 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 13, 1792, the cornerstone of the executive mansion, later known as the White
House, was laid during a ceremony in the District of Columbia.
On this date:
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In 1775, the United States
Navy had its origins as the
Continental Congress ordered
the construction of a naval
fleet.
In 1943, Italy declared war
on Germany, its one-time Axis
partner.
In 1960, Richard M. Nixon
and John F. Kennedy participated in the third televised
debate of their presidential campaign.
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must, however, we are not sure
DEAR DR. GOTT: My sisrepay the money are practibeen car- about the other medicines. Arc
have
I
and
brother
ters,
write
cally nil. My advice is to
the
ing for our 89-year-old mother the medicines prolonging
her more
it off, and the next time Earfor the past 15 years as she has inevitable and making
line finds herself in a jam 6uncomfortable than she must
slowly declined with dementia. The
be? The Hospice nurses
already
hasor in the slanuner 6- let her
as
her
diagnosed
has
doctor
patients
bail herself out. Having to pay
mg Alzheimer's disease In Janu- stated that usually their
toward
ary of 2005 our mother's condi- do not take any medicine
the consequences is the only
tion worsened the end of life other than those
way she'll learn, and possibly
to that will keep them comfortable.
enough
get help.
warrant help However, they have to get the
•..
Hos- OK from the patient's regular docfrom
DEAR ABBY: I have a sispice. We were tor to discontinue any medication.
ter-in-law who constantly refers
Several years ago, my mother
told that Hosto my brother as "my hushelps made a statement that led me to
pice
band" instead of by his name.
for believe she just wanted to die
Are
patients for peacefully. It was one of the last
find it so irritating. I feel
their last six things that our mother said. Her
the term "my husband" should
months or so brain has obviously declined at a
be relegated to the doorman
life to keep much more rapid rate than her
Dr. Gott of
or the cleaners around the corcom- heart. It seems that letting her
them
will
husband
ner, as in: "My
dur- heart decline naturally would be
fortable
By
pick this up this afternoon."
ing the dying the humane thing to do. Do you
Dr. Peter Gott process. My think we should stop the regular
It shuts me out and sounds
pompous. Am I wrong? -medicines and let nature take its
sisters and I have been taking
they
"GARTH'S' SISTER IN NEW
turns with our mother, staying at course or do you feel that
comfortable?
JERSEY
each home for three to six months are also making her
DEAR READER: Let her die
at a time since January 2005.
DEAR SISTER: Are you
peace.
in
is
completemother
our
seems
It
Currently,
wrong?
she
Is
wrong?
She is at the end of her rope,
ly dependent. She cannot feed.
to me that more is going on
a clearly terminal state. She
in
the
in
turn
even
or
herself
bathe
here than you being put off
She is able to eat soft foods needs, at this point, loving and
bed.
law
sister-inby the way your
illport.
(pureed) when spoon fed. She caring for a terminal, fatal
stop
This isn't the first time -- refers to your brother. Maybe
does not talk, yet does mumble ness. I recommend that you
only
intelligible words on occasion and all her medications, continuing
this has been going on for years, she is insecure, and that's why
pain and disrelieve
"remind"
to
that
need
those
the
.
feels
she
sometimes
smile
still
should
does
What
she
years.
and I mean
Our mother has gone from about comfort.
I say to Earline to get our you that your brother is her
Her "regular" medicines are
120 pounds to 75 pounds over
money back, and so she'll stop husband, or maybe she has troumonths. She does not probably not in this category. Your
17
past
the
names.
ing
remember
ble
kids
two
doing this? She has
approrecognize anyone and often stares wish to be "humane" is
But if you let this get under
who live with my parents. -priate. Sit down with her physiand
face
her
on
frown
a
has
or
a reaNEEDS THE MONEY IN your skin, how will you hankeeps her hands stiffly by her cian and nurses to develop
your
dle it when a serious disagreeCHILLICOTHE, OHIO
body. She has had several pres- sonable program for what time
THE ment arises -- as it often does
mother has. Make sure that some
NEEDS
DEAR
sure sores and skin irritations. I
care
have provided specific details about family member has a health
MONEY: Your sister may be in families? My advice is to
— that
her condition to convey her qual- proxy, a legal document
so drug-addicted -- and addled mellow out and find your sense
varies from state to state —
ity of life and medical status.
-- that she can't see beyond of humor.
enabling family members to make
we
should
is,
question
The
her own needs. Surely, if this
mencontinue to give her the regular health decisions for severely
DEAR ABBY: I am marhas been "going on for years,"
.
individuals
impaired
tally
for
taken
has
she
medicines that
your family is by now aware ried to a wonderful woman, the past 30 years for high blood
I applaud your reaching out
that the chances that she will but something has been bothand heart dis- for assistance in what is a highdiabetes
pressure,
situation.
ering me since we have been
ease? She currently receives the ly emotionally-charged
you can to
together. I am not as honest
crushed pills in pureed food. We You are doing what
inherent in
as I should be in our relawant to keep her comfortable and resolve the difficulties
me postkeep
and
luck
Good
this.
of
her
help
Afraid
to
tionship.
"Who's
medicine
In 1962,
feel that
We have had money probrelax and relieve arthritic pain are ed.
Virginia Woolf?" by Edward
lems pretty much since our marAlbee opened on Broadway.
riage began. I have a spendIn 1974, longtime television
ing problem, and I lie to her
host Ed Sullivan died in New
about where the money goes
York City at age 72.
In 1981, voters in Egypt I have been doing better, but
3. Three hearts. It would be
You are South, both sides v ulnerI still want to spend money
participated in a referendum
wrong to bid only two hearts, which
able. The bidding has been:
would represent a much weaker
West
we do not have.
South
East
to elect Vice President Hosni
North
hand, as in the first problem. CountPass
1•
Pass
1 It
I do not spend money on
Mubarak the new president,
ing the heart In, your singleton club
Pass
2C
one week after the assassina- drugs, prostitutes or clothes, but
and II high-card points, you have the
would you bid now with
What
and
rather on plastic models
equivalent of an opening bid facing
tion of Anwar Sadat.
each of the following five hands?
an opening bid — which means
other hobby-related items. How
1.•KQ85 11 742•9642 *A9
game. Accordingly, you jump-raise
2.•AQ972•106•87 4.1(342
do .1 stop spending and lying
rather than give partner a simple
3.•K.1984•K95•A%2•7
to my wife about it? -- SICK
preference in hearts. You could also
J8•KQI05 # J65
AQ85
•
4.
OF THE LYING IN OKLArespond two diamonds (forcing),
5.* KQ965 V .1•63 41tAQ842
planning to v igorously support hearts
HOMA
at your next turn.
DEAR SICK: You start act4. Three aotrump. With 13 highI. Two hearts. All you can do at
ing like a man instead of a
card points opposite an opening bid,
for
preference
a
show
is
moment
the
child with his hand in the
you must undertake game, and it is
partner's first suit. Partner's actual
cookie jar. You recognize that
he might likewise clear that the best chance for
strength is unknown
have a minimum opening bid or game lies in notrurnp. There is not
marriage is a partnership and
much point to bidding two diamonds,
extra values not yet disclosed.
you have been, in a sense,
shows willingness to even though this would be a forcing
hearts
Two
Then
partner.
stealing from your
bid. It would suggest a more distribstop at a partscore and therefore
you and she agree on a budgimplies that your first response was utional hand rather than the notrumpet you can responsibly allobased on fairly minimum values. If type hand you have.
S. Four clubs. Game is highly
partner were 110% to bid three hearts,
cate to your hobby, and live
however, you should happily carry likely, and even a slam is not out of
within your means.
base more than the question. Though you have only
A
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Patient
Parenting
Tip061;
Its the process,
not the product,
that counts.

Et L_ COINS lallECt?)
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Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips, and
woo founded by her mother,
Piuline Phillips. Write Dear
Abb3, at www.DearAbby.com
or P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.
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Terminally-ill parent
deserves peaceful end

DEAR ABBY: My sister,
"Earline," seems not to really
care about family that much.
She does drugs and sells them.
My family and I just bailed
her out of jail. I took my
entire paycheck, my brother
lent his entire paycheck, and
mom
Our
gave the last
of
couple
hundred
bucks she
had to her
name. Earline promised to pay
us all back
she
when
got home.
was
(She
By Abigail
arrested out
Van Buren
of state.)
We spent well over $1,000
getting her out, and she has
been back for two weeks and
hasn't repaid any of us. I have
an 8-month-old baby to sup-
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Family is tired of bailing out
sister over and over again

Murray Ledger & Times

t'S

on to four, since you
your first two bids have shown.
2. Three clubs. This invites partner to go on to game with more than
a minimum opening, but he is, of
course, not forced to hid again. In
this sequence, three clubs indicates
about nine to 11 points.

12 high-card points, your distributional features easily justify the
Jump-raise (forcing). While three
notrurnp could prove to be a feasible
contract, there is no way of reaching
a notrump game without sacrificing
the advantages of theJump-raise.

Tomorrow: Better safe than sums.
I.:2006 5rit I- eaturr, Synd,c/v.e

Crosswords
ACROSS

VICO 1::1 El E.TT

1 Win at rummy
4 Rope fiber
8 Henhouse
12 Wheel buy (2
wds
13 Mountains or
river
14 Killer whale
15 Ski fasteners
17 Insect drawn
to candles
18 Zeno follower
19 Import car
21 Iced dnak
23 Urges on
27 Numbskull
30 Warm-water
shark
33 Bikini half
34 Knuckle under
35 Wire gauge
36 Russian mountains
37 Long. long time
38 End of the earth
39 Whimper
40 Arrive at
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42 Previously
44 Blarney Stone
locale
47 Male relative
51 Answered a

lodge

54 Hockey play (2
wds )
56 Wander
57 Police squad
58 Choose
59 Had some bills
60 - Fountain of
JaZZ
61 Kind of jacket
DOWN
1 Chitchats
2 Put one's toot
3 Prefix for
4 Breakfast order
5 Large vase
6 Catches
for speeding
7 Ms Lanchester
of films
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6 OW--Mal •
20 In time gone
8 Dance band
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Madre
9 Sierra
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10 raildmo.
11 Cry ot disdain
18 Simple tune
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22 Hunter's need
24 Expenenced
25 Cater dial-

AFRICA:
51)(TEEN 1
SAAKESfEARE'
ALMIAMA!
144E RIVER
NILE?

WERE AR( OF MOSE RIGHT
MA'AM"? I COMP TELL WER
WHEN SWE WAKES LIPMAN .
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28 Wind catcher
27 Take-charge
28 Wcodwind
29 Home of jazz
31 Run a fever
32'Fish Magic'
an*
38 Famous last
words
38 - Beta Kappa
41 Granted
43 Delhi coin
45 Invitation
addendum
46 Newsmen Abel.
48 Cut of lamb
49 Unhurried gas
50 Surxiance
Kiers girl
51 Molar leaguer
52 Vaaallher amiss
53 MO. Audio
55 Play pan
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Sale to benefit MSU art department

Microcredit pioneer
wins Nobel Peace Prize
with—the bank says it has a 99
percent repayment rate.
Yunus's told The Associated
Press in a 2004 interview that
his "eureka moment" came
while chatting to a shy woman
weaving bamboo stools with
calloused fingers.
Sufia Begum was a 2I-yearold villager and a mother of
three when the economics professor met her in 1974 and asked
her how much she earned. She
replied that she borrowed about
5 taka (nine cents) from a middleman for the bamboo for each
stool. All but two cents of that
went back to the lender.
"1 thought to myself, my
God, for five takas she has
become a slave," Yunus said in
the interview. "I couldn't understand how she could be so poor
when she was making such
beautiful things," he said.
The following day. he and his
students did a survey in the
woman's village. Jobra, and discovered that 43 of the villagers
owed a total of 856 taka (about
$27).
"1 couldn't take it anymore. I
put the $27 out there and told
them they could liberate themselves," he said, and pay him
back whenever they could. The
idea was to buy their own materials and cut out the middleman.
They all paid him back, day
by day, over a year. and his spurof-the-moment generosity grew
into a full-fledged business.

OSLO, Norway (AP) -economist
Bangladeshi
Muhammad Yunus and his
Grarneen Bank won the Nobel
Peace Prize today for their pioneering use of tiny, seemingly
insignificant loans — microcredit -- to lift millions out of
poverty.
Through Yunus's efforts and
those of the bank he founded,
poor people around the world,
especially women, have been
able to buy cows, a few chickens or the cell phone they desperately needed to get ahead.
"Lasting peace cannot be
achieved unless large population
groups find ways in which to
break out of poverty," the Nobel
Committee said in its citation.
Yunus, 65, is the first Noble
Prize winner from Bangladesh.
Grameen Bank was the first
lender to hand out microcredit,
giving very small loans to poor
. Bangladeshis who did not qualify for loans from conventional
banks. No collateral is needed
and repayment is based on an
honor system.
Anyone can qualify for a
loan — the average is about
5200 — but recipients are put in
groups of five and once two
members of the group have borrowed money, the other three
must wait for the funds to be
repaid before they get a loan.
Grameen says the method
encourages social responsibility.
The results are hard to argue

Do you need help with your
401(k) rollover?
We can help you understand your oolons and make your retirement
money work for you Consider a Woodmen of the World IRA for your
4illikt rollover.

WOODMEN111.
of"'WORLD

Shelia K. Crouse
Field Representative
753-4741
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Murray State University
graduate Don Kennedy, '56,
58, recently returned to MSU
for an exhibition of his watercolor paintings in the Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery in the Doyle
Fine Arts Building on MSU's
campus.
Paintings in the exhibit are
has
Kennedy
sale.
for
announced that he will donate
half of the proceeds of any sales
during the exhibit to the art
department at MSU.
Becky Atkinson, Clara M.
Eagle gallery director, said,
"The exhibition has been
extremely popular among the
visitors of the gallery. His use of
color is particularly stunning in
our small Foyer Gallery. It is
remarkable to meet an MSU
alumnus who has done so much
in his life, with his work and
travels, and still holds dear his
experience at this institution.
His generosity and talent are
very much appreciated."
Kennedy, who earned his
bachelor's degree in history and
physical education and master's
degree in physical education,
returned to MSU to show his
appreciation of the Murray community.
"My mother, Muria!, graduated from Murray High School
and many of my family members lived and died in Murray. I
enjoyed my experience at MSU
and appreciate the beauty of this
community," Kennedy said.
Lima. Ohio,
Born in
Kennedy spent most of his adolescent years in Hammonds,
Ind. While attending MS11, he
was a member of the Delta
Alpha fraternity, now the Sigma
the
and
fraternity,
Chi
International Relations Club.
Kennedy studied under such
faculty members as C.S.
Lowery and Harry Sparks.
Kennedy's art studies include
an art degree from the
Hammond Vocational School in
Indiana, as well as additional
painting classes at Daytona
Beach Community College and
Stetson University. He has also
attended several workshops in
Florida and Maine.

Photo provid•CI

Murray State University graduate Don Kennedy is shown with one his watercolors. Kennedy
has a number of his works on exhibit in the Eagle Gallery of the Doyle Fine Arts Center on
campus. The exhibit ends Thursday.
His education career spanned
35 years as a teacher, coach and
counselor from the middle
school through community college levels. Since his retirement
in 1989 from the Volusa County
School System in Florida,
Kennedy has been able to focus
on painting.
With his wife, Evelyn,
Kennedy has spent many summers vacationing on the coast of
Maine since 19M). With its
quaint lighthousei and picturesque views, the landscape has
become a favorite of Kennedy's.
"I find it hard not to paint
such beautiful scenery," says
Kennedy, "The L-shaped composition is so pleasing to the
eye."
Kennedy's vivid use of color
with coastal scenery gives his
work a unique sense of style and
appeal, "I see my paintings as
timeless. You really can't put
any era or date on them." Other
in
images
reoccurring
Kennedy's work include farm
scenes and church buildings.

Painting, especially watercolors, has been a life-long passion for Kennedy. Growing up,
he and his family moved often
due to his father's job with the
SS Kresge Co., known today as
the K-Mart Corp.
Painting for Kennedy has
always been a familiar escape.
Starting this year, Kennedy
donates half of all proceeds
made from his paintings to charity. He allows the people who
purchase his paintings to choose
the group or organization to
receive the money.
"This is a way people buying
my paintings and I both can give
something to others. It is
rewarding to see the joy my
paintings brings to them, as well
as the people they choose to
make a donation to," says
Kennedy.
Kennedy does not seek fame
or fortune with his paintings. He
enjoys the places his paintings
take him and the people he
meets along the way. "People
may not like my paintings. but I

hope they can at least look at ni
work to the point of appreciation," Kennedy said.
Kennedy's studio is located
at his home in Ormond Beach,
Fla. Since 1990, he has received
over 1(X) awards for his paintings, including First Place or
Best of Show for the Art League
of Daytona Beach, Fla., Main
Street Art Show in Rockland,
Maine, and the Center Park Art
Festival in Winter Haven, Fla.
His signature memberships
include the Florida Watercolor
Society and the International
Society of Marine Painters.
Kennedy will conduct painting workshops at the Murray Art
Guild Oct. 17-19. His paintings
will be on display in the Clara
M. Eagle Art Gallery through
Oct. 19.
Anyone interested in purchasing one of Kennedy's paintings or seeking information
about his upcoming art shows,
can contact him at (386) 6777445.
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Celebrate Fall Car Care Month with 4
•
WALL

S VINE
SPECIAL'S

'06 BUICK LACROSSE CXL

'06 BUICK LACROSSE CXL

Sit 8B6008
NO 0/414V/€4 PVC,
MSRP '30,355 00
Invooce • '27,563 07
Rebose • '2,000 00
Brandon Cosh '30000

Sit /136002
hV 014141/04'POW
MSRP '29,185 00
Invo,ce '26,589 04
Rebate '2.00000
Brandon Cosh '30000

25,263°

$24,289"

BRANDON*I.WORLDi
.06 BUICK RENDEZVOUS CX

'06 BUICK LACROSSE CX
MSRP '26,115 00
InvoKe '23,820 77
Rebose 2.000 00
Brandon Cosh '30000

$

r41%77
h I 111 hv

to
i

Coolant System Check
and Flush

Sit #86041 ih.rd Row Sea!
110 0/M41/04'100/01
MSRP '26,115 00
invo,011 '22,40900
Reba* '4.500 00
Brondon Cosh '300.00

C141411C, PRIN.

19,608"

1

Was - $89.95

.)
t)
'06 Mal wan= a

'06 MIKK RENDEZVOUS AWD
Sit 8B60/6
MSRP '29 615 00
'27,690 13
Robot. '4,500 00
Brandon Cosh • '300 00

NOW

IMIN1011 P0101

13

22,890

$69.95

FREE Car Wash

Sit 866035
a,IPANIMAIW POW
MSRP '26 690 00
01 I
)
Invoice '25.24634
Rebate '2,00000
Brandon Cosh - '30000

04634

Expires 10.31.06. Must present coupon.

11

Oil Change Special

ILL
T
22LLI
116
11‘44

4•••-

ms
41

Was - $23.95

#1i

'06 PONTIAC TORRENT AWD
Sit irpool6 Synroor
msaP '27 11000
'25 610 60
Robots '3 000 00
Bronclon Cosh 'd00 00

-vo,c.

4101101104-"MI

22 310"

'06 CMILIAC'TS
Sit K6025
emehmar PRIO1
MSRP '42 2/0 00
invoice '39,623 44
Rebate '2.75000
Brandon Cosh '300(S

NOW $16.95

36,573"

Includes 5 Quarts of Oil • AC Delco Filter
Chassis Lube • FREE Car Wash

Z•e•14 sowed of efromted

BRANDON

WORLD

PRE-OWNED SUPER CENTER rz OF:1
1300 N. 121

Ily-Pass • Murray • 1270)753-5315 —M001455-5315
www.brandonautoworld.com

Excludes Diesels
I.

uptres2.31.06. Mustjresent coupon.
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'Maw44,
Voted Favorite Place to get Catfish
in Calloway County ... again!
We apinrciate your vote ofconfidence

you for making this
the most successful year ever
for Calloway County Favorites!

dit,
C.5 c3ititg
e42-StA14,
1A 11
7
Lunch, Thurs. & Fri. 11 a.m. — 1 p.m.
Dinner, Fri. 4 — 8 p.m., Sat. 4 — 7 p.m.. 767-0662

LEDGER &TIMES
Rudy's Would Like to Say A Special
Thank You For Voting
U5 Favorite Home Cooking!

Thanks!
We're honored to be voted
Calloway County's
Favorite Fitness Facility

Tina would like to thank
her employer,
staff members &
customers for voting
her favorite waitress!
he truly appreciates it!

Murray State University
Wellness Center
s,

at

at

s#
,
A

7/1"'11 IFA

C:01L LCP WA Ir 4C"CP ILI

400F

irE

2006

4.

CPCP6

lons's Grille

icq; Apple Cate

Dumplin's

Sherwin-VAilliams

Wee Care

Murray State Wellness Center

Fasorde Restaurant

Fasonte .kfter 5 Hangout

Favorite Lunch Spot

Favorite Paint Store

Favorite Day I are

Favorite Fitness Center

"Ilve Tropics

Murray Lumber

Cunningham Auto keair

Frame Village

Favorite Tanning Salon

Favorite lumber Yard

Favorite Auto Repair

Favorite Framing Store

Os Portals,

the imp House

las orite Me•ii an Restaurant

Fat4,111C

t ,offer

!Luise

%twist %loon

Sammon's

V.algreens

Dr. Damon Eastwood

Brinn's Quality Service & I.ube

'atonic 4 honese Restaurant

F a.orlIr Rakers

asorite Drug Store

Favorite A eterinarian

Favorite hl Change Service

Had Hoir's

Holmes Farm's Restaurant

Gerald Kell

Cingular

Murrai Paving

Fasorite 1041.1 Restaurant

F as orite Place lo Get t allish

aiorile kttornes

F a*orite Cell Phone Pro os oder

Favorite Paving Service

Kroger

Rolling Hills

LUI as

Murray State L niversity

lina at Rods's
asoorite %kinter,Madress

YINIVi aptngll

awn Stroke

‘EWW4VF: Communications,
Favorite Cable Provider

.••1111.

Key's Towing

F11.11file Furniture Store

Favorite Caterer

I he Slurras Hank

Halides Inn Express

Oakwoodtitudio

Fa...rite Golf I ourse

asorde Hank

Favorite Hotel

JAIT F
Favorite F tested I Ifni.1

1 aserda Rutledge - Hilda
Favorite Hank Triter

lours. Slone. and liars
•
Favorite I onsignment Shoop

Favorite Jewelry Store

Murray Supply

Heath Scott/Hilliard I ions
Fasorde Hookerinsestment Firm

Stott Forster

Debbie & I to

%croak

Favorite Hardware Store

hoorite Hair Salon

Favorite Pea Control Service

la•orritel.norer, Store

I. asorde I

Knight's Carpet
Favorite t'arpet Store

Favorite Towing Service
Ihrinplin•s

%Idler %tensorial Golf I ourse

F astruhe Place 10 Get Dessert
Kark,ard Burgers
asorde Place lo Get 4. Hurter
Matt Its Slain St. Pi,a
Fasoonte Place 101,1

Pli/A

1 a,ow-Ur I hiropra* tor
%nitwit. \ltl

I nicker Harrel

koopperud Walt,

Food-dr Place lor Get Firrakfast

Fasorde Real Estate %genii

Fasorite tritiatite Store

hallo konsperud
Fasoorste Real F slate %gent

Shut. Auto N ash

Hanna shapla

lielvhir A Co.

as orite Photographs Studio

Walter Mehr
Favorite Pharmacist Person)

F.nis Jewelers

Steele & Allhritten
Favorite Plumbing Service

%lures, Appliance

Favorite Hair St.tist

Favorite .Appliance Store

Kill's Harter Shop

Sew life Christian Hoorokstorre

Favorite Killittr Shop

Faiorite tharkstorr

Mince Heating & Air
Itairs ()wen
Fasoorite Piece lotet % Milkshake

oritt Car Nash

Favorite Heating & Cooling Service
Sam Henry - All Season's Electric

Sirloin Stockade
avorde Steak Honor
Soso kroir
•

Fasstrile Plate I. F at HoofTei
'11elhonsikr•
Fa•orrite lime

lit wet I. a1,1

kudy's
.,,,rite Place lo Get Home t

Gene &
F as °flit F lorist

Pier I
F as orite 141 Shop

Parker Ford 1 incoln-Merrors

the Place

Fasorrite %woo Dealer

Fasuirute IAllies Clothing

%lasses I Hu.

Dun's
F...rite (lothing story

F &sortie 1.11, Station
N. uteri Gold
tasoorite

Wert Rental

SIC Ault I rtsttrunav
lissome ln.oran,r %gem s

Kill at Hill's Itarher shop
4‘111
,
1it

Herber

Dr Rand, laylor
,,rite Dentist
I ir Allen II Moffitt
tatorute I WIho
Dr. Richard Ithitock
avorite Iamb Practitioner

ISr.,James L'ourtnev

Favorite Electrician

Favorite Optometrist
Wallpaper For Les

loornms 1,1s-rt
F as unit l'hssical therapist
Hanna Shapla • Debbie &

O.

Fasorite Sail Technician

Fasorite Place To Get Wallpaper
Sweet Pea - Frnggy 103.7 Pk1
Itiorile local Radio Personality

Julie Nance
Fatuirit, Alassage Ilierapist

Thanks roadors, for all your rotosl Woo approslato your support In our 5th mensal Calloway County Favorite's Contost.

L
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HANKS

Thanks

We're honored to be voted Murray
and Calloway Co.'s Favorite Gift Shop Again
— Steve Andrus & Staff

Pierl imports
University Plaza
Chestnut St. • Murra

for voting NewWave Communications
your #1 cable provider!
Digital cable High-speed internet Telephone From one source.

Murray and Calloway County for voting
us your favorite clothing store.
We truly appreciate it!

Your Hometown Cable &
Entertainment Choice

1.888.8NEWWAVE

NEWVAVE

www.newwavecom.com

COMMUNICATIONS

The Mt.,' Unique Men's Store
CHESTN I I- ST.• MURRAY,KY.

Thank Vou for choosing us as your Farorite IIu rd era re Store
for 3 cosesecettire years!

Keith

HOUStOr

Phil Starks

Sewell Kennon

Sherry Post

From all yourfriends at Murray Supply.
We appreciate each & every one of you.
Thanks Again!!

GOrdOn Bkirrie
Robert KeY

-Serving You Since 1955
With Quality Products
And Service You
Deserve"

Amy McReynolds

I Flouter

Voted #1

SUPPLY COMPANY
Your Hardware Electrical and Plumbing Professionals Inc.

200-206 E. Main • Murray. KY • 270-753-3361
Hours: M-F 7- 5 p.m. Sat. 7-4 p.m.• www.murraysupply.net

Hardware
Store
2006

Chuck Belcher

Three
Sears
In 1
Bair:

Friday, October 13, 2006

Calloway County Favorites
Thanks For Voting Us

Visit us for lunch or dinner!
Alter 5 '

759-8866• 1005 ARCADIA CIRCLE • MURRAY
Mon -Sat I I a.m.- 12 p.m

Thank You Calloway County
For Voting(is Favorite
Heating & Cooling Service
4rvCo*
A.2.06

greatly appreciated!
The only pest control company
you'll ever need.

"Tip(
520S.4TH STREET • MURRAY
270-753-0112

AMIE VANCE
JOWNER

1604 St. Rt. 121 N. Murray
(270) 753-6433• 1-800-264-1433

KY Lbcons• tIA00550

Thank You!
Thanks
for
voting me
Favorite
Optometrist!

1208 Johnson Blvd.

759-1429

To all parents who voted us
favorite day care in
Calloway County
AND
To our
wonderful staff
for making our
day care great!!!

ARE

WEE
109 S. 15TH ST.
753-5227

WEE CARE TOO
701 S. 4TH ST.
762-0202

01,1

WEE CARE III
212 N. 15th
762-10

Fr

Calloway County Favorites
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,
Consignment'
Store

60 Bulb
Stand-up Unit

"The Finest in Consignment"
5 years in a row!
We would like to extend our thanks to the consignors
and customers who have given us 32 years of wonderful
business. For those who voted for Yours, Mine, and Ours
we give a special thank you and our gratitude.

0

HOTTEST &
BEST TANNING
BEDS

L cIncla Holiana Manager

CS TANNING
THE TROPI
• 901 Coldwater Rd.• Op*. 7 Days A Week

Court Square • Murray • 753-4087

753-4477

f>1
l:
rr'*‘
Ili
4
:"
2 r4
41:iF'
.
11V 1-4`4
4. 11.1
,4 . ,:iCr--1F7144
- /C
&GO tiiiC atitfs e/#2/(800ke0

4 , Our friends and customers
--tore)
Voted *a
are such a blessing.
,
Books
Thank You!
2006
Nomi Ote.fs!

Cogiet
Court Square

5th & Main

753-1622

Thanks Again...

acee

hank 41tu
for making us
#1!!
JJw9QwrJDj1DvwJdowJz
-

Enix Jewelers
On the Court Square • Downtown Murray • 753-9959

nw ham
Cun.
REPAIR

Calloway County
for voting us

O

FAVORITE PLUMBING
SERVICE!

We look forward to continuing
our 1st quality service for you.

Steele 8k
Allbritten
Plumbing &
Electrical
209 S. 3rd St. • Murray
753-5341

aim REpo
INcALL° °low

usf;ress Sii(ce 1962

Your Total Car Care Business!
We install quality Jasper Engines & Transmissions
We do routine maintenance on all vehicles
AutoCare
4M)
Center

AS

W.A. Cunningham, Larry Cunningham,
Randy Cunningham and Ricky Cunningham
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m., Mon.- Fri.
619 S. 4th St. • 753-6831

Friday, October 13, 2006\y_
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Voted 01
Att°MeV
2006 j

from Dr. Randy Taylor & Staff

It is a honor to have been voted favorite attorney
by the readers of the Murray Ledger & Times.
I appreciate the recognition by my clients, friends.
and citizens of Murray and Calloway County.
Gerald Bell

Haverstock, Bell & Pitman
211 S 12th St.• 753-1694

LtiL

eVa/fetc

700 Whitnell Ave. • 753-9201

Home Trends Gallery

eo dor/got< fie,oerce 401/#tretice-41 us as
ocu-

lett.ffitar-e Yeapil
lev:ted #1

Furniture
Store
, 2006
kr*
cliON;ll

103 South 3rd Street- Downtown Murray - 753-3621

(Thanks...
For voting

it-Inutts_
,2 w4t MAKIN
for -voting us Fayorite Mexican
Restaurant for the 5-th year in a row!
We appreciate your support!

LOS PORTALE

innr1111.1Itl.N

MURRAY
r

(Thank t,u 6oe ootin6
us you's pooisiie!4.14.
$i 00

OFF In-Stock Borders

4
\

Voted *1
Wallpaper
Store
2006

*200 OFF In-Stock Wallpapers
11/iii /WS la GOOD THIll 10/31/im.

Come see u1 at our
new location!

Favorite Hair Salon and
Hanna Shapla
Favorite Hair Stylist
and Nail Technician

We are now located in the

Bel-Air Shopping Center
behind Sirloin Stockade!

I

Stop in today for all your wallpaper,
framing and home decor needs.

Wall • aper
715 S. 12,1, Si.• Murray. ki
(270)753-1181

Veit
Er Custom Framing

753-7575
922 South 12th Street
Lora & run McCoy Owners

ft

Friday, October 13, 2006
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Voted #1

Favorite
Restaurant
2006
Allir4 Vik"

We strive to keep ourfood & service
at the quality that people have come
to know throughout the years.
We hope to keep serving the
community with our
homemade tastes.

Thank You For
Voting Us Your Favorite!
IlingNills• i:ePing
urray

Voted 01

arser

:06 ng
Land2s

0
k
I
* 4

Beautiful For
18 Years!

& Gifts

HWY.641 N. • MURRAY • 753-1725 • -800-472-8852

Thank
You!

Thank You,
Tom, Helen, Jim & Eleni Karvounis & Staff

1
C
:
dc
4
- 1(..WOOCA

TOM'S GRILLE
1501 N. 12th St., Murray • 753-4521

tucho
ii1AS.

121 \., Murray, KY •(2701 753-7050 • 800-884-7050
www.oakwoodstudio.com

Thank You For Voting Us
Your Favorite Again:
For over 78 years, we have proudly
served our friends and neighbors in
Calloway County and surrounding areas.

ce-09 Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main Street • Murray, KY • 753-5273• www.parkerford.com

LINCOLN
MERCURY

Page. X
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CERAMIC TILE • LAMINATE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET

BLINK....BUT WE WONT BE GONE
Combined Experience and Excellence
Thank for more than 40 years

TSitiglIt's„,„

You!

IICARPET & FLOOR COVERING
aipel
Vinyl
Tile

ALLEN H. MOFFITT, D.M.D., M.S.D.

•

Diplomate, American Board of Orthodontics
I truly appreciate the vote of confidence from those who
recognized me in the Murray Ledger S. Times 5urvet3. It kas been
a privilege to serve the community of murray-Calloway County
and have the opportunity to help my patients achieve •
healthy and beautiful smiles.

207
0
0

MI 3Y.w.in

•

We Do It All, Sales and Installation

(270) 753-7728

Tom
T•00,
Rd

M....
I

Thank ,9ou for tke honor!

•
I
••••••••
Flank K,

CERAMIC TILE • LAMINATE • VINYL• HARDWOOD • CARPET

•

4st... •••• .

FROGGY

would like to congratulate
Sweet Pea of
"Sweet Pea & Splash in the Morning"
for being named Murray & Calloway's
•••10E„ Favorite Radio Personality!
"I am truly honored to bc
recognized by.i _slyiittelzdtand
neighbors here in Murray/Calloway
eollrarlce l'hIM
PTMd to call
home - righ"irMdeep in the heart
of Froggylandr

•

gtt

Hug;

Thank you for
choosing usl
We appreciate your business!
•
•

•

%
111WaerleeigAv
1205 Main Street, Murray

•
•

itibbits, Sweet Pea

Thanks For
Choosing Us...
We Appreciate
Your Business!

f rcpsagy 1 03.coryi

V.

103.7 FM

-•••01110. •••■•••••••

The
1
)

Murray Bank

THANKS for ‘oting us Calloway County's Favorite Bank Five Years lit I e‘i•%%.
MI WI Ft

FDIC

753-La1N OR 753-11/iNK

cr

I.

Friday, October 13, 2006
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THANKS FOR
PULLING FOR US!

Thanks For Voting Me Favorite
Investment Broker!
_

"WE HUMBLY APPRECIATE
YOUR BUSINESS!"

KEY TOWING SERVICE
HWY. 121 S. MURRAY • 753-5500

HILLIARD
LYONS
HEATH scan - Financial Consultant
414 Matn Street I Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-3366 I (800)444-1854 I fax (270) 753-3369
HScottOhilliard.com
Glord,

L Lyons, Inc I Member New Yock Stock Exchange and SIP(

We want
g
ilan
a
k gi
vit
to say....

Larry Elkins
Voted Calloway County's
Favorite Elected Official
It is an honor to serve Calloway County as Judge Executive.
Mr family and I are gratejid for the trust, loyalty.
and friendship that has been extended to us during
111V years ofservice.
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For Voting Us Your Favorite

&::e2-47.1̀1
' Dr. Damon Eastwood
#
VVestside Veterinary Service 1.44P.

/IOUS°

1271 Robertson Road South • 753-6749

214 N. 15th St. • Murray
(270) 761-4200

www.westsidevet.com
•
t•

--.12.0•11

Shop
2006

Mon -Wed. 7 a.m.-9 p.m
Thurs -Fri. 7 a.m.-7 p.m
Sat. 10:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m
Sun. 1-6

Air-1FIL

You Voted us the EST...
Now conie play the best! W

Valet.Ali 1/1141111edelb irder itab teletabliAb'irAft 41.01KONDWilii

1
(V;t
r;dm:

Voted di
Filvorite
Coneehouie
. 2066

Thank You

$6.00 DISCOUNT OFF
18 Hole Green Fee W/Cart

to all our friends and customers
and to those who voted for us.

(Not valid with any other promohons or spe
MEMO/0,
• 1/
(AAA-

FRAME VILLAGE

's must present coupon Exp 12/31/06)

THANKS FOR YOUR
VOTES — 5 YEARS
IN A ROW!!

106 S. 5th Si. •Murray •270-759-9853

Call 270-809-2238 For Reservations
MURRAY STATE
located on Hwy. 280 off Hwy. 94 F.. - Murray
UNIVERSITY
www.murraystate.edu/millergolf
............
IMM

77-//147r

Thank You
voted *i

INN'
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BLUR

chlroPract°I.
2006

/

for placing your trust
in our office and
voting us your
favorite chiropractor!

Mind • Body

•

Spirit

Everyone Wins at Brinn's!!!
We are a full-service garage & a
mechanic is on duty 6 days a week.
Our customers are the best!
e appreciate every single one of you.

5e Olio( Rale A2008
i> otuyolicg,/(
c.:«-z)
At-v.

Dr Scott Foster
Open

five days a
week.

Call Now For
An Appointment

753-6100

507 S 12th St. • 759-0003 • Open 'til„2 p.m. on Saturdays!
•
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Thank You For Putting Your
Trust In Us...

•ttlAINItts
AGAIN•••

Your Best Insurance Policy is a Good Agent!

for voting us

Your Favorite Appliance Store!
MURRAY APPLIANCE
Greg McNutt. CLTC

1).in NIeNutt AAI

Voted 41
Favorite
Appliance
Store
2006

Iry

Dwight, Karen and all the staff at...

•Il

•

111111.11.'

McNutt Insurance

MURRAY APPLIANCE

We service or carry parts for all major brands of major appliances."

212 E. Main Street

r

Mike Young. ARM

7534586

Serving You For 50 Years!
COURT SQUARE • MURRAY • 753-4451

I want to thank all of the clients for
their votes — without you this
would not be possible.
I appreciate all of you.

Branch Banking & Trust Company

Calloway County Favorites
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like.13 Vat) urray & Calloway C
(7hank5 6ey oiling us youe
<7aooveile
?aini45ioise!

unty

for voting iisi your Favorite Bakery!
7hat„Sum .05,5meet.,

Sammon's Bakery
Chestnut St. • Murray
(Next to Murray Home & Auto)
753-5434

tOn
Vauh ditaituthA!
Ask How. Ask Now. Ask SheinsIn-Milliswe
visit wi at shervan-wasma.00m
MURRAY

THE SHOPPES OF MURRAY 658A N 12TH ST

270)59-8001

104 MAPLE STREET • 753-3161

We just want
to say....

Or. Richard Blalock
Voted Calloway County's Favorite Family Practitioner3 Years in a Row!
Dr. Blalock & staff would like to offer a sincere "Thank You" to all our patients.
Your votes ofconfidence mean so much to us!
z

Friday,October 13. 2006
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106
Celebrating 23 years
ofservice to you.
THANK YOU!
Walter Mehr

"VOTED MURRAY'S
FAVORITE PHARMACIST!"

Walter's Pharmacy
604 S. 12th St.•753-7688

Thank You For Voting Us #1
"GAS UP BEFORE YOU GO!"

A
CITGO

Votsd Si

Gas
Statton
2006

MASSEY AI,.
CITGO Me;
-

Owned & Operated by Hugh & Sara Massey
6 A.M. TO 10 P.M. EVERYDAY
1417 WEST MAIN STREET • MURRAY,KY
Home of McClard's Towing • 753-9132
We know you.

•

Friday, October 13, 2006
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(tet, Thanks for voting us Czedt
Favorite BBQ Restaurant for the
J.
•
•
5th year in a row!
•
•
•
.
E

1\itti'r

'NS

11116,

ay State Univers •

ZUMPAIMICIP
Man.-Sat. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.•806 Chestnut St.• Murray • 767-0054

Voted Favorite Catering Service in Murray
& Calloway County Two Years in a Row!

usanlYou/
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY FOOD SERVICES

YOUR FAVORITE PLACE TO STAY...

-kkotviab
EXPRESS'

Thanks For
Voting Us
#1 Again!

HOTEL k — SUITES
Indoor Heated Pool • Sauna • Exercise Room
/
•Whirlpool • Pa y-Per- View Movies Available
• Free In-Room High Speed Interact Access, Including Wiretess Throughout Hotel
• Fnion I Camplimentaro Breakfast At Our New Expanded Hot Breakfast Bar!

1504 N. 12TH STREET • MURRAY • 759-4449

z wA
PU0, We appreciate Murray/Calloway Co voting u,

%i%II!
It means so much to us Thank you for allowing us to provide
a quality car wash at a reasonable price'
Owners - Richard & Debbie Stone

Stone's Auto Wash
NiortIs 12th Ntrect hi

blur:R.1

(:14.1-0%•• I

(

jeep
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notOa Merv/
McDonald
111
1110

We appreciate your business.
303 Main
Street
Hazel, KY

Page 15

kee de*rot
faevoire Reaesoirko Artativire
107 NORTH 12TH ST.• MURRAY

Thanks for voting us
your Favorite
5 years In a row!

Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness...Matt. 6:33

Thank Your
voted sti
Electrician
2006

We appreciate
your votes and
your business.

ALL SEASONS ELECTRIC
Owner - Sam Henry

We would like to thank all of our Friends and Custoniers who
have niade our first year in our new location a successful one!

Aegagit iireze
Buffet Served All Day Every Day
Carry-out Available • 759-4653

Give Us A Call For All Your
Electrical Needs!

270-293-8449
or

270-759-9924
Licensed &
Insured

CI*1
dW
Calloway County Favorites
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THANK YOU
te Dessert

For Voting Us Favori
& Favorite Lunch Spot

H.R.H.

DUMPLIN'S

Friday, October 13, 2006

opperud
Realty
OME OF KOPPERUD REALTY AT 711 MAIN STREET

305 S. 12th St.• Murray • 753 0000
Open Mon.-.Sat. /0 a.m.-4 p.m.

tiiiikJiiiiiiik-ArttArCiarrcAircArwAICACCat
voted I"
paving

serv‘ce
2006

I\

THANK YOU!
Approved & State Certified
Equipment, Labor & Materials
"Quality Doesn't Cost. It Paves"

MURRAY PAVING
1161 STATE ROUTE 94 E

753-0411

The staff of
Purchase Area Physical Therapy
and I sincerely thank you for your
vote of confidence by choosing
me as your

Thanks for voting us your
favorite Real Estate Agency
in Calloway County...
Five Years In A Row!

Congratidations 1Cat6y, on being voted
Tavorite Rea(Estate Agent! 'From your

friends and co-workers at Woyyeruct.Realty.

"Favorite Physical Therapist"
for the third consecutive year.
We appreciate our patient's
continued support.

When experience counts,
count on us!

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
208 S. 6th St. • 1Iurray • 270-759-9500
-U413 Alhen Barkley Dr.• Paducah • 270-534-7278
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Thank You!
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clientsfor their 19 years el-kw/patronage.
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